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Abstract 
This thesis develops several Generalized Method of Moments (GMM) estimators for analysing 
Not Missing at Random (NMAR) data, which is commonly referred to as the self-selection prob- 
lem in an economic context. We extend the serniparametric estimation procedures of Ramalho and 
Smith (2003) to include the case where the missing data mechanism (MDM) depends on both a con- 
tinuous response variable and covariates. Within this framework, it is possible to avoid imposing 
any assumptions on the missing data mechanism. We also discuss the asymptotic properties of the 
proposed GMM estimators and establish the connections of them to the GMM estimators of Ra- 
malho and Smith and to the pseudolikelihood estimators of Tang, Little and Raghunathan (2003). 
All of the aforementioned estimators are then compared to other standard estimators for missing 
data such as the inverse probability weighted and sample selection model estimators in a number of 
Monte Carlo experiments. As an empirical application, these estimators are also applied to analyse 
the UK wage distribution. We found that, in many circumstances, our proposed estimators perform 
better than the other estimators described; especially when there is no exclusion restriction or other 
additional information available. Finally, we summarise that, since the true MDM is unlikely to 
be known, several estimators which impose different assumptions on the MDM should be used to- 
gether to examine the sensitivity of the outcomes of interest with respect to the assumptions made 
and the estimation procedures adopted. 
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Chapter I 
Introduction 
In a microeconometric context, random samples are rarely encountered in practice. 
In particular, it is unusual for each member of the population of interest to have the same 
probability of being included in the sample. As a result, most empirical modelling must 
cope with some form of selection in the available sample. A common source of selection 
in sampled data is when some data may be missing, i. e., although the initial sample is 
drawn randomly from the target population, values of some variables are unavailable to the 
investigator. Attrition in longitudinal studies and nonresponse in survey research are two 
cases in point. 
Intuitively, whenever the available sample suffers from missing data, the investigator 
has at least two options. Either to discard the original sample and again attempt to draw a 
well-defined random sample from the same population or to analyse the incomplete sample 
using a technique that takes into account the bias occasioned by the missing data. 
In practice, the literature on missing data appears to have evolved roughly in accor- 
dance with this intuition. On the one hand, the availability of a random refreshment sample, 
which is not subject to censoring or truncation, is assumed and the estimation of the para- 
meters of interest from combining it with the initial sample is investigated; see, e. g., Dolton 
(2002), Hirano, Imbens, Ridder and Rubin (200 1) and Tripathi (2003). On the other hand, 
knowledge of the missing data mechanism (NIDNI) is assumed and estimation and infer- 
ence procedures are developed based only on the incomplete sample. 
2 
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Accordingly, the missing data literature may be categorised into two broad groups, 
viz. approaches whose validity depends on the presence of a complete random refreshment 
sample and approaches that do not require such a sample. This second group is of primary 
interest in our study. Since knowledge of the NEDM is assumed, this group may be further 
sub-categorised on the basis of type of MDMs. 
First, consider a situation where the NIDM consists of an initial sample being drawn 
randomly with a constant probability that a sample unit is selected into the observed sam- 
ple. In this instance, the fully observed units in the incomplete sample still constitute a 
random subsample of all chosen units. This implies that conventional estimation and in- 
ference procedures are still valid in this context. Such NIDNIs are referred to as Missing 
Completely At Random (MCAR). In practice, however, it is unusual for an incomplete 
sample to satisfy MCAR. 
Whenever the MDM depends on random variables which constitute the economet- 
ric or statistical model of interest, standard estimation and inference techniques typically 
need amending because of the bias caused by the MDM. A MDM is referred to as Missing 
At Random (MAR) if, given the fully observed variables, it does not depend on any vari- 
ables with missing values. ' The MDNI is called Not Missing At Random (NMAR) if it is 
influenced by outcomes of both missing and fully observed variables. 
1 MAR is also known as selection on observables or ignorablility of selection. The second label comes 
from the fact that the MAR MDM can be generally ignored in likelihood inference; see Little and Rubin 
(2002, p. 119). 
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Hence, the second group of robust approaches for missing data may be sub-classified 
into three sub-groups according to type of MDMs: (i) MCAR, (ii) NLAR and (iii) NNMR; 
see Figure (1.1). Clearly, NMAR is more general than the other two types of MDMs. 
Supplementary 
Sample 
Missing 
MCAR Data 
Initial 
Sample 
NMAR 
Fig. 1.1. Literature on Missing data 
In this study, we are interested in settings where only the outcomes of the dependent 
variables are missing. In such a setting, maintaining MAR implies that MDM can be 
explained exclusively by observed exogenous covariates. On the other hand, NMAR means 
that MDM is a function of both response variable and covariates. 
Since standard estimation and inference procedures for random sampling are valid 
for MCAR data, it receives no attention in the literature. In contrast, many estimation 
approaches such as multiple imputation and inverse probability weighting have been de- 
veloped for MAR data; see inter alia Little and Rubin (2002), Robins, Rotnitzky and Zhoa 
(1995), Schafer (1997), Tsiatis (2006), van der Laan and Robins (2003) and Wooldridge 
(2002a, 2003). 
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Nevertheless, it is more usual to encounter WAR data in many economic contexts 
being commonly referred to as the self-selection problem. There is an extensive literature 
on sample selection which considers essentially the situation where missing data is NMAR. 
Most of the early literature pioneered by Heckman (1976) focuses on the fully parametric 
approach. However, this method is strongly criticised for the sensitivity of its conclusion 
to a mild change in the functional form restrictions. The later literature therefore attempts 
to weaken these assumptions in certain respects; see, e. g., Manski (1989) and Vella (1998). 
Nonetheless, these relaxations are generally possible only at the cost of imposing some 
form of exclusion restriction. 
Consequently, the MDM is usually restricted and specified whenever data is NNLAR. 
To our knowledge, Manski's (2003) bounds approach is the only method which analyses 
NMAR data that imposes no restrictions on the MDM. The cost of this degree of robustness 
is that the method can only place the parameters of interest within a set-valued identification 
region. 
Ramalho and Smith (2003), RS henceforth, has proposed a Generalized Method of 
Moments (GMM) estimator for a special case of NMAR where the MDM depends only 
on values of the discrete missing response variable. This approach is based on an effi- 
cient GNIM estimator for choice-based samples which is developed in Imbens (1992). An 
advantage of RS's approach over the estimation procedures previously proposed is that it 
avoids an explicit specification of the form of MDM. Tang, Little and Raghunathan (2003), 
henceforth TLR, proposed a set of estimators for the same special case of NMAR allow- 
ing the response variable to be continuously distributed. Their estimators are also based on 
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the tools originally developed for response-biased sampling by Chen (200 1) and Liang and 
Qin (2000). 
A main contribution of this thesis, which is presented in Chapter 2, is the extension 
of the serniparametric estimation procedures developed in RS to include the case where the 
response variable is continuous and where the MDM depends on both the response variable 
and covariates. Within this framework, it is possible to avoid imposing any assumptions 
on the N41DM. However, the approach is not as general as Manski's because a correct spec- 
ification of conditional population distribution of the dependent variable given covariates 
must be assumed. Asymptotic properties of the proposed GMM estimation are also dis- 
cussed in Chapter 2. In addition, the connections of the estimators to both RS and TLR 
are established and the identification of them in both theory and practice is considered. 
Chapter 3 provides Monte Carlo evidence on the finite sample performance of a sub- 
set of the proposed GNIM estimators in comparison to other estimators for missing data. 
These estimators are inverse probability weighted estimators, unweighted estimators, sam- 
ple selection model estimators, the pseudolikelihood estimators of TLR and the GMM es- 
timators of RS. The Monte Carlo experiments conducted are designed to demonstrate the 
contrasting performance of all estimators in a variety of circumstances. The differing as- 
sumptions required of the underlying model for the estimators to display satisfactory finite 
sample performance are also stressed. 
Chapter 4 focuses on comparing all estimators considered in Chapter 3 using real 
data. The estimators are applied to analyse the UK wage distribution. The approach of this 
empirical chapter is based on Skinner et al (2002) which develops a method of estimating 
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the distribution of the Labour Force Survey (LFS) wage rate variable for the Office for 
National Statistics (ONS). In addition to the aforementioned estimators, an imputation 
technique called Multiple Imputation by Chained Equations (MICE) is described and then 
employed in the empirical investigation. Finally, the conclusions and some suggestions for 
future research are given in Chapter 5. 
Chapter 2 
Two-Step GMM Estimators for Nonignorable 
Missing Data 
2.1 Introduction 
An advantage of both the RS GNIM and the TLR's pseudolikelihood estimators is that they 
do not require an explicit specification of the MDM. However, their major weakness is 
that the NIDM is restricted to depend only on values of the missing response variable. In 
this chapter, the RS's estimation procedure is extended to include the case where MDM 
depends on both a response variable and covariates. As a result, it is possible to avoid 
imposing any assumptions on the NIDM within this framework. The asymptotic properties 
of the GMM estimators proposed are also given in Section 2.5. The connections of the 
estimators to both RS and TLR are then established in Sections 2.6 and 2.7. Section 2.8 
explains why the proposed GMM estimators are theoretically identified. It also suggests 
conditions for identification in practice and considers some related identification issues. 
Section 2.9 provides the summaries of this chapter. 
2.2 Model Specification and Sampling Process 
Let Y and X denote a scalar random variable and a p-vector of weakly exogenous covari- 
ates with respective sample spaces Y and X. Suppose the population conditional density 
8 
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function of Y given X is 
f (ylx; 00» 
where f (. I .; 0) is known up to the parameter vector 0 of dimension p, 0E8c RP, and 00 
denotes the true value. The problem of interest is consistent estimation of and inference on 
the parameter vector Oo. 
If a random sample of realised values on Y and X were available, a simple solution 
would be to use standard conditional ML estimation to estimate 00. However, whenever 
values of Y are not observed from some sample units, this solution is not feasible for 
reliable inference. To address this issue, let R be an indicator variable taking value I if no 
data is missing and 0 otherwise and let P.., denote the NIDM, i. e., 
Pyx =PfR=: IIY =- y, X= xý, (2.1) 
which is referred to as the conditional probability of response. 
As in RS, we assume that a sample with missing data is generated as follows. First, 
a sampling unit is randomly drawn from the population. Secondly, the unit is either com- 
pletely observed, in which case R=1, with probability Py., or incompletely observed 
when only the value of X is recorded and R == 0. A random sample of size N is collected 
on the triple (Y, X, R). The resultant sample will thus include sampling units with miss- 
ing Y values. In principle, all values in the sample spaces Y and X are observable unlike 
in the censored regression or Tobit model case where values of the latent regression model 
regressand below the known censoring point can never be observed. 
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The N4DM of interest, (2.1), is NMAR since P,,,, can vary over both Y and X. An- 
other NOM, considered below, which is a special case of (2.1), allows PIR == IJY == 
xj to vary only with values of Y, i. e., 
Py = PýR=IjY==y, X=xj (2.2) 
PfR=IIY=yl. 
We develop our approach for both MDMs, (2.1) and (2.2). This enables us to compare our 
approach to those of RS and TLR. For completeness, we also consider an intermediate 
MDM. Let X= (Xi, X2). Then, 
Pyxl -- 
PjR=IjY=y, Xj=XI, X2=X2j (2.3) 
=: PfR=: IIY=y, Xl=: xll. 
This case has interest because it allows a subset of covariates X2 to affect the conditional 
distribution of Y, but not the MDM. 
Since only values of Y are missing in all cases we consider, they can be referred 
to collectively as item nonresponse (INR), as opposed to unit nonresponse (UNR) where 
values of all variables are jointly missing for nonrespondent units. In what follows, we 
refer to WR settings associated with (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) as INRYX, INRY and INRYX 1 
respectively. 
2.3 Moment Indicators for a Discrete Setting 
Consider the above sampling process in a simple setting where Y and X are two dis- 
crete random variables with Y= fy', ..., y'l and X= fx', ... 'xJ 
I. The joint probability 
2.3 Moment Indicators for a Discrete Setting 
Y 
1 
I 
2X 
i 
Fig. 2.2. The Sampling Process 
PJY = y, X=x, R= 11 may always be estimated for all yGY and xEX using only 
the information from the sample. For example, let Nij be the number of respondent units 
for which Y= yj and X= xj. Then, PfY= yi, X= xj, R=II can be simply estimated 
by the sample proportion Njj1N. Such information, obtained directly from the sample, will 
prove crucial in the estimation procedure to be introduced below. 
Within this discrete setting, we consider the likelihood functions of the observed data 
from INRYX, INRY and fNRX I and their first-order conditions. The first-order conditions 
are rewritten to concentrate out nuisance parameters and are used as moment conditions for 
GMM estimation. In term of notation, we use Pf+; 0 1, rather than f (. 1.; 0), to stress that 
the setting under consideration is discrete. 
2.3.1 INRYX 
POPULATION SAMPLE 
2.3 Moment Indicators for a Discrete Setting 
Observed Discrete Data Likelihoods 
For a respondent unit, R=1, the observed data likelihood is 
Pf Y=y, X=x, R= 11 = PyxPf ylx; OjPxf xj, 
12 
where Pxjxj denotes the true unknown marginal density function of X. Similarly, the 
observed data likelihood for a non-respondent unit, R =- 0, is 
PýX = x, R= 01 = (1 -Z Py., Plylx- 01)'Pxf xl. 
YEY 
The joint observed data likelihood of a sample unit is thus given by 
[Pyxpfylx; olpxfxll, Rl - Epyxpfylx; ol)pxfxll'-' YGY 
Even though Pxfxl is unknown, because X is discrete, we may replace TIxfxj 
by the (unknown) probability 7., associated with each mass point x, xEX. Both Py., 
and the probability masses 7., will be jointly estimated with 00 in the proposed estimation 
procedures. 
The objective function based on the above likelihood function for the random sample 
N fYni 
-rn) 7-nln=l 
'S 
N 
X: f 7n[109 PY,, Xn 
+ 109 PfYnjXn; 01 +log 7rXn I 
n=1 
+(I - r, 
) [109(l - 
EP-yx,, PfY I Xn; 01) + 1097rx,, ] I 
YGY 
-P(E 7x 
xex 
2.3 Moment Indicators for a Discrete Setting 13 
The first-order conditions with respect to the unknowns 7r, 0, Py., and y are 
MN 
rn 
1[Xn = X] 
_ (1 - r) 
1[x, = X] 
JU (2.4) 07rx 
Z 
7rx 7rx 
n=l 
1[Xn = X] 
m, X X; 
n=l 
OL N OlOgPfYnlXn; Ol I -, p 
aPfYlXn; 01 
00 
En 
00 
rn) 
1- Eyey PyxnPfYlXn; 01E YXn ao 
n=l YEY 
(2.5) 
(9L 
N 
apvx = 
1: 
7-n 
n=l 
l[Yn = Yl - I[X, 
PYX 
lýx'ýx'*7-">fylx; ol 
yG yýx c: 
x; 
, zy, -: y 
PyxPfylx; 01 
(2.6) 
Moment Indicators 
M 
19y 
= 
I: 
XEX 
Equating (2.6) to zero, we can derive the following relationship 
N' 
yx Pyxplylx; 01 
nr 
x N EYEY Pyxpýylx; OY 
(2.7) 
r nr where N is the number of respondent units with Yy and X=x, and Nx is the yx 
number of non-respondent units with X=x. Hence, re-arranging (2.7), 
Ny'ý, ( pýylx. oý PYX = Nnr 1 (2.8) 
yýýpfylx; o 
Summing (2.7) over yEY yields 
N EY, 2y Pyxpfylx; 
01 
-X- - nr Nxr - 
EYEY Pyxýptylx; 01, 
2.3 Moment Indicators for a Discrete Setting 
where Xr, = EY,,, Nyr., is the number of respondent units with X 
implies that 
Py", Plylx; ol = 
N, 
YGY 
14 
x. This relationship 
where N., is the total number of sampling units with X=x in the sample, i. e., Nx = 
n Nr + Nr r. Note that the right hand side is the sample proportion of respondents with x 
covariate value x which is a natural estimator for the probability PIR = 11X =: xj =: 
Ey, 
y PyýPjyjx, Ool. Substituting into the expression for Py. in (2.8) we get 
Nr 
yx PYX 
N., P{ylx; Oý 
NY'., /N 
(N. IN)'Pf ylx; 
an intuitive expression for an estimator of P...,, being the sample analogue of 
Pyx PfR= : IIY= : y, X-- xl 
PfR= =l, Y =: y, X =xl 
Pxfxlpfylx; 001 
(2.9) 
The relationship in (2.9) will be crucial in the derivation of two-step GMM estimator for 
INRYX in section 2.4.1. 
Equating (2.4) to zero, multiplying by ýý, and summing over xEX yields ý =: N. 
Substituting back into (2.4) 
Nx 
7rx =. N 
reflecting the ancillarity of X for Oo and confirming the above claim in (2.9) that the esti- 
mator for Pxf xJ =: irx should be NxIN. 
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For the moment indicators corresponding to P., from (2.9), 
Nn= 
Yl - 1[X, = X] 0=E 
Pyx 
- rnl[y 
olex 
ycY, x 
n=l 
pfylx; - 
This set of moment conditions depend on the estimator for marginal distribution of X, ft, 
X, which can be estimated by NxIN as shown above. 
Moreover, the moment indicator for 0 is (2.5) that depends only implicitly on the 
marginal distribution for X through Py, in the second term. Thus, the resultant set of 
GMM moment indicators are 
0 logpfYIx; oý 
p yx 00 -; e 1-Z, y pyxpfylx YGY 
P't : P't -r 
I[y = s] - I[x = t] 
ýs 
c yýt c X. Pf s1t; 01 (NtIN) 
2.3.2 INRY 
Observed Discrete Data Likelihoods 
Given (2.2), the observed discrete data likelihood for a respondent unit is 
P{Y--y, X=x, R=ll = PyPfylx; 01'Pxfxl 
apf,. Ulx; 01 00 1 
Hy 
Ptylx; 01'Px{xl, y Y, x 
QY 
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whereHy == 'Ply = yR =I I and Qy == E,,, sxPfylx; 01'PxfxI. Define Hnr =-ply= Y 
R= 01. Hence, the observed discrete data likelihood for a non-respondent unit is 
Hr T', r 
'PfX=x, R=01 Y Pfylx; OýPxfxl 
YEY QY 
Hy 
= (1 -Z -Pfylx; 01)Pxfxl, x EX. 
YEY 
QY 
Thus, the joint observed data likelihood of a sample unit is then given by 
2ýy- r [(l _Z 
HY 
-pf YJX; 01), p x fXI]1-r. 
Y Pfylx; 01'Pxf xl QY 
1 
YGY 
QY 
As above, because X is discrete, the unknown Pxf .1 may be replaced by the (un- 
known) probability7r., associated with each mass point x, xGX. The objective function 
N based on the above likelihood function for the random sample jYn- Xn, rnln=l is 
Av 
Efr, [IogHy+logPfy, lx,; Ol+log7rx,, - log Qy,, 
n=1 
r, ) [log(1 -E 
Hy 
Pf YIX,; 01) + lOg 7rx. ] 
YGY QY 
-ft(E 7-,., - 1), 
xc-X 
where Qy = Eý, cx Pf ylx; 
017r,. 
The first-order conditions with respect to Hy, 1-1 X, 0 and [L are 
aL - N, 
Tn 
1 [Yn =: Yl 
_ 
(1 - r, ) pfylxn; 01 ycY; (2.11) 
(9Hy 
Y, 
Hy 1- zyz)" ýýy-pf ylx"; 01 Qy n=l QY 
(M 
A, l' r Xn = XI '1 
rn -PfYnIX, + (2.12) '01 7rx QYn 
n=l 
H 
iýý '4'Pf YjXn; OlPf YI-rý 01 
EyEY 
Q2 [Xn :: -- X] 
7'n )-y 1 ! LY-'P fY1 Xn; 01'X - EYEY QY 
1 
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(9 LN0 109 Pf Y, I Xn; 01 
ao 
E 
rn ao 
n=l 
(I - rn) 
I 'Ly PfYlXn; 01 - Eycv QY 
--1 
apfy, lx; 01 
7x ý --E- 90 Yn 
XEX 
Z Hy (9, pf ylx,; 01 H (9'Pýylx; 01 x -yPfYIXn; 01 Z 00 
7r, 
QY (90 Q2 YEY YEY y XGX 
OL 
XEX 
Moment Indicators 
From (2.11), the ML estimator for H., is given by 
N (1 
- rn)PfYj-ýn; 01 Hy = NY'Qy 
E- 
n=l 
Eyc 2ý2NYIX"; ol 
:: Y QV 
17 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
where Nyr is the number of respondent units with Y=y. Notice that, from (2.11), the 
second and the third terms in (2.12) sum to zero. Then, multiplying the resultant expression 
from (2.12) by7-r., and summing over xEX yields 
N 
Efr, + (I - r,, )l 
1: 1[x, 
n=l xEX 
Consequently, again from (2.12), the NIL estimator-7r,, =Nj: 
N I [-rn= x]. Moreover, n=1 
the ML estimator for Qy is then given by 
Qy PIYIX7 
XEX 
N 
Pf YI'Cn; 017 Y 
n=l 
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By a similar argument, the second and the forth terms of (2.13) sum to zero. Hence, 
(2.13) can be re-written as 
N 
n=l 
a log pfy, lx"-) of 
ao 
Hy 0PfYj-rn; 01 
fly ao 1- Eyey ýPf Yl-'Cn; Of yGY 
QY 
QY 
(2.15) 
Therefore, the GMM moment indicators are given by 
rl[y = s] - 
H, (1 - r)Pf slx; 01 
Q', 1- zy, y 
Hypf 
y1X; 01 QY 
8: 
QY 
0 log'P f Y. 1 x; 01 (1 - r) Z Hy (9Ptylx; 01. 
r 00 1- zyý- Hypf YIX. 01 yey 
Qy 00 1 
:: y QY 3 
Pf ylx; oý, y (2 
2.3.3 INRYXI 
(2.16) 
In this subsection, X= (Xi, X2)', where X, and X2 are discrete random vector with 
respective sample spaces X, = jxjI, ..., x, ' 
I andX2 x 21, ..., x 2j2j. Define J=J, J2. 12 
Therefore, we can treat X as in the previous subsections since it takes values from a set of 
outcomes. 
Observed Discrete Data Likelihoods 
Under (2.3), the MDM depends on values of Y and X, while the conditional distribution 
of Y is a function of both X, and X2. Define Hy.,, = 'Pf Y=y, X, = xi, R= 11 and 
QYXI ý-- Y: X2EX2 
PIYIX1) X2; 
01'pXlIX2 IX1 IX21'PX2fX21- 
For a respondent unit, the observed data likelihood is 
'PfY =: y, X= x, R= 11 = 
Hy 
170fY1X17X2; ' 
Qyxl 01 
Px11X2 {XI IX21'PX2 tX21, 
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where 
PX11X2f-j-j 
and 
'PX2f .1 are unknown. The observed data likelihood for a non- 
respondent unit is 
Hy 
x P{X =x, R= 01 = (1 Qy. 
lPtYlXliX2; 01)'pXllX2fX11X21'PX2{X21 
YEY 
The joint observed data likelihood of a sample unit is thus given by 
Hyxl'PfYlXl, 
X2,01'pXljX2flljX2j'PX2f X21 
r 
[(I-E Hyxl Pf Yl-'Cl; X2*) 01)pXlIX2fXlIX21 , PX2fX2111-", Qyxj 
I 
Y(=-Y 
Qyxl 
BecauseX2 is discrete, we may replace PX2 IX21 by the (unknown) probability7rX2 as- 
sociated with each mass point -'1ý2, -12 G X2- Similarly, we replace 
'PX1IX2fX1jX2j by the 
(unknown) probability w, ,,, associated with 
the mass point (-'Cl, X2)5 X1 c X, andX2 E X2- 
The parameters 7.,, and w.,, I, will be jointly estimated with 00 in the proposed estimation 
procedure. 
The objective function based on the above likelihood function for the random sample 
N fYni-'rn;? 'nln=l 'S 
N 
£= ý7. f7-n[logHyXln +10gPfYnIX1niX2n; 01 +109WXlnlX2n + log 7rX2n -log QYnX1n1 
n=l 
+ (1 - r, ) [log(1 - 
1: 
QYX1n 
'P{YlXlnj X2n; 
01)+ log WXln 1X2n + 
log 7rX2n 
11 
YGY 
' 71'X2 wxl 1 - 
1) 
-Z /XX2 1X2 -3 
X2GX2 X2 EX2 
( 
x, EX, 
where Qyx, PfY1X13 X2; 
OIWX1IX27rX2" EX2CX2 
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The first-order conditions are 
(M 
=Z rn 
lýYn = Yll[Xln = Xll (2.17) OHyx, 
n=l 
Hyx, 
(1 
- rn) 1[Xln = Xl] Pf YIX1 3 X2n; 
Oý 
1- Ey.. Hyxl'Pf YlXli X2n; 01 Qyxl 1 QYXJ 
1 
(9 109 PýYn 1 Xlni X2n; 01 1 aPf Yn 1 Xlni X2; 01 
(90 
Z 
rn 
(90 QYnxln 
E 
WXlnlX27rX2 
ao 
n=l X2 EX2 
(1 
- rn) Hyxl, 19Pf YlXlný X2n; 01 
1-Zyey Yx1nPfYlXln)X2n; 01 
YGY 
Qyxln (90 Qyxln 
-Z 2PfYlXlnjX2n; 
01 Z WXlnlX27rX2 
ÖPf y1 Xln) X2; 01 
3 (2.18) 
yey 
(QYxln) 
X2EX2 
(90 
1 
OL N 
7-n 
1[Xln Xlll[X2n ý X21 1[Xln : -- Xll 'PtYnIX15 X2; 
017rX2 
awxl 
1X2 
>ý 1 
WX1 1X2 QYnX1 n=l 
rn) 
1[--rln 
-Xlll[--r2n -:::: ý -X21 
I 
Wxl IX2 
(2.19) 
[Xln ý Xll Eyey (QHyxl 
P{YIX1, X2n; OlPfYlXli X2 OPrX2- 
yx, 
)2 
42 
1 Hyxl PfY1X13 X211; 01 - Eyey QYXJ 
(91C 
N 
rn 
I [X2n : --:: X21 1 Pf Yn I Xln) X2; 
OIWXln 
JX2 
(97rX2 
Y, 
I 
7rX2 QYnxin 
n=l 
+ 
[X2n 
= X21 
+ 
7rX2 
zycy 
- 
Hy, ln PýYIX177,3 X2ni OIP{YIX1? -t) X2; 
olWxlnlX2 
- 
Hyxln ju, 1- Eyey 
Qyxln 
PfYlXln, X2n*l 01 
-1 
(2.20) 
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Moment Indicators 
Rearrange (2.17) to obtain 
N 
= NY'x, QZ 
(1 - r, ) 1[Xl = Xll'PfYlXlj X2ni 01 (2.21) Hyx, yxj 
n=l 
j", 
y.. 
IIyxl'P{YlXli 
X2n; 01 Qyxl 
Employing (2.17), the fourth term of (2.19) becomes 
-rN1-- 
xl PtYlXlý X21 
017X2 r, I[xl, 
Nr y= Xl] PýynIX1iX2; 0 
PrX2 
yey Qyxl n=l QYnX1 
Thus, the second and the fourth terms of (2.19) cancel. Hence, 
N 
WXI JX2AX2 
[-Xln 
: -- X11 I 
[X2n X21 (2.22) 
n=l 
= j: 
N 
1 Multiplying (2.22) by and summing over x, e X, gives 
ýX2 
n= 
I(X2n 
= X2) 
N12 
'Substituting back into (2.22) yields 
N En=l 1[-Z; ln = --rll 
I [-'1ý2n = X21 
WX1 JX2 - NX2 
Moreover, one can write (2.2 1) as 
(1 - r, 1) 1 [X ln' X lnl'P fY1X ln i X2? -t'; 
01 
HyXl. ý NY',;, nQYxln 
Z- 
1- Ey, 
2 
Hyý'lr"PýYlXlnj 
X2n'; 01 nl=l :: y QY--in 
Also, from (2.23), ci XlnIX2 can be written as 
WXlnIX2 
N 
n/ =1 
I [Xlnl = Xlnll[X27-t' = X21 
IN : 
n//=l 
I [X2n" = X21 
(2.23) 
from (2.23) and comparing with (2.17) rewritten for Hyxý,,, the Substituting forW-IInIX2 
second and fourth ten-ns of (2.20) are also zero. Hence, one can show that 
N 
7rX2 I[ -C 2n == -r 21 
n=l 
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Similarly, these expressions for Hy,,,,, and demonstrate that the second and 
the fourth terms of (2.18) cancel. Thus (2.18) becomes 
00 
109 Pf YIX1, rL3 X2n; 
01 (1 
- r, 
) 
Z HYX1n (9P{YlXlnj X2n; 01 Efrn 
(90 Hy:,: 1 (90 
n=l 
fi 
PfY1X ln i X2n; 
01 
yGY 
Qyxl? 
L Qyxln 
(2.24) 
Finally, may be written as 
Qyxi = PfYlXl)X2; 01W-XlIX27FX2 
X2EX2 
N 
= N-lE 1[Xln = Xl] 
E 'PfYlXl) X2; OJI[X27-t = X21 
n=l X2 EX2 
N 
N-'El[xl,, =Xl]PIYIX1, X2n; 01- 
n=l 
Thus, the GMM moment indicators are 
(1 - r) 1[xl = t] Hý, t *OliS G Yit Gx H, t : rl[y = s]1 [x, = t] PýSIti X2ý 1; ZyCy LLs-tPf SIti X2; 01 Qst (2. t 
0 109 PýYIXI) X2; 01 (1 - r) Z Hyx, OPf YIX1 3 X2; 
01 
1; 
(90 1- Eyey HY'xl'PfY1X1) X29 Oý y(Ey 
Qyxl (90 QYXJ 
Qyt : Qyt - 1[Xl = tlPfYltý X2; 01) Y Ei Y- (2.25) 
2.4 Moment Indicators for Continuous Y and X 
This section shows that the moment indicators obtained in the previous section can be 
modified in such a manner that they remain valid even when Y and X are continuous. 
The cost of the relaxation to allow inclusion of continuous Y and X is that some nuisance 
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functions must be estimated prior to the GNIM estimation. Therefore, the approach taken 
here is based on two step G estimation. 
2.4.1 INRYX 
When Y and X are discrete, the sample proportion for Y=y, X=x and R=1, 
Nyr,, IN, defines an empirical estimator for PIYy, X=x, R= 11. Hence, the 
sampling process enables us to estimate the quantities Pf Y=y, X=x, R= 11 and also 
7Tx = Pf X= xj for all yEY and xEX. Note that we may re-express (2.9) as 
Pyý, = Hyx/(Pf ylx; 01-kx). (2.26) 
Let h(y, x, r -- 1) denote the joint density function of Y, X and R=1. Likewise, 
if Y and X are continuous, we can use either parametric or nonparametric methods to 
estimate h(y, x, r= 1) from the sample. Similarly, since X is randomly drawn and is 
always observed, we can also estimate the marginal density function fx (x) for X. 
For simplicity, we specify parametric models for h (y, x, r= 1) and fx (x), rather 
than using a nonparametric approach. Let h(y, x,, r = 1-, 0) and fx(x; a) denote the es- 
timators for h (y, x, r= 1) and fx (x). Thus, for the continuous case, adaption of the 
expression (2.26) for Py,, yields an estimator for PIR=IIY=y, X=xI given by 
Pyx 
h(y, x, r=1; ýb) 
f (Ylx; O)fx(x7 
Furthermore, we can re-write (2.5) for this setting as 
N 0 109 f (Yn 1 Xn; 0) PYXn 0=E r, 00 rn) 
n=l 
fy Pyxn f (y 1 xn; 0) dy 
(2.27) 
af (ylx,; 0) 
ao 
dy 
(2.28) 
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Plugging (2.27) into (2.28), provides the moment indicator 
0r0 
log f (ylx; 0) 
- (1-r) 
1 h(y, x, r =: 1; 0) 0 log f (ylx; 0) dy. 
00 1- fy(h(y, x, r=1; 0)Ifx (x; a»dy fx (x; a) ao 
ly 
(2.29) 
S ince h (y, x, r 1) / fx (x) =h (y, r =: II x), the conditional density of Y and R given X 
evaluated at R 1, PIR = OIX = xj =1- fy(h(y, x, r= I)Ifx(x))dy. Hence, it is 
straightforward to show that the population counterpart of (2.29) is 
,0 
log f (ylx; 00) 
- (1-r) 
1 h(y, x, r= 1) 0 log f (ylx; Oo) dy, 
ao 1- fy(h(y, x, r= 1)Ifx(x»dy 
ly 
fx(x) 00 
(2.30) 
and has expectation with respect to the sample distribution equal to zero. ' Therefore, the 
moment indicator (2.29), can be used for GMM estimation of 00 when Y and X are con- 
tinuously distributed random vectors. 
Because it requires correct parametric specifications for f (ylx), h(y, x, r= 1) and 
fx(x), a GMM estimator for 00 based on the moment indicator (2.29) may seem restric- 
tive and may not be more attractive than the fully parametric approach. Nevertheless, the 
first-step parametric estimation is adopted here to simplify the discussion of asymptotic 
properties of the estimator provided in the next section. Theoretically, it is possible to es- 
timate both h(y, x, r= 1) and fx (x) by nonparametric methods based only on sample 
information. Given such first-step nonparametric estimators, only correct specification of 
the population conditional density function f (ylx; 0) of Y given X is required for con- 
2 Note that E[rO log f(ylx; Oo)/00] = fv. xh(y, x, r = 1)0 log f(y 
I x; Oo)1,90dydx. 
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sistent estimation of 00. This possibility represents a considerable advantage for GNIN4 
estimation over the fully parametric approach since it avoids parameter isation of both the 
MDM and the marginal density of the covariates, fx(x). A shortcoming of this GMM es- 
timator, however, is that estimation of h(y, x, r= 1) and fx(x) becomes more complex as 
the dimension of X increases. 
2.4.2 INRY 
Moment Indicators for Two-Step Estimation 
Let h(y, r= 1) denote the joint density function of Y and R=1. Similarly to above, 
the WRY sampling process permits estimation of h(y, r= 1) which is denoted here by 
h(y, r=1; 0) and is based on respondent units only. Rewrite (2.15) as' 
Na 
log f (y, I X, - ý) (I - r, ) h(y, r=1; 
ý X,,; 0) O=Y 
In 
Of (Y I 
dy 
n=1 
00 h(y, r=i; ý) f (Y 0 -0) 
00 jXn) )dy Q(Y7 Q (Y; ý) 
N 
where Q(y; 0) = 
N-'E,, 
=l 
f (YjXniO). The corresponding moment indicator is 
0 log f (ylx- 0) (1 - r) h(y, r=1; ýb) af (ylx; 0) 0: r 00 
(90 -dy. f- Q(Y; o) f 
(ylx; 0)dy 
ly 
Q (y; 0) 
y 
(2.31) 
It is straightforward to check that the expectation of (2.3 1) with respect to the sample 
distribution is equal to zero. 
As noted above, the estimator h(y, r=1; only uses information from respondent 
units which is quite different from the discrete case where information from non-respondent 
3 Cf. the first-order condition of the pseudolikelihood estimator in (2.45) given below. An advantage of 
this approach over (2.45) is that, by estimating h(y, r= 1), the information on 0 from non-respondent units 
is able to be incorporated into the estimation procedure. 
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units is also incorporated in the estimator Hy; see (2.16). Interestingly, we can show that 
the following relationship involving population quantities 
h(y, r= 1) 
Q (Y; 0) 
f (ylx; 0) 
f h(y, r=l) 
jy Q(Y; o) 
f (ylx; 0)dy' 
(2.32) 
based on the moment indicator for Hy in (2.16), has expectation with respect to the sample 
distribution equal to zero. Hence, it is possible to combine the moment indicators (2.3 1) 
and (2.32) to estimate 00. This will move us from just-identified case to over-identified 
case. 
Notice that, unlike INRYX, an increase in the dimension of X does not complicate 
first-step estimation, an advantage over the GMM estimator of section 2.4.1 that arises as a 
consequence of assuming the MDM (2.2) rather than (2.1). 
Moment Indicators for One-Step Estimation 
From (2.15), a possible consistent estimator for Hy is N-' EN 1r -I 
[y, = y]. Substituting n= 
this estimator for Hy, expressions such as EY, X[Hy/ýy]Pf yl-rn*) 
01 can be rewritten as 
N' EN=l N0 t l'nl [Ynl =: Yl PfYlXn; 1 yý 'PtYlXn; 01 = N-'E rn' Z 1[Yn/ = Yl -- - 
yc-y QY nl=l ycy QY N PfYni JXni 01 
N-lE l'nl 
nl=l Qynl 
Thus, (2.15) can be re-expressed as 
N 
I: 
rn 
n=l 
0 log'Pfy, 1 x,; 01 (1 - r, ) 
(90 
N 
nft=l Qyn// 
P{yn'Ixn; ol 
N n' 
rn' 
) 
Xnj 01 Ynit 
ao 
(2.33) 
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Note that (2.33) no longer depends on H., and remains valid even when Y is continuous; 
i. e., (2.33) may be written as 
rn (9 
log f (Y 1 x,; 0) (1 - r, ) (1N, 1 
Of (Yn" 1 Xn; 0) ), Z 
00 (-j- 1: N, f(Y1x, -ý;? » NZ jl; 0) (90 n=l N n' Q n"=l 
Q(Yn 
(2.34) 
where Q(y- 0) = N-' N 0) as before. Hence, the corresponding moment I 
En=l f (Yllni 
indicator is 
a log f (ylx; 0) (1 - r) 1 
N, 1 Of (Yv, x; 0) 
00 
-L 
1: N, f (Yf lxl; o)ý) (jý 
EQ 
(Ynil; 0) (90 Nn kq) n"=l '=' Q(yn'; 0) 
An crucial advantage of this moment indicator over (2.3 1) is that it does not require the 
first-step estimation of h(y, r= 1). 
2.4.3 INRYXI 
Let h (y, x 1, r= 1) denote the j oint density function of Y, X, and R=I and let h (y, x 1, r= 
V)) denote a parametric estimator for h(y, xl, r= 1). Estimation of Qyx, is more compli- 
cated than that of Qy in INRY because it involves an indicator function. If X, is discrete, 
we can use the estimator of Qy.,, from the discrete setting, viz. 
N 
Q(y, x,; 0) = N-1 EI [x= Xl]f 
(YlXli X2ni 0)- 
n=l 
Whenever X, is continuous, one may estimate the sample density h(y, xi) using the 
following estimator 
Nhh 
Q(y, x,; 0) = (Nh)-1 Z I(xl -2< Xln < Xl +2 
)f (YlXlj X2ni 0)5 
n=l 
where h is a bandwidth parameter. Since X, and X2 are fully observed, it is possible to 
specify a parametric model for X, conditional on X2 and then to estimate the parameters 
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involved separately. Thus, h(y, xi) can be alternatively estimated using 
N 
Q(y, x,; 0, oz) = N-lE f 
(YlXlj X2n; 0)f (Xl 1X2n; Ce)e 
n=l 
where a parameterises the population 
densityfX1IX2('r1j-'r2). 
Thus, (2.24) can be rewritten for the continuous setting as 
28 
(9 log f (y. 1 x, -ý; 0) (1 - r) h(y, x,; 0) Df (ylx,; 0) 
(90 h(y, xl;, 0) 
- 00 dyl, 
n=l Q(Y, Xln; 0) 
f (ylxn», 0)dy 
IY 
Q(Yj Xln; 0) 
(2.35) 
and the corresponding moment indicator is 
r0 
log f (ylx; 0) 
ao I- 
(1 - r) ( h(y, x,; 0) Of (ylx; 0) 
h(y, xi; ý» - 
1, - ao-'Y fy 
Q(Y, xl; o) 
f (ylx; 0)dy Q(Y, xi; 0) 
(2.36) 
Like INRYX, the estimators of the nuisance ftinctions in INRYX I become more com- 
plex as the dimension of X increases. However, first-step estimation in INRYXI is less 
complicated than that in INRYX since dim(xl) < dim(x) which justifies interest in the 
GMM estimator for INRYX I. Consider a situation where first-step estimation is nonpara- 
metric and X is of large dimension. INRYX I simplifies the estimation procedures in IN- 
RYX by restricting the MDM to depend on the subvector of X, and using INRYX I -GNIM 
instead of INRYX-GMM estimation. 
2.5 Asymptotic Properties 
Since the one-step GMM estimator for INRY in section 2.4.2 does not require an initial 
estimation, its asymptotic properties can therefore be proved using standard arguments. 
Thus, the proof is ornitted. 
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For the other cases, we specify parametric models for the nuisance functions. There- 
fore, ML delivers a natural procedure for first-step estimation. Let -y E IF denote the 
parameters involved in the initial stage. These parameters are (al, 0')' for INRYX and V) 
for INRY and INRYX 1. Let W denote the triple (Y, X, R) and )IV =: YxXxf0,11 the 
sample space. Also let d(w, -y) denote the vector of related parametric density functions. 
For instance, d(w, -y) = [fx (x; oz), r- h(y, x, r=1;, 0)]' in INRYX. Thus, the NEL estimator 
-y satisfies the condition 
N0 log d(w, -y) N-1 Z 
lgy 
= 0. 
n=l 
(2.37) 
Let g(w; 0, -y) denote the vector of moment indicators from either (2.29), (2.3 1) or 
(2.36). The GMM estimator, 0, solves 
N-1 Z g(w; 0, y) = 
n=l 
(2.38) 
One can interpret this two-step GNfM estimator as a joint GNIM estimator by stack- 
ing (2.37) and (2.38) to form ý(w, 0, -y) = [a log d(w, -y)la-y', g(w, 0, -y)']'. Let g(w) = 
g(w, Oo, -ýO), Go = E[(9g(w)IaO], Gy = E[ag(w)la-y], D=E [(92 log d(w, -yo) la-y(9-y'] and 
ý (w) =- D-'[a log d(w, -yo) la-ý]. The following assumptions describe standard regular- 
ity conditions which are sufficient for the consistency and asymptotic normality of (0', 
See Newey and McFadden (1994, Theorems 2.6,3.4 and 6.1) 
Assumption 2.5.1: Suppose that f y', X" r"IN are i. i. d. and (i) (0', int (E) x 00 
F) where 19 and IF are compact; (ii) d(w, -y) is twice continuously differentiable in -y Cz I, - 
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(iii) d(w; -y) and ad(w; -y)la-y are continuous at each -y G r; (iv) d(w, -y) >0 for all 
wE )/V and -y in an open neighbourhood of -yo. 
Assumption 2.5.2: (1) f (ylx; 0) is twice continuously differentiable in 0c0; (ii) 
(y I x; 0) and (9f (y I x; 0) / (90 are continuous at each 0E8, - (iii) f (y I x; 0) >0 for all 
Y, xGX and 0 in an open neighbourhood of 00; (iv) fx (x) >0 for all xCX. 
Assumption 2.5.3: (1) (00, -yO)' is the unique solution to E[ý(w, 00, -yo)] =0 and 
E[i9ý(w, Oo, -yo)la(O', -y')] is full column rank; (ii) E[sup(o,,, Y, ), 
II ý(W, 0, Y) 11 2] < oc and 
E[sup(o,, y), (=-A( 
jjaý(w, 0, -y)la(01, ýy') 11] < oo where N is a neighbourhood of (00, -yO)' in 
E) x IF, - (iii) d'd is nonsingularfor d'= E[aý(w, 00, -yo)/a(O', -y')']. 
Assumption 2.5.1 (iv) implies that the sampling process is valid because h(y, r= 1), 
h(y, xi, r= 1) and h(y, x, r= 1) are strictly positive. Assumptions 2.5.2(iii) and (iv) 
ensure that Qy and Qy, are also strictly positive. For INRYX, Assumption 2.5.2(iv) can be 
dropped since fx (x; a) >0 by Assumption 2.5.1 (iv). All other conditions are standard for 
a joint GMM estimator. These conditions lead to the following result. 
Theorem 2.5: (Consistency and Asymptotic Normality. ) IfAssumptions 2.5.1-2.5.3 
are satisfied then -0 -P-ý Oo and --y -P-+ -yo. Also, 0 and --y are asymptotic normal and, in 
particular, 
d 
x7n-(0 - Oo) ___-> N(O, V), 
where V == G-'E[fg(w) +G-, ý(w) If g(w) +G., ý(w)j']G-" and where -P-* and -dý denote 00 
convergence i. n probability and distribution respectively. 
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The proof of this theorem follows exactly that for Newey and McFadden (1994, The- 
orem 6.1). 
2.6 INRYX and the RS Approach 
Let Y and X be continuously distributed with respective sample spaces Y and X. Let Yj, 
iE1,1 =f 1),, *, 
Cl, and Xj, jEJ, j=f1,... ) MI, 
be finite partitions of Y and X. 
RS applies the methodology of Imbens (1992) for choice-based sampling to deal with 
the missing data problem when Y is discrete and the MDM is (2.2). Moreover, RS suggests 
that this approach can be extended to cover the case when Y and X are continuous and the 
MDM is 
Pij = PfR=IIY=y, X=xl. 
PfR=IIYGYi, XEXjl, iC--T, jEJ. (2.39) 
In other words,, although Y and X are continuous, Pij is constant within a particular set 
Yj x Xj of values of Y and X. 
In this section, we derive an estimator for (2.39) using RS's approach that is then 
compared to the two-step GMM estimator for INRYX since the MDM in (2.39) is a special 
case of (2.1). 
2.6.1 The RS GMM Estimator 
Given (2.39), the observed data likelihood for a respondent unit is 
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PfY=y, X=x, R=ll = Pijf(ylx; O)fx(x) 
Hij 
f (ylx; 0) fx (x), y2 yi ,xCX Qij j, 
where Hij = Pf YG Yi, Xc Xj, R= 11 and Qij = fy,. xj f 
(ylx; O)fx(x)dydx. 
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Define the indicator Ii =1 if Yc Yj and 0 otherwise. Then the conditional proba- 
bility of li =I given X is 
R(ilx; 0) == 
1f (ylx; 0)dy. 
Y, 
Hence Qij = fx, R(ilx; O)fx(x)dx. Let Hinjr = PJY E Yi, XE Xj, R= 01. Then, the 
observed data likelihood for a non-respondent unit is 
nr 
f (y 1 x; 0) fx (x) dy 
Y, 
'PfX=x, R=01 = Qij 
= (1-EHjR(ilx; O»fx(x), xeXj. 
icI Qij 
Accordingly, the joint observed data likelihood of a sample unit is 
ýýij-f (YIX-3 0)fx(x) [(l -Z 
Hij 
R(ilx; 0»fX(X)]1-r 
1 
Qij 
1 
iE1 Qij 
Following Cosslett (1981) and Imbens (1992) we regard X as discrete with support 
X, each mass point associated with probability mass Pf X= xj = 7r..,, xCX. Thus, the 
objective function based on the above likelihood is 
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N 
Efr, [log Hi,, j,, +log f (y, lx,; 0) +log 7r, -log 
n=1 
r, ) [log (1 - 
1: mjn R(i 1 xn, 0» + log7r, 
]ý 
iel Qijn 
-[i(E 7ý, - 
1), 
XEX 
where Qij = E.,,, j 
R(ilx, 0)7T.,. 
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The following moment conditions may be obtained from the above objective func- 
tion, the detailed derivation of which is given in the appendix: 
N 
E 
'rn 
n=l 
( 
- 0 log f (Y 1 x 5 ij, DR(ilXnj 
0) 
1- Zie, 2ýýR(ilXn3 0) iel Qii'n 00 Qij, 
(2.40) 
N 
Hij :0=1: rn 
n=l 
( 
ao 
1[in = il - l[in 
Hij 
I [in = il 
rn) 
1- Zie, 4ýýR(ilXni 0) 
Qij 
Qij :0= NQij- 
j-' 1 [Xne Xj] R(ilXn) 0) - 
n=l 
2.6.2 Comparison 
(2.42) 
None of (2.40), (2.4 1), and (2.42) depend on the marginal distribution of X. Thus, although 
X is assumed to be discrete with finite support in the above derivation, these moment 
R(ij -Iýn 7 0) 
Qij 
(2.41) 
indicators remain applicable even when X is continuously distributed. We now compare 
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the RS GMM estimator (RSGMM) to the two-step GMM estimator for fNRYX (INRYX- 
GNIM) from section 2.4.1. 
In term of the sample density function h(y, x, r- 1), RSGNIM estimates Hij using 
(2.4 1) whereas, in INRYX-GNIM, h(y, x, r= 1) must be specified and estimated. This 
suggests that RSGN4N4 is more robust than INRYX-GMM in this regard. Nonetheless, 
a nonparametric estimator for h(y, x, r= 1) obtained directly from sample respondents 
may be used in the first-step. Thus, it is possible to use the moment indicator for 0 from 
INRYX-GNIN4 without specifying a parametric model for h(y, x, r= 1). The prospect of 
nonparametric first-step estimation makes INRYX-GMM competitive with RSGNTM in this 
respect. 
The main advantage of RSGMM over INRYX-GNIM is that it does not require the 
specification and estimation of fx (x). The moment indicators for RSGNIN4 depend loosely 
on the marginal distribution of X through the indicator function I [j, = j]. To use RSGMM, 
we only need to know from which set in the partition of X each observation was drawn, but 
not the density function, fx (x), itself, since the MDM is assumed constant within Yj x Xj, 
'I .G -T, j 
On the other hand, (2.39) is more restrictive than (2.1) which underpins INRYX- 
GMM. Thus, by comparing these two estimators, we can see that the cost of relaxing (2.39) 
to (2.1) is the specification and estimation of fx (x). This cost may, however, be acceptable 
if one can use a nonparametric method to estimate fx(x) from the data which is possible 
because there are no missing values in X. 
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To sum up, RSGMM and INRYX-GNIM are operable under different assumptions. 
The decision whether to use RSGMM or INRYX-GNIN4 depends on one's preference con- 
cerning these assumptions. If one believes that (2.39) is unrealistic and nonparametric first- 
step estimation is adopted, then INRYX-GMM may be preferable to RSGMM. 
2.7 INRY, RS and TLR 
TLR propose pseudolikelihood (PL) estimators for dealing with missing data in a INRY 
setting. RS develop GNIM estimation for the special case when Y is discrete or, if Y is 
continuously distributed, the NtDM depends on a finite partition of Y. In this section, we 
demonstrate a connection between PL, RS GNIM and the two-step INRY-GNM4 estimators 
of Section 2.4.2. To simplify the notation, we again use RSGMM estimator to denote this 
particular RS estimator. 
2.7.1 Pseudolikelihood Estimators 
Under (2.2), respondent units are a random sample from the population distribution of X 
given Y. Thus, inference may be based on the following observed data likelihood 
Nf (Yn 1 Xn; 0) fX (Xn) 
_] 
rn 
ll 
fX f (Yn 1 X; 0) fx (x) dx n=I 
TLR propose a two-step procedure for estimating 0: (i) estimate the marginal density 
of X, f, -v (x), based on the full sample, and (ii) replace fx (x) with the estimator fx (x) and 
maximise the resultant pseudolikelihood with respect to 0. Different methods of estimating 
fx(x) lead to a different PL estimator. Among these PL estimators, TLR show that the 
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most efficient one is the one where fx (x) is estimated by its empirical counterpart, i. e., the 
most efficient P. L estimator maximises 
r, log f (yn 1 x; 0) dFn (X) 11 (2.43) L=Zr, 109 f (YnlXn5 0) -Z 
n=l n=l y 
EN where Fn(x) = N-1 n=l 
I [Xn < X1 . Since it is more efficient than the others, we use the 
maximiser of (2.43) as the benchmark for any comparison between pseudolikelihood and 
other estimators. 
An alternative procedure, which yields an equivalent expression to (2.43), to the two- 
step estimation procedure in TLR is as follows. Suppose X is discrete with support X, with 
each mass point having associated probability mass PIX = xj = 7, xcX. Instead of 
=: 
N 
using F,, (x), one can directly estimate 7rx using the empirical estimator ýýx 
En=1 I [Xn 
x] IN. Accordingly, the estimator of Qy = fx f (y I x; 0) fx (x) dx is 
QY =Z ýýx -f (ylxl 0) 
xex 
1N 1[Xn = Xlf (YJX; 0) 
n=l xEX 
1N 
f (ylx"; 0), yc 
n=l 
Since the estimator Qv is valid even if X is continuous because it does not depend on the 
nuisance parameter 7., an alternative expression to (2.43) is 
1 
(2.44) £=Z rn 109 f (YnlXni 0) -Z rn log[N 
Zf (Yn 1 Xnl; 0)1 - 
n=l n=l nl=l 
The maximisers of (2.43) and (2.44) are theoretically identical. An advantage of using 
(2.44) is that it does not require the first-step estimation of fx (x). The PL estimator 
in (2.44) resembles a Maximum Simulated Likelihood (MSL) estimator where the direct 
Monte Carlo integral estimator is used. The only difference is that the values of X are from 
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the actual sample, rather than arising from a Monte Carlo sample drawn from a known 
density of X. 
From (2.44), the first-order condition with respect to 0 is 
OL 
=N rn 
(0 109 f (Yn 1 Xn; 0) 1N Of (y, l x; 0) 
0. 
00 
ýý 
00 EN -Z 00 
n=l nl=l 
f (YnlXn'; 0) 
ýll=l 
(2.45) 
If pseudolikelihood estimation is applied to a case where Y and X are discrete, then (2.45) 
becomes 
(M 
Na 109 PfY? 
z 
lXn; 01 N (9P f Yn 1 Xn"; 01 
00 =Z 
rn 00 IV =Z- 00 , 
(2.46) 
n=l 
Enl=1'PtYnlXnl 
1 
01 
nlf=l 
Thus, the PL estimator can be interpreted as a GNM estimator whose moment indicators 
are 
00 
log Pf ylx; 01 
00 
ptylx; oý, yc 
1 IV d)PfYlXn"*3 01 Z 
00 Qy 
nll=: l 
(2.47) 
Equations (2.45), (2.46) and (2.47) are useful to compare this PL estimator to the RS GNIM 
estimator. 
2.7.2 Comparison 
The RSGMM estimator in this setting is in fact the GMM estimator based on moment 
indicators (2.16) in Section 2.3.2. This establishes a connection between the RSGNfM and 
INRY-GNIM estimators. Furthen-nore, notice that although the derivation in section 2.3.2 
is carried out by assuming that X is discrete, (2.16) remains valid whether X is continuous 
or discrete since they are independent of the marginal distribution of X. 
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To compare the RSGNIM estimator to the PL estimator, notice that, by using the MIL 
estimators for 7., and Qq in section 2.3.2, one can re-express the terms associated with the 
respondent indicator r, in (2.13) from section 2.3.2 as 
N 
rn (9 
log pty, lx,; 01 1N OP f Yn 1 Xrill; 01 
(2.48) Z 
ao IV 1: 00 n=l Enl=l Pf Ynlxnl 1 01 n"=l 
A comparison of (2.48) and (2.46) confirms that they are identical. 
Moreover, the expectation of (2.48) with respect to the sample distribution is zero. 
Thus, rather than using (2.16), Hv, 0 and Qy, y (E Y, can be consistently estimated using 
the following GMM moment indicators. 
Ht 
Ht : rl[y = t] _ Qt 
r (9 
log Pf ylx; 01 
(1 - Ir), pftix; 01 it c EYEY 4ý"ptylx; 01 QY 
1N opf ylxm; 01 
ýýy- Z '90 
QY : Qy-, pfylx; ol, Ycy. 
(2.49) 
The moment indicators for 0 and Qy in (2.49) are identical to those in (2.47). The additional 
moment indicators in (2.49) are for the estimation of the extra parameters Hy, y EE Y. Since 
the moment indicators for 0 and Qv are independent of Hy, one can ignore the first set of 
moment indicators in (2.49) if the focus is on 0. This means that, in terms of estimating 0, 
using the GMM estimator based on (2.49) is the same as using the PL estimator in (2.46). 
The RSGNIM estimator is based on moment indicators in (2.16), rather than those in 
(2.49), because they lead to more efficient GNIT\4 estimation. In deriving (2.49), we neglect 
the information on 0 from non-respondent units. Thus, using (2.16) is more efficient than 
using (2.49) because we extract information from the full likelihood, i. e., the likelihood 
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functions of both respondent and nonrespondent units. Since the GMM estimator based 
on (2.49) is as efficient as the PL estimator in (2.46), the RSGMM estimator must be more 
efficient than the PL estimator whenever Y and X are discrete. Moreover, this efficiency 
argument comparing the approaches in RS and TLR must remain true if only X is allowed 
to be continuous. In such case, RS has shown that the RSGNU\4 estimator attains the 
serniparametric efficiency bound. 
However, if both Y and X are continuously distributed and the MDM is (2.2), the 
RSGMM estimator is no longer appropriate whereas the PL estimator is still applicable. In 
such a case, the PL estimator should be compared to the INRY-GMM estimator. By con- 
sidering (2.44) or (2.45) against (2.3 1), one can see that both estimators estimate fx (x) 
and Qy by N-1 j: 
N 
,I [x, = x] and N-1 
EN 
1f (y I x,; 0) respectively. Nonetheless, by n= n= 
additionally estimating h(y, r= 1), the INRY-GMM estimator can incorporate the infor- 
mation on 0 from non-respondent units into the estimation procedure. Thus, we suspect 
that the INRY-GNIN4 estimator is serniparametrically more efficient than the PL estimator 
in (2.44). Even though we do not have a mathematical proof of this conjecture at present, 
the Monte Carlo evidence supporting it is presented in Chapter 3. 
2.8 Identification 
We discuss two kinds of identifying assumptions, nonparametric and parametric. We show 
that, although identification in RS and TLR is a combination of the two, they rely more on 
the latter identifying assumption. Moreover, we discuss the relationship between all esti- 
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mators discussed above and the score functions of various ftilly parametric ML estimators. 
Then, primitive conditions for identification and some related conditions are presented. 
2.8.1 Nonparametric and Parametric Identifying Assumptions 
The objective of any estimator which is based on a sample with missing data is to extract 
information on the population conditional distribution of Y given X from the joint distrib- 
ution of Y, X and R. Manski (2003) notes the following total probability relationship 
Pf YIX = xl =Pf YIX = x, R= IIP{R =1 IX = xl (50) 
+'Pf YIX = x, R= OlPf R= OIX = xl. 
Except for Pf YIX = x, R= 01, all quantities on the right hand side of (2.50) are non- 
parametrically identified from an observed sample of Y, X and R. Hence, the funda- 
mental problem of the inference with missing values (on the dependent variable) is that 
the sampling process cannot reveal any information on Pf YIX = x, R =: 01. To obtain 
point-identification, distributional assumptions must therefore be imposed. ' In this subsec- 
tion, we consider two ways of solving this identification problem. One solution leads to 
nonparametric identification whereas the other leads to parametric identification. 
MAR is a distributional assumption which can yield nonparametric identification and 
it can be stated formally as follows. 
4 Manski (2003) studies partial identification of population parameters avoiding maintaining strong distrib- 
utional assumptions for identification by either imposing no restrictions or adopting those which are weak or 
are refutable. Such approaches only place the parameter of interest within a set-valued identification region. 
Hence, identification in the usual sense is referred to as point- identifi cation. 
2.8 Identification 
Assumption MAR: (Missing At Random) 
PfR= llY=y, X= xl =PfR= 11X = xl, x EX. 
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This assumption maintains a statistical independence between missingness R and 
values of Y. The MAR assumption implies 
'P{YIX = xl =Pf YIX = x, R= 11 =Pf YIX = x, R= 01. (2.51) 
In fact, (2.51) 4=-> MAR. The relationship in (2.5 1) clearly solves the identification problem 
in (2.50). One can, as a consequence of MAR, make inferences regarding Pf YIX = xj 
directly from PfYIX=x, R= 11. See Wooldridge (2002a, section 5) for a discussion of 
this point in the context of M-estimation. 
Manski (2003) refers to (2.5 1) as Outcomes Missing at Random and refers to MAR as 
a type of Statistical Independence (SI) assumption. We choose not to distinguish between 
MAR and (2.5 1) because they are equivalent. Assumption NLAR is presented here to show 
that an exclusion restriction or SI imposed on the MDM can yield nonparametric point- 
identification. 
While maintaining NLAR, one may also choose to specify a parametric family for 
YIX=xI and estimate the associated parameters from respondent units, i. e., from 
Pf YIX =: x, R =- 11. However, the identification problem is not solved by specifying a 
parametric family, but rather by maintaining MAR. 
The second approach in (2.50) is to parameterise fully the observed data likelihood. 
Suppose the joint distribution of PJY, X, RI is factorised into three parts, Pf RJY, XJ, 
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PJYJXJ and PIXI. Thejoint observed data likelihood of a sample unit is thus given by 
[f (r = Ily, x; ý5)f (ylx; 0)fx(x; a)]' f (r = lly, x- 0)f (ylx- 0)dy (x; ce) 
1 (1 31) fx 1 
where f (r =II-, .; 0), f (. I .; 0) and fx (.; a) denote known parametric density functions 
with associated parameters 0,0 and a respectively. The first-order conditions with respect 
to 0,0 and a for the random sample f y, x, r, IL, are n= 
N0 IC)gf(r = 1lYniXn; 0) 
n oýb 
Z, 
00 n=l 
1-r, 
-f 
(yl x"; 0) 
Of (r = 11 y, x.; ý» dy = 01 1-f Dý) y 
(r = Ily, x; ýb)f (ylx; 0)dy 
ly 
191C 
Na log f (yn IX 
n'O) == Y In ao ao n=l 
(2.52) 
1-r, 
f (r ly, x-; ý0) 
Of (yl x"; 0) dy 0; 
fy f (r = Ily, x,; 
ý)f (ylx,; 0)dy 
ly 
(90 
N0 log fx (x; oz) 
n=l 
The derivation of the above first-order conditions with respect to V) and 0 assumes that all 
related functions are smooth enough to allow the interchangeability between integration 
and differentiation. This is not an issue if Y and X are discrete. 
In the full-parametric approach, one calculates 0 and a simultaneously using the 
first-order conditions in (2.52). Notice that a can be estimated independently because X 
is fully observed. However, 0 and 0 can never be separately estimated using the observed 
sample because of the missing values in Y. In contrast to the result based on Assumption 
MAR in (2.51), since the NlDM is now NMAR, PfYIX = x, R = lj: ý PfYIX = x, R = 
01 here; the sample distributions of Y given X among respondent and non-respondent units 
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are 
-0) g(Ylx, r= 1) 
f (r = Ily, x; ýb)f (ylxl 
3 fy f (r = Ily, x; ýb)f (ylx; 0)dy 
and 
g(YIX, r=o)= 
(1-f(r=lly, X; 0»f(YIX; o) 
1 1- fy f (r =: lly, x; ýb)f (ylx; 0)dy 
where g(-) denotes a generic sample density function. 
2.8.2 Identification with Missing Data 
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The identification problem in RS and TLR is solved by a combination of nonparametric 
and parametric identifying assumptions. The power of the nonparametric identifying as- 
sumption comes from asserting (2.2), which is inverts Assumption MAR. Under (2.2), one 
can show that 
PfXJY = yl =PtXly = y, R= 11 =P{XIY = y, R= 01. (2.53) 
This relationship implies that PfXIY = yj is nonpararnetrically identified from the ob- 
served sample. To recover information on PJYJX = xj from PIXIY = yj is, by itself, 
another form of identification problem. To show this, let the sample space YxX be finite. 
By Bayes Theorem and the Law of Total Probability, we can write 
pfy = YIX = XI -- 
pf x= xly = YITfy = YI (2.54) EY'EEY P{X = Xly - Y'Ipty =0' 
The sampling process under (2.2) is informative about PIX = x1Y = yj but does not 
reveal Pf Y= yJ due to the missing values in Y. This identification problem is the subject 
of the choice-based or response-based sampling literature. Thus, we can conclude that 
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although (2.2) cannot solve the identification problem in (2.50) in itself, it reduces the 
identification missing data problem to that arising in the choice-based sampling literature. 
The full parametric approach provides a simple solution to the identification problem 
highlighted in (2.54). Let f (. I .; 0) and fx (.; a) denote parametric density functions known 
up to the finite-dimensional parameters 0 and a. Under (2.2), the observed data likelihood 
of a respondent unit is given by 
PfXly = y, R= 11 = 
f (y 1 x; 00) fx (x; ceo) 
fx f (y 1 x; Oo) fx (x; ao) dx 
ML can then be applied to estimate 00 and ao simultaneously. This approach combines 
nonparametric and parametric identifying assumptions because it maintains (2.2) and spec- 
ifies parametric models for Pf YJXJ and Pf Xj. It offers two advantages: (i) one can avoid 
the specification of the MDM and (ii) one can apply the same method to unit nonresponse 
since the information used is from respondent units only. 
For INRY, TLR relaxes the above approach by estimating fx (x) in the first stage and 
maximising the resultant pseudolikelihood with respect to 0 in the second stage. This is 
possible because X is observed in all sampling units. 
One can, however, show that the above two approaches, in fact, do not completely 
ignore the MDM. From (2.2), the NMM is 
PIR = IJY = yj 
PfR=1, Y=-yl 
fx f (y 1 x; 00) fx (x - ao) dx' 1 
The joint likelihood Pf Y=y, X=x, R= 11 can then be written as 
PfY =y, X =x, R= 11 =PfR= 1, Y=y) f (y x; 00) fx (x; ao) f (y x; Oo) fx (x; ao) dx 
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However, even if Pf R=1, Y= yj can be consistently estimated from the observed 
sample, Pf R=1, Y= yj is independent of 0. The above two approaches choose to 
ignore Pf R=1, Y= yj and specify only a part of the NIDM which is dependent on 0, 
that is, fx f (y I x; 00) fx (x; ao) dx. By doing so, it prevents them from using information on 
0 from nonrespondent units. 
In contradistinction to the previous two approaches, RS estimates nonparametrically 
both 'PjY = y, R =: 11 =: Hy and fx(x) and uses the full likelihood as the basis for 
inference on 0. In the case where Y and X are discrete, it is clear that, while imposing the 
same set of assumptions, the approach of RS must be serniparametrically more efficient 
than the other two approaches. 
There is a clear distinction between parametric and nonparametric identifying as- 
sumptions in the first approach described. This distinction becomes less visible in RS and 
TLR since some related functions can be estimated from the observed sample without para- 
metric specification. Despite these attempts to weaken the parametric assumption, the iden- 
tification of both RS and TLR nevertheless rely heavily on the parametric identifying iden- 
tification, i. e., the specification of Pf YI Xj. 
An alternative way to gain an insight into the estimation procedures in RS and TLR 
is to consider the fully parametric score function based only on respondent units, which, 
given (2.2), is 
N 
(9109 f (YnlXni 0) 1 Of (ynlxi 0) 0=Ern 
00 fX f (YnIXi 0)fX(X; a)dx 
Ix 
« 
190 
fx (x; a) dx 
n=l 
The form of this score function holds if the interchangeability between integration and dif- 
ferentiation is allowed. The score function of TLR in (2.45) is almost identical to this. The 
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only difference is that the integral fx f (y,, I x; 0) fx (x; a) dx and its derivative are approx- 
imated by summations of the relevant quantities with respect to the empirical distribution 
of X. 
Similarly, by (2.2), the fully parametric score function with respect to 0 based on the 
full sample in (2.52) can be re-written as 
N 
rn 
a log f (Y71 I Xn; 
ao, n=l 
11y; O)f (ylx,,; O)dy 
ix -0) (r = Ily; ý0)- 
Of (YIX, 
dy 
ao 
We compare this expression to (2.15) which is the basis of the RS moment indicators for 0 
in an INRY setting. It is clear that (2.15) is the discrete version of the above score function 
where f (r =I ly; 0) is estimated by Hy/Qy and where integration with respect to Y is ap- 
proximated by summation across yEY. In fact, one can estimate 0 consistently using only 
PN 
the moment indicators based on (2.15) by replacing Hy and Qy by N-' En=l rn I [Yn = Y] 
and N-1 j: N 1 'Pf YI -rn; 
01 
n= 
By considering RS and TLR from this perspective, it is clear that both depend markedly 
on the parametric identifying assumption. Effectively, RS and TLR modify the fully para- 
metric score function using information from the observed sample. Nonparametric identi- 
fication from (2.2) only affects the form of the estimable MDM. The modification of the 
fully parametric score function is possible because of parametric specification of the con- 
ditional distribution of Y given X, f (ylx). Unlike f (x), f (ylx) cannot be estimated from 
the observed data due to the missing values in Y. 
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In accordance with this view, it is straightforward to see how our approach extends 
those of RS and TLR. That is, the INRYX-GNM4 estimator modi-fies the fully parametric 
score function with respect to 0 in (2.52) using the relationship in (2.27). This results in the 
moment indicators for 0 given in (2.29). 
A similar idea has been used by Chatterjee, Chen and Breslow (2003) which proposes 
a pseucloscore (PS) estimator for two-phase sampling. The setting of this PS estimator is 
different to that presented here. The two main differences are (i) the MDM there depends 
on observed variables and (ii) a subset of covariates is missing. Nevertheless, the intuition 
underpinning the PS estimator and that of our GNIM estimators is the same. Chatterjee, 
Chen and Breslow (2003) derive firstly a score function from the observed data likelihood. 
Then, they show that any unknown and unspecified part of the score function can be esti- 
mated from the observed sample. The resultant score function is referred to as pseudoscore 
because it has neither an associated log-likelihood nor log-pseudolikelihood. 
2.8.3 Conditions for Identification in Practice and Related Issues 
Section 2.8.2 shows that identification is possible because we parametrically specify the 
conditional density function for Y given X. In this section, we examine primitive condi- 
tions for identification in a specific setting. Then we show that a certain specification of 
this density function can lead to an identification problem if the available data is unit non- 
response (UNR). This problem does not concern the application of our GMM estimators 
because, as explained below, it does not occur if data is INR. 
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The identification conditions appropriate for the implementation of pseudolikelihood 
estimation are also investigated. We then elaborate conditions under which (2.2) can non- 
parametrically identify Pf Y= yIX = xj. 
An Identified Example 
In the GMM framework adopted here, Assumption 2.5.3(i) is the identification assump- 
tion. It is comprised of two conditions: uniqueness of (00, -yo)' and full column rank of 
E[Oý(w, 00, -yo)10(0', -y')]. The uniqueness condition is needed to ensure that there is no 
local optimum satisfying E[ý(w, 0, -y)] = 0. The full rank condition implies that the mo- 
ment indicators in ý(w, 0, -y) are nonredundant and, as a consequence, the number of mo- 
ment indicators is equal to the number of parameters. To identify 0, both conditions must 
hold. 
Since ý(w, 0, -y) is nonlinear in parameters, it is difficult to state primitive conditions 
for a general case; see Newey and McFadden (1994, p. 2127). Nevertheless it is possible to 
show identification in special cases. Below, identification occurs for the use of INRY-GNM4 
estimation in a specific setting and we discuss primitive conditions which can guarantee 
identification. 
N Suppose a random sample f Yn7 -11n) -r2n) rnln=l is drawn from the population of in- 
terest. Consider first the moment indicators for first-step estimation. For INRY, Pf Y= 
R= 11 must be estimated in the first step. Now Pf Y=y, R= 11 = 'PjY - yjR = 
IIPfR=II and PfR=II can be consistently estimated by N, IN, where N, is the 
number of respondent units. Suppose Y given R is normally distributed and let 0(-) de- 
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note the density function of the standard normal distribution. Thus, in this specific setting, 
d(w, -y) = -y =: (ity, cy)' and the first-step estimator is MIL based on respondent or, Oly 
units. 
The ML objective function is N-1 I: N 1 
[r,, log -Lo('-'Y)] and the moment indica- n= Oy 0-Y 
tors based on the first-order conditions are 
py :r 
(y M'). (2.55) 
0-2 y 
o- 
r (y _ My)2 1 
y 0,0-2 y1y1- 
To show first-step identification, the expectation of the ML objective function can be written 
as 
2 
0)2 N, log(27o- 2) + 
0-vo +y (2.56) 
2y0,2 vI- 
Thus, (yyo, o-yo) uniquely maximises (2.56) and this implies that (MYO, ayo) is also the 
unique solution to equating the expectation of the moment indicators in (2.55) to zero. 
Consider the moment indicators for second-step estimation. Let f (Yj-ýI; -ý2; 0) -` 
'O(Y-'ý13) where x', 3 ::: -- 00+OlXl+02X2. Let h(y) denote -LO(Y-"Y) (N, /N), the estima- or 0- cy 0-Y 
tor of thejoint density of Y and R=1 from the first step. Let Q(y) denote N-' j: 
N 1 O(Y-40) 
n=l or 0' 
I and let ýp denote 
WO, ý17 027 g) Py7 O-Y) . 
To write the moment indicators more compactly, define 
ki (y, x, r) =r 0-2 
(1 r) 
fy h() (-lo(y-"la» dy QM u er Q(Y) 
0-3 
o( 
or 
)dy 
, 
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and 
k2 (Y 
i X, r) r, 
« )2 
_ 1) _ 
er 
50 
12 
O(y 
1- fa, 'ý(Y) (-! O(Y-"3)) dy 
Ix 
Q (Y) 
(( 
0- aa Q(Y) 0, or 
Thus, the moment indicators for)30, ý1, ý2and u are 
ki (y, x, r), (2.57) 
ki(y, x, r). xl, (2.58) 
02 kl(y, x, r). X2, (2.59) 
o- k2(YiX3r)- (2.60) 
The form of these moment indicators indicates that if E [k, (y, x, r) I x] -0 and E [k2 
(Y) X; 7) 1 X1 ý 
0 then the unconditional expectation of these second-step moment indicators with respect 
to the sample distribution equals zero. 
Now, E [k, (y, x, r) I x] and E [k2 (Y , x, r) 
I x] can be written as 
E[kl(y, x, r)lx] =1 o( dy - 
ly 
Qo (y) 
( 
0,0 0-0 or 
h(y) ( 10( x » (y - 
jM 
) 
dy, 
y Q(Y) 0- 0- 0-2 
. ho (y) 1 )2 
E[k2(YiXi7')IXI : -- 
y0 
(y) 
(070 
0-0 0- 0- 
dy 
h (y) (y X'ý dy 
-yQ 
(y) 01 0-0( 
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It is clear that E[kl(y, x, r)lx] and E[k2(Y, x, r) I xj are zero if ýo = ýpo. For ýpo to be the 
unique solution, we need the following condition 
h(y) 1y- xß 1 
ýc 7ý A' -ý-(y) -0( - )dy: h - o( (2.61) 0, o- Qo (y) o-o Gro 
Notice that is the conditional density of Y given X, f (ylx; 0), and h(y)/Q(y) or or 
is the MDM or Py. In a standard application of conditional ML, it must be assumed 0 =ý 
00 -* f (y I x; 0) =ý f (y I x; Oo) to ensure the identification of Oo. Condition (2.6 1) is then 
seen as the counterpart of such assumption for the missing data problem. We can interpret 
h (y) /Q (y) as a kind of distortion due to missing data. Thus, the requirement (2.6 1) means 
that, after adjusting for this distortion, there is no two values of (ý, u) which yield the same 
probability. 
Alternatively, since we include the constant term 00 in this model, we can demean all 
covariates such that they have zero mean. Then, unconditional expectations of the moment 
indicators in (2.58) and (2.59) are, in fact, Cov[E[ki(y, x, r) I x], xj] and Cov[E[ki(y, x, r)lx], X2] , 
respectively. If we can prove that E[ki(y, x, r)jx], which is a function of (xi, 12), is monotonic 
in (-"rl, 12) then these covariances are nonzero for ýp =ý ýoO*' 
Under either condition (2.6 1) or monotonicity in(-'rl , -r2)of E [k, (y, x, r) I x], ýoo is the 
unique solution to equating the expectation of the second step moment indicators to zero. 
By combining this result with that shown in (2.56), the uniqueness condition in Assumption 
2.5.3(i) is satisfied. Moreover, none of moment indicators in (2.55), (2.57), (2.58), (2.59) 
5 Newey and McFadden (1994, p. 2128) note, in a footnote, that Cov[x, f (x)] is nonzero for any monotonic 
and nonconstant function f (x) of a random variable x. 
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and (2.60) can be expressed as a linear combination of others. Thus, the full rank condition 
is satisfied and, as a consequence, Assumption 2.5.3(i) holds in this particular example. 
An Unidentified Example 
The objective of this example is to show that there exists a family of parametric functions 
for the conditional distribution of Y given X that leads to a lack of identification in a 
specific circumstance. Then, we explain why the GNIM estimators proposed above should 
avoid this type of identification problem. 
There are three main factors contributing to a lack of identification: data is unit non- 
response (UNR), the MDM is a particular case of (2.2) where Y is discrete and, lastly, the 
parametric specification for the conditional distribution of Y given X belongs to the fam- 
ily of multiplicative intercept models (MIM); see Hsieh, Manski and McFadden (1985) or 
RS. The MIM family is defined formally as 
, pfylx, vy, oll =- 
Vy y (02 
- (2.62) y zycy vyvy K), y 
where v= vy(OO), vO(OO) = 1, VO(O') = 1, VY(O') > 0, Ovy(00)1(900 = vy(OO) and YY00YYYY 
aVy (0') /00' = xy Vy (0') for all y. The multinomial logit model is a member of this family YYY 
with vy(OO) = exp(OO), Vy(O') = exp(x'O'), 00 = 0, and 0' = 0. YYYY00 
RS have addressed MIM when data is UNR with unknown total sample size N. The 
RS-GMM estimator is the same as that proposed in Imbens(l. 992) for choice-based samples 
indicating that the identification problem is also well understood in the literature of choice- 
based sampling. 
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For simplicity, set YEf0,11; see Imbens (1992). Let Pf Y=1 IX = xj = 
Pfx'ol = PfOO + Olxll and P, 3fx'ol denote the first order derivative. The moment 
indicators in this case are 
H, : I[y = 1) - Hj; 
Ql Ql - Pf X'01 
I 
Ql Pf X'M + (I - NX, M) l-Ql 
I 
0 I[y = 1] - 
pofxfol [PIX1011 
- 
11 
- -Pfx/oll - 
Ily = 01 
I H, I H, H, I-H, (I 
I 
-P, 31X'ýj 
Ql 1 Qll 
[Qlpfx, ýl +I- Ql _, Pf x, ol)l 
-) 
where now Hy =PfY=yIR= 11 and, hence, I-H, = Ho. The logit model, in which 
Pfx'01 exp(x', 3) (I +exp(x'o))-', is a special case of the MIM family with 1"0(00) = 1, 0 
VO(01) 1,1/1(01) = exp(30) and V1(01) = exp(01xi). Thus, the moment indicators for 001 
H1, Qj, 00 and 01 under the logit specification are 
H, I[y = 1] - HI; (2.63) 
Q, Q, - exp(x'o) 
H, I-H, 
exp(x/0) + 
1 l- (2.64) 
I-Ql Ql 
, 30 I[y = 1] - 
H, 
exp(x/0) 
H, 
exp(xfo) +IH, 
l (2.65) 
Ql Ql I-Ql 
ý, : xi-fl[y=l] 
H, fo) H, 10) 1 H, - exp(x 
] 
11 exp(x 
1 
(2.66) 
Qj Ql Ql 
The moment indicator for ýO is a linear combination of (2.63) and (2.64), i. e., 
(2.65) = (2-63) + 
H, 
(2.64). 
Ql 
However, (2.66), which is equivalent to x, times (2.65), is linear independent of (2.63) and 
(2.64) due to the presence of xj. Thus, 3 is unidentified here since the full rank condition 
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does not hold, i. e., the number of independent moment indicators is less than the number 
of parameters to be estimated. 
Although we cannot identify all parameters of interest, other parameters apart from 
ýO are identified due to the properties of the NUM family. Let Co denote exp(OO). Suppose 
that we normalise the intercept term of choice Y=0 to be CO, instead of a unit. Then the 
above moment indicators ignoring (2.65) become 
I[y = 1] - 
H, 1-Hl -1 
Q, Q, - Co exp(, ßixi) Qi Co exp(, ßlxl) +1 -Qi 
col i 
01 I[y = l] - 
H, 
Co exp(, ßlxl) 
H, 
Co exp(, ßlxl) + 
H, 
Co] 
-i) 
x,. Qi Qi 1-Qi 
It is clear that CO may be cancelled from all moment indicators. Thus, Hj, Qj and 01 can 
be consistently estimated even though ýO is unidentified. In the general case when number 
of choices exceeds one, this result implies that only the intercept term for each choice is 
unidentified. 
It has been noted that identification in RS, TLR and our approach requires the speci- 
fication of a parametric function for Pf Y= yIX = xj. Thus, the above example demon- 
strates a potential weakness in these approaches, suggesting there may be some parametric 
models for Pf Y =: yIX == xj which can lead to a lack of identification. 
In the choice-based sampling literature, Cosslett (1981) suggests two set of condi- 
tions to deal with this problem. One restricts the sample design whereas the other restricts 
the class of parametric models for Pf Y= yIX = xj. Nonetheless, in the context of miss- 
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ing data, we cannot change the NEDM and have to take the sample design as given. Thus, 
restricting the parametric families for Pf Y= yIX = xj is the only available option for the 
missing data problem. E. g., one can adopt an assumption which prohibits the conditional 
parametric model for Pf Y == yIX = xj from taking the MIM form (2.62). 
Nevertheless, this example assumes that the available data is UNR with unknown 
total sample size N. If the data is INR, then the moment indicators derived in RS are no 
longer of the form in (2.63), (2.64), (2.65) and (2.66). Furthermore, the RS GN4M estimator 
for INR data no longer coincides with that for choice-based sampling. Thus, if data is INR, 
it can be shown that all parameters are identified even if the conditional parametric model 
is of the form in (2.62); see RS, p. 23. This stresses the importance of being able to collect 
data on X from nonrespondent units. Since our approach is also based on INR data, our 
GMM estimators should not suffer the identification problem exemplified by this example. 
Identification in TLR 
It is noted above that the identification problem may be avoided by excluding the MIM 
parametric family as the specification for PfY = yIX = xj. TLR, however, adopts the 
opposite approach by restricting attention to a particular parametric family in which identi- 
fication is guaranteed. Below, we present results which form the basis for the identification 
of 00 in TLR; viz. 
Lemma 2.8.3 (Identifiability): Suppose that thejoint distribution of (Y, X) admits 
the density f (y I x; 00) fy (x; ceo). For any given 0 and an arbitraryfunction c(y), let 
Do= ly: f(ylx; 0) = c(y)f(ylx; Oo) for any xj. 
2.8 Identification 
If Pf R= 11 >0 and Pf Dol < Ifor any 0 7ý Oo, then 
E[r - log f (xly; 0, ceo)1 < E[r - log f (xly, Oo, ceo)], 0 74 Oo, 
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where R is the binary indicator function for complete cases and E[. ] denotes expectation 
taken with respect to the sample distribution. 
Proposition 2.8.3. Suppose ceo is known and a random sample is available from 
PýXJYJ. Also, suppose 0 can be reparameterised as 0 ---.: 
(011 02) and the conditional 
densityfunction may be written as 
f(ylx, 0) =expffl(y, x; 
ý1) +f2(y; 9)11 
such that, for any b =ý 
ýjo in the domain of 01, thefunction f, (y, x; b) - f, (y, x; 001) is not 
afunction of y alone. Then 01 is identifiable whereas 02 is not. 
Lemma 2.8.3 and Proposition 2.8.3 appear somewhat involved but may be motivated 
by the following simple example. Suppose that the joint distribution of Y and X is bivari- 
ate normal. Further suppose that the mean functions of the conditional distributions of Y 
given X and X given Y are linear. By properties of the bivariate normal distribution, both 
conditional distributions are also normal and the following conditions hold 
mx= 00, xly 
+ ýl, 
xlyjuyl 0- 
2x= Ollxlyor 21 o- 2= or2 + o2, o- 
2 
yyx xly 1 xly YI 
2 
=: 
22-2 
my ý 00, ylx 
+ 01, 
ylx/Ixl 
o- u -0 ylx 
+ 02, 
Yor2 Yx 
01, 
ylxoxl y1 Xi 
where ýO and, 31 denote conditional mean function parameters and y and u2 mean and vari- 
ance of the associated marginal distributions. If data is INR and the NIDM is (2.2), 00', ý,, Y, 
01, 
xIyq a2 are identified from respondent units and ux, c, 
2 
are identified from all sampling Xly x 
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units. Thus, using the above conditions to write the unknown parameters as functions of 
the identified parameters yields 
oo, 
v Ix= 
2 2) 
_ 
ýO, 
xly /-tX((7xly/ux 
Oi, 
xly 
1 -01 
2-22 (0- 222_2 
xly/o xu xly/07 20' X 
or 
xiy) 01, YIX 1 YIX o2 01, 
xly 1, xly 
(2.67) 
Therefore, all parameters defining the conditional distribution of Y given X are identified. 
Essentially, Lemma 2.8.3 and Proposition 2.8.3 in TLR generalise the above example. 
It is immediate that the example satisfies their conditions, i. e., since Y and X are dependent, 
01,, 
Yjý =ý 
0 implying that Pf Dol <1 in Lemma 2.8.3. Moreover, f (ylx; 0) where 0 
2 (00, 
Yjx) 
Oj, 
Yjx) oylx) 
is a normal density from the properties of bivariate normal distribution 
and 
f (ylx; 0) oc exp 
(y _ 0(), ylx _ 
01, 
Y, xX)2 
= expf 
oo, 
ylxol, Ylx x+ YX- X2 +f2(Y; 0)l- 20-2 072 0,2 2 or2 yIX YIX YIX yIX 
Vjx' 
02, 220,2 Thus, 01 of Proposition 2.8.3 is (OO, vjxOj, vjx1o-vjxý 
Ol, 
ylxlo- 1 vjx/2 yjx). 
Hence, all pa- 
rameters of interest are identified. 
TLR claim that the normality of X in this example can be relaxed. All parameters 
can be identified as long as X is continuous or discrete with point mass at more than three 
points. As a consequence, the estimators in TLR require this ftirther condition on X to be 
satisfied in additional to those in Lemma 2.8.3 and Proposition 2.8.3 even though it is not 
assumed by TLR in their proofs. 
If X is Bernoulli with probability7r, the parameters 0 are not identified as noted in 
TLR. To explain this, consider another example. Suppose f (ylx; 0) is normal with the same 
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set of parameters as in the first example. Since X is Bernoulli, TLR asserts that Pf XI YJ 
is now a logit model with a mean function -yo + -y1Y. Accordingly, the joint distribution 
PIYIXIPf XI is parameterised by 00,. Ylx, 
Oj, 
Yjx) a2 and 7r 
but only three parameters are YIX 
identifiable from the distributions PJXJYJ and PfXj, i. e., -yo, -yj and 7r. Thus, 0 is not 
identified. 
In our opinion, there are, at least, two points which remain unclear in the second 
example. First, the parametric model for PýXJYJ is normal in the first example by the 
properties of the bivariate normal distribution. However, it is somewhat ad hoc to maintain 
that the model for PIX I YJ in the second example is logit since other binary choice models 
such as probit may be used. Secondly, TLR do not show explicit relationships between the 
two sets of parameters, such as those in (2.67), for the second example. It is unclear whether 
or not such relationships even exist. Furthermore, if one estimates Pf Y, R= 11 from the 
observed sample as in RS and our approaches, it is not transparent in this framework what 
effect this information has on identification. 
Conditions for Nonparametric Point-identification when MDM is (2.2) 
Section 2.8.2 shows the power of non-parametric identification from the NIDM in (2.2) is 
relatively limited in RS and TLR. However, by combining it with additional assumptions, 
Manski (1994) shows that the conditional distribution Pf YJXJ can be non-parametrically 
identified. Although this result does not explain identification in TLR and RS, we include 
it here for completeness. 
2.8 Identification 
From (2.2) and (2.53), Pf XIY= yj == Pf XIY=y, R=II which implies that 
pfy = YIX = XI 
pfy = YI 
PfY=y, R= lIX:: =xl 
PfY = y, R= 11 
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(2.68) 
If data is INR, then Pf Y=y, R=I IX = xj is identified because X is fully observed. 
Thus, the right hand side of (2.68) is non-parametrically identified. This also means that, 
under (2.2), the ratio Pf Y = yIX = xj/Pf Y= yj is also non-parametrically point- 
identified. We have noted in (2.54) that assuming (2.2) cannot point-identify Pf Y= 
yIX = xj because the sampling process is not informative about Pf Y= yj. We show be- 
low that, under some additional assumptions, one can non-parametrically identify Pf Y 
yj using (2.68). 
Corollary 2.8.3: Suppose the MDM is (2.2). Let Y be multinomial with sample 
space Yy.. .... y'j. Let the sam le space of X contain J+1 points of support, i. e., 
x= fxo I..., xjj. Let PfY = y, R = 11 >0 for ally c Y. Let Abe the (J+ 1) xI 
matrix whose idth element is 
PfY = yj, R= 11X = xil 
PfY = yj, R= 11 
Then PfY=yI is po int-identified if A has rank 1. 
Corollary 2.8.3 implies that PJY = yj, yGY, is point-identified if (i) the MDM 
is (2.2), (ii) Y is discrete and (iii) X has at least as many support points as does Y. As a 
result, Pf Y= yIX = xj is also point-identified from either (2.54) or (2.68). 
Even though RS is interested mainly on cases where Y is discrete, the result from 
Corollary 2.8.3 cannot explain the identification in RS. This is because the GNU\4 estimator 
in RS is applicable even when data is UNR but Corollary 2.8.3 does not hold in such case. 
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Corollary 2.8.3 is invalid for UNR data since PJY = y, R= IIX = xj in (2.68) is not 
non-parametric identified whenever X is jointly missing with Y. 
Nevertheless, Corollary 2.8.3 indicates some interesting conclusions. It suggests 
that (2.2) may be powerful in identifying Pf Y == yjX - xj. This point is not obvious 
in the RS and TLR approaches. It also emphasises that Pf Y=y, R= 11, yGY, must 
be positive, an important point also stressed in section 2.5 by Assumption 2.5.1 (iv), since 
it differentiates the sampling process underpinning RS and our approach from that of the 
Tobit model. Moreover, Corollary 2.8.3 shows formally that the support points of X may 
by important for the identification of PJY = yjX 
TLR, but with no formal proof provided there. 
2.9 Summary 
xj. A similar point is claimed in 
In this chapter, the RS estimation procedure is extended such that the NIDM can now be an 
arbitrary function of either a continuous response variable or both the continuous response 
variable and covariates. The cost of the relaxation is that some nuisance functions must be 
estimated prior to the GMM estimation. Thus, the resultant estimation procedures can be 
referred to as two-step GMM estimations. Three types of two-step GMM estimators are 
proposed, namely, fNRYX-GMM, fNRY-GMM and INRYXI-GMM estimators. These 
GMM estimators are associated with the MDMs in (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) respectively. 
The parametric estimation is used in the first step of these two-step GMM esti- 
mators to simplify the discussion of their asymptotic properties. This implies, for ex- 
ample, that the INRYX-GMM estimator requires the correct parametric specifications of 
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f (y I x), h (y, x, r == 1) and fx (x). It is therefore restrictive and may not be more attractive 
than the fully parametric approach. However, it is theoretically possible to estimate both 
(y, r= 1) and fx (x) by nonparametric methods based only on sample information. 
Provided these first-step nonparametric estimations, the INRYX-GMM estimator requires 
only the correct specification of the population conditional density ftinction f (ylx; 0) of 
Y given X for consistent estimation of 00. This possibility represents a considerable ad- 
vantage of it over the fully parametric approach. A shortcoming of the INRYX-GMM 
estimator, however, is that estimation of h (y, x, r= 1) and fx (x) becomes more complex 
as the dimension of X increases. 
If one is willing to assume that the NIDM is (2.2), the above shortcoming can be 
overcome by applying the INRY-GNIM estimator instead of the INRYX-GNU\4 estimator. 
An increase in the dimension of X does not complicate its first-step estimation because 
the MDM in this case does not depend on X. Under (2.2), it is also possible to apply the 
one-step version of the INRY-GMM estimator which allows h(y, r= 1) to be unspecified. 
Moreover, the INRYX I -GNIM estimators can be considered as a compromise between the 
INRYX-GMM estimator and the INRY-GNIT\4 estimator. It is more general than the INRY- 
GMM estimator since it permits the NIDM to depend on the continuous response variable 
and a subset of covariates X1. Its first-step estimation is also less complicated than that of 
the fNRYX-GNIM estimator since dim(xi) < dim(x). 
The RS approach can cover the case where MDM depends on finite partitions of the 
continuous response variable and covariates, that is, the NIDM is (2.39). The INRYX- 
GN4M estimator relaxes this estimator by allowing the MDM to be (2.1) rather than (2.3 9). 
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The cost of such relaxation is the specification and estimation of fx(x). This cost may, 
however, be acceptable if one can use a nonparametric method to estimate fx (x) from the 
observed sample. 
It is also shown that if the MDM is (2.2), the RS GMM estimator should be more ef- 
ficient than the PL estimator whenever Y and X are discrete because the former extracts 
more information from the likelihood of the nonrespondent units. This efficiency argu- 
ment should remain true if only X is allowed to be continuous. However, the RS GNIM 
estimator is no longer applicable whenever both Y and X are continuously distributed. In 
such a case, the INRY-GNIN4 estimator should be compared to the PL estimator and we 
suspect that the former is semiparametrically more efficient than the latter due to the same 
reasoning. Even though there is no mathematical proof of this conjecture at present, the 
Monte Carlo evidence supporting it is presented in Chapter 3. 
Nonparametric and parametric identifying assumptions are then discussed. Although 
identification in RS, TLR and our approach is a combination of the two, they rely more on 
the parametric identifying assumption. In fact, all three approaches can be considered 
as modifications of the associated fully parametric score functions using information from 
the observed sample. Furthermore, identification in these approaches is possible because 
the conditional density function for Y given X is parametrically specified. Unlike f (x), 
(ylx) cannot be estimated from the observed data due to the missing values in Y. In the 
context of RS GN4M estimation, certain specification of f (y I x) can lead to an identification 
problem if the available data is unit nonresponse (UNR). However, this problem does not 
concern the application of our GNIM estimators because it does not occur if data is INR. 
2. A Appendix A: Derivation of Moment Indicators in Section 2.6.1 
2-A Appendix A: Derivation of Moment Indicators in Section 
2.6.1 
The objective function is 
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N 
>, {rn [109 Hij + 109 f (Yn 1 Xn i 0)+l097rXn - log Qi'nin 1 
n=l 
+ (1 - rn) [log(I -E ýý'-jn R('l 
iE. 1 
Qijn 2 
In) 0)) + log 7rxnll 
-fi(E 7FX 
XEX 
where Qjj = R(ilx, 0)7r.,. The first-order conditions with respect to 0,7rx and Hij 
are 
M-N 
rn (9 
log f (Y, 1 x; 0) 1 (9R(inIXi 0) 
7r, 
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00 
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= j] Eic -H'j 
,j 
(ilXni 0)R(», x, 0) 
rn) H ýýR(i JXn3 0) Ziel Qij 
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R(ilXn, 0) Z OR(Zlx, 0) 
'x3 00 
)1 
4- 
I[x, = 
7rx 
M'(, 
" 
1 [in ý Z] '1 
[]«n 
ý il 1 [in = il 
rn) 
OHij Hij 1 ýý`-j R (ilXnj 0) n=l 
ZieI 
Qij 
(2.70) 
it, xE xil 
R(ilXni 0) 
Qij 
(2.71) 
I 
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From (2.7 1), 
NN 
rn) 1 [in= j]R(ilXný 0) 
Hij = 
Qij Z rnl[Z»n = il *1 
[in 
= il/ 
>: 
- (2.72) 
n=l n=l 
14 ý'li R(ilXn) 0) Ziel "7-- Qij 
Equating (2.71) to zero implies that the second and third terms in (2.70) cancel. Thus, 
(2.70) becomes 
=: X 
7n 1- I'n 
(2.73) [Xn 
(= 
+ =z- - 11 
n=: l 
7rx 7r, 
N 
= 
EI[Xn=X]7Z--iL- 
n=l 
nx 
Multiplying through by -7. and summing over xEX gives 
Substituting ý=N into (2.73), we obtain the ML estimator for -ifx 
7rx =Z 1[x, = x]IN. (2.74) 
n=l 
As a result, the population stratum occupancy probability estimator becomes 
Qij R(ilx, Oyýx 
XExi 
N 
R(ilx, 0) E 1[x,, = x]IN 
x C- Xi n=l 
N 
EI [Xn c Xj] R(zlXni 0) IN. 
n=l 
Likewise, (2.71) implies that the second and fourth terms of (2.69) cancel. Thus, first 
order conditions for 0 become 
N aL 
In 
09 log f (y, I X,; 
0) (1 
- rn) Hij, aR(ilXni 0) 0. 
ao ao 
0 
ao 
n=l EjE, 4ýýR(ijXni Qijn Qiin 
The moment conditions for GNIM estimation are then given by 
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Proof of Lemma 2.8.3 TLR shows that 
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E[r. logf(xly, O, ao)] = Ey, x[E[r. logf(xly, O, ao)ly, x]] 
= Ey,., [E[f(r=lly; oo)logf(xly, 0, ao)ly, x]] 
- -Ey[f (r = lly; ýbo)E[- log f (xly, 0, ao)ly]], 
where f (r =IIy; 00) is the true NIDM under (2.2). For any fixed y, Jensen's inequality 
implies 
E[Iog 
f (x 1 Y, 0, ceo) ly] < log E[ P 
(X ly, 0, ceo) IYI- 
f (x ly, 00, ao) - P(x 1 Y, 00, ozo) 
The RHS is equal to zero because log(l) = 0. Thus, 
E [log f (x 1 y, 00, ao) 1 y] >E [log f (x 1 y, 0, ao) 1 y]. 
Equality holds if and only if f (x1y, 00, ozo) =f (x1y, 0, ao) or 
f (y 1 x; 00) fx (x; ceo) fx f (y 1 x; Oo) fx (x; ao) dx 
f 
(ylxý 
-0)fx(x; ao) fx f (y 1 x; 0) fx (x; ceo) dx 
k 
2. B Appendix B: Proofs 
Re-arranging 
f (ylx; 00) fx f (y 1 x; Oo) fx (x; ozo) dx 
f(ylx; 0) - fxf(ylx; O)fx(x; ao)dx 
= c(y; 0,00). 
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By assumption Pf Do I<I for any 0 =ý 00. Since f (r =IIy; 00) lies in (0,1) almost 
surely, 
Ey[f(r = ily; ýbo)E[ log f (x ly, 0o, ao)ly]] > Ey[f(r = lly; ýbo)E[Iogf(xly, 0, ceo)ly]], 
for any 0 =ý Oo. El 
Proof of Proposition 2.8.3 If f (y I x, 0) takes this form, then 
expf fl (y, x; 01) f (xly, 0, ao) = fx exp f fl (y, x; 0 1) 1 fx (x; ceo) dx 
= exp ý fl (y, x, 
91)+ 7, (y) 1, 
where f1 (y) log fx exp (y, x; 0 1) 1 fx (x; ao) dx. Hence, 
f (x ly, 0, ceo) 
f (x 1 Y, Oo, ao) 
= explfl(y, x; 
91) 
- fl(y, x, 
ýlo) +71(y) -710(y)1. 
Since f, (y, x; ý1) - f, (y, x; 
ý10) cannot be written as a function of y alone, the argument of 
the exponential function on the right hand side can never be zero. Thus f (x I y, 0, ao) /f (x I y, 00, ao) =ý 
i. F-I 
Proof of Corollary 2.8.3 Equation (2.68) can be re-arranged as 
Pf Y= yj IX = xil = aijPf Y= yjj. 
Now 
Epfy= yjIX =Xjj =I, X ex. 
yj EY 
Let p denote the IxI vector with elements for PfY = yj I, yj C Y. Lett denote the (J+I)- 
vector of units. Hence, the system of linear equations from the above two equations can be 
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written as Ap = t. Therefore, there exists a unique p solving this system if and only if A 
has rank 1. R 
Chapter 3 
A Monte Carlo Comparison of Alternative 
Estimators 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents Monte Carlo evidence on the finite sample performance of a sub- 
set of the proposed GNIM estimators in comparison to other estimators for missing data. 
A unified model specification framework for all considered estimators is provided in Sec- 
tion 3.2. Inverse probability weighted estimators, unweighted estimators, sample selection 
model estimators, PL estimators and GMM estimators are then discussed in the following 
four sections. In each case the assumptions required for consistent estimation are high- 
lighted. Section 3.7 examines the results from a set of Monte Carlo experiments. The 
experiments are designed to demonstrate the contrasting performance of the estimators in 
a variety of circumstances. No estimator dominates in all circumstances. In line with the 
earlier sections, the differing assumptions required of the underlying model for the estima- 
tors to display satisfactory finite sample performance are stressed. The summaries are then 
given in Section 3.8. 
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3.2 Model Specification for the Missing Data Problem 
Let (Y, X) be a (I + pi) x1 random vector and let ýO GBC RP, denote the vector of 
parameters of interest. Consider a linear regression model for the conditional mean of 
X'00 + 6, (3.75) 
where E is an unobserved disturbance. The objective is consistent estimation of, and infer- 
ence on, 
To provide a unified treatment of the different estimation procedures, we consider 
models specified by a finite number of moment restrictions. Let g(-, -, -) be a p-vector of 
known functions. Let 00 c E) c RP denote the true parameter where p>p, and B is 
a proper subset of 8. The dimension of E) is larger than that of B because estimation of 
nuisance parameters is required for some of the procedures analysed. The dimensions of 
and 0 are taken to be the same since the focus here is on just-identified cases. 
Many conventional estimation procedures for random sampling are based on the fact 
that 00 satisfies uniquely the moment condition 
E[g(y, x, 0)] = 0. (3.76) 
Let f (Yn) In) :n= NJ denote a set of independent, identically distributed (I + 
pi) xI random vectors. The sample analog of (3.76) is then N-' j: N 1 g(y Ini 
0) = 0. n= n) - 
Suppose there exists 0 satisfying the sample analog. Then, under regularity conditions 
which guarantee the uniform convergence in probability of the sample analog to (3.76), ý 
is a consistent estimator for 00. 
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The focus here is on cases where data on Y, the endogenous variable, is missing, but 
the X variables are completely recorded. As in Chapter 2, let R be the response indicator 
variable whose value is one if Y is recorded and is zero otherwise. The sample analog 
based on the complete data is then N-1 EN Jrn . n= 9(Yn) Xn, 
0) = 0. Under the usual 
regularity conditions, this sample analog converges uniformly in probability to 
E[r - g(y, x, 0)] = 0. (3.77) 
Without additional assumptions, 00, solving (3.76), does not satisfy the moment condition 
in (3.77). As a consequence, the solution to the sample analog of (3.77) is not a consistent 
estimator for 00 without these additional assumptions. 
This chapter compares a number of estimation procedures for correcting the missing- 
data bias. In essence, each of the estimators suggests an alternative p-vector of known 
functions, gmis (., -, -, . ), such that Oo satisfies uniquely the moment condition 
[gi, (y, x, r, 0) ]=0. (3.78) 
The form of g,,, i, (-, -, -, -) is usually a modification of g(., -, -) and is related to a set of extra 
assumptions imposed to solve the missing data problem. Thus, gmis(., -, -, -) varies across 
estimators as they employ different sets of assumptions. The estimators investigated in 
this chapter are presented in this framework in the next four sections. For each estimator, 
the assumptions required for consistency are highlighted. However, for simplicity, the 
assumptions required for identification are not explicitly stated and it will be assumed that 
Oo uniquely solves (3.78) for all estimators. 
3.3 Least Squares Estimators 
3.3 Least Squares Estimators 
3.3.1 Inverse Probability Weighted Estimators 
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For the intuition behind this class of estimators, note that the left hand side of (3.77) can be 
alternatively written as 
E[PtR = IIY = y, X= xl - g(y, x, 
where Pf R=IIY=y, X=xI is the true MDM as in (2.1) and the unconditional ex- 
pectation is taken with respect to the joint distribution of (Y, X). This suggests correcting 
missing-data bias by weighting g(y, x, 0) with the inverse of the true MDM. 
In practice, PfR= 11 Y=y, X=xI is usually unknown and has to be estimated. 
Since Y is missing for the portion of the sample with R=0, it cannot be included in the 
estimation of the MDM. Thus, a use of an Inverse Probability Weighted (IPW) estimator 
implicitly assumes that the MDM is independent of Y. Let Z denote a vector of additional 
fully observed variables which are related to R. Then, suppose that the model for the 
response indicator variable R is of the following form 
llwl-yo +v> 011 (3.79) 
where v is an unobserved disturbance and let W= (X', Z)'. The presence of Z in (3.79) 
adds a degree of additional flexibility to the approach. It allows the use of information on 
other fully observed variables, which are not included in X, to estimate the true MDM. Its 
presence is not required for identification and its absence from X should not be viewed as 
a set of identification exclusion restrictions. 
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Let p(., -) be a known parametric function for the conditional distribution of v given 
W. Let -yo E IF C RP2 denote the true parameter such that p (wlyo) =PIR= 11 W=w1. 
Let 3 denote a consistent estimator of -yo. Then, the IPW estimator, 0, satisfies the sample ly 
condition 
N 
N-' E[? 'n/P(Wn/3)1 ' 9(Yni Xni 0) : -- 0- 
n=l 
JY (3.80) 
Under regularity conditions which ensure the uniforrn convergence of (3.80) to (3.76), the 
IPW estimator is consistent for 00. Wooldridge (2002a) presents such conditions, shows 
the asymptotic normality of this class of IPW estimators and gives a consistent estimator 
for the asymptotic variance. A review of the literature on IPW estimators is given in 
Wooldridge (2002a, 2003). 
IPW estimation can be applied to a general class of nonlinear models. It is also 
interesting to note that if j is a NIL estimator, Wooldridge (2002a) shows that using leads 'Y 
to a more efficient IPW estimator than using -yo, the true value. 
The required conditions for this estimator can be collected in the following assump- 
tion: 
Assumption 3.3.1: (1) Pf R= IJY = y, W= wl = Pf R= IJW = wl, i. e., 
the MDM is AIMR, - (ii) p(., -) is correctly specified; (iii) g(., -, -) is correctly specified; (iv) 
E[elx] = 0; (y) v is independent of 6 and W. 
Assumption 3.3.1 (i) is a crucial assumption for IPW estimation. It holds if R is a 
deterministic function of W9 i. e., v is a constant. Assumption 3.3.1(v) is needed because 
v is usually stochastic. If Assumption 3.3.1 (v) does not hold, NLAR is violated because 
Y is related to R through the relationship between two unobserved disturbances, 6 and 
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v. Intuitively, Assumption 3.3.1 (i) does not allow R to depend on Y because we do not 
observe Y for nonrespondent units and, as a result, we cannot use it to estimate the MDM. 
Given Assumptions 3.3.1 (i) and 3.3.1 (v), the NIDM can depend on any fully observed 
variable. Theoretically, such a variable can even be correlated with -. For example, 
suppose there exists a completely recorded variable Z* such that corr(-*, E) =ý 0, that is, 
it is endogenous for the structural equation. Because v is independent of F, Z* may be 
included in W if it is also independent of v. In this situation, we can see that the model 
allows Y to relate to R through the observed variable Z*, but not through the unobserved 
disturbance v. 
Variables such as Z* are often encountered in practice. Skinner et al. (2002), for 
example, studied the use of the Labour Force Survey (LFS) wage rate variable. Evidence 
suggests that this new "direct" measure of hourly pay, introduced in March 1999, is more 
accurate than the more standardly used measure which is "derived" from questions on 
earnings and working hours. The difficulty in using the direct measure is that it is observed 
only on a subset of individuals in the LFS. The old derived measure is however treated as 
completely recorded. This problem can be interpreted as a missing data problem where 
the direct measure is the dependent variable in our setting. Thus, the derived measure is a 
good candidate for Z* because it is fully observed and is correlated with Y (and e). This 
example is explored further in Chapter 4. 
Assumptions 3.3.1(ii) and 3.3.1(iii) can be relaxed in some settings. Scharfstein, 
Rotnitzky and Robins (1999) refer to such a property of IPW estimators as double robust- 
ness. That is, for certain choices of the objective function and of the response probabil- 
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ity function, the IPW estimator is still consistent even when one of them is misspecified. 
Wooldridge (2003) discusses an example in the econometric literature where the property 
is applicable. 
In our Monte Carlo investigation, we focus on a special case of IPW estimators where 
0 and g(y, x, 0) = -2- (y - x'ý)'. In other words, 0 is an IPW Least Squares (IPWLS) ao 
estimator. In this setting, the form of g .. j, 
(y, w, r, 0) is thus [r/p(w, (y _ Xfý)2 Y ao 
An advantage of this choice of g (y, x, 0) is that, except for Assumptions 3.3.1 (iv) 
and 3.3.1 (v), no distributional assumption is imposed on c. Moreover, a constant condi- 
tional variance assumption for s given X is not required for the consistency and asymptotic 
normality of the IPWLS estimator and is therefore not included in Assumption 3.3.1. If 
heteroskedasticity is suspected, heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors can be used. 
3.3.2 Unweighted Estimators 
The solution of (3.77) can be referred to as an unweighted estimator. Provided some 
additional assumptions are satisfied, it can be shown to be consistent for 00. These extra 
assumptions are grouped below: 
Assumption 3.3.2: (i)for each xCX, 00 satisfies the moment condition E[g(y, x, 0) Ix] = 
0; (ii) 00 uniquely satisfies (3.77); (W) Pf R=IIY=y, X= xj = Pf R=I IX = 
(iv) E[Elx] = 0. 
Assumption 3.3.2(i) is stronger than (3.76) because it implies (3.76) but not vice 
versa. In practice, it holds if the econometric model of interest is correctly specified. It is 
therefore equivalent to Assumption 3.3.1 (i ii) but it cannot be relaxed as in the case of IPW 
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estimation. Assumption 3.3.2(ii) is needed to ensure that the information from respondent 
units is rich enough to identify Oo. Assumption 3.3.2(iii) is a version of MAR. It is more 
restrictive than Assumption 3.3.1 (i) since the MDM can depend only on the conditioning 
variables. Under some regularity conditions and Assumption 3.3.2, Wooldridge (2002a) 
proves the consistency of the unweighted estimators. 
The main virtue of unweighted estimators is that it does not require specification and 
estimation of the NIDM. The standard estimation and inference procedures based on the 
censored sample are valid under these assumptions. On the other hand, the main weakness 
of unweighted estimators is the strength of the assumptions required. Wooldridge (2002a, 
2003) gives an extensive and detailed comparison, in terms of consistency and efficiency, 
between IPW and unweighted estimators. In the Monte Carlo investigation below, we 
consider the LS version of the unweighted estimators and the form of g, j, (y, x, rl 0), which 
is the same as g (y, x, 0), is -2- (y - x', 3)'. a, 3 
3.4 Sample Selection Model Estimators 
This section examines the Sample Selection (SS) model estimators made popular by Heck- 
man (1976). The method also maintains the structure in (3.75) and (3.79) as same as IPW 
estimation. However, IPW estimation assumes that E is independent of v whereas the SS 
model estimators allow - to be correlated with v. Thus, MDM for the SS model is NMAR. 
To put it differently, Y is related to R through correlation between unobservables, 6 and v. 
There are two alternative sets of assumptions leading to two different methods of estimating 
the SS model. 
3.4 Sample Selection Model Estimators 
3.4.1 Heckman's Two-Step Estimators 
Given (3.75) and (3.79), Wooldridge (2002b) specifies the following set of assumptions: 
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Assumption 3.4.1: (1) (6, v) is independent of W with zero mean; (ii) v is normally 
-7-- distributed with zero mean and unit variance; (iii) E[slu] = civ where cl is a constant 
parameter 
Assumption 3.4.1 (i) guarantees that W is exogenous in both equations. Assump- 
tions 3.4.1 (ii) and 3.4.1 (iii) are required for the derivation of the conditional expectation 
of Y given W and R=1. Assumption 3.4.1 (ii) demands both correct specification and 
normality, which makes it stronger than Assumption 3.3.1(ii). Assumption 3.4.1(iii) is im- 
plied if (6, v) is bivariate normal. However Assumption 3.4.1 (iii) also holds under weaker 
assumption than bivariate normality. 
Under Assumption 3.4.1, the conditional expectation of Y given W and R=I is 
E[ylw, r= 1] - x'ýo + cl 
O(W'-Yo) 
,,, (W,, ýO), 
(3.81) 
where 0(. ) and 4D(. ) denote respectively the probability density and the cumulative dis- 
tribution functions of the standard normal distribution. The term is called the 
inverse Mills ratio. From (3.8 1), Heckman proposes a two-step estimator: (i) estimate -yo 
using the probit model based on all observations; (ii) obtain Fj) by regressing y on x 
and O(w'ý)/(D(w'ý) using the completely recorded observations only, where is the probit 
estimate from the first step. 
The model allows other fully recorded variables, Z, to enter (3.79) via W as long as 
Assumption 3.4.1(i) holds. These additional variables assist the identification of the SS 
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model and they are therefore exclusion restrictions. In this regard, the SS model is more 
restrictive than IPW estimation since a variable such as Z*, from the previous section, is 
now enclogenous for (3.79). IPW estimation gains this flexibility by imposing that c and v 
are independent, which is contrary to the underlying assumptions of the SS model. 
The exclusion restrictions are not theoretically required in the estimation of the SS 
model. In their absence, as can be seen from (3.8 1), the identification of 8 depends on the 
nonlinearity of the inverse Mills ratio. If the variation of x'j is relatively low in the sample, ly 
O(x'ý)14D(x'ý) can be highly correlated with X, leading to a collinearity problem. Exclu- ly ly 
sion restrictions can solve this problem and, in practice, at least one exclusion restriction is 
desired in the application of the SS model. 
The form of g (y, x, 0) in this setting is -fi, (y - x'ý)' and estimation based on it 
is inconsistent because the term O(w'-y)/4)(w'-y) is omitted. The appropriate objective 
function g, j, (y, w, r, 0) is given by 507,9[r (y - x'ý - cj[O(w'ý)/<D(w'ý)])'], where 0 
cl)'. Because of this, Heckman (1979) indicates that the missing data problem can be 
seen as an omitted regressor problem. 
3.4.2 The Partial Maximum Likelihood Estimator 
Following Wooldridge (2002b), given (3.75) and (3.79), partial Maximum Likelihood (NIL) 
estimation can be used if the following stronger assumption holds: 
Assumption 3.4.2: (1) Assumption 3.4.1 (i) hold; (ii) (6, v) is bivariate normal with 
2 
mean zero, Var O-E 3 Cov 
(6, v) = a,,,, and Var (v) 
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Assumption 3.4.2(ii) is stronger than Assumptions 3.4.1(ii) and 3.4.1(iii). Ifitholds 
then the partial NIIL estimator will be more efficient than the two-step estimator. To use the 
ML estimation, the j oint likelihood of observed data, [f (Y' W, r =: 1) ]r [f (W, r =: 0) ]1 -r' is 
factorised as 
[f (ylr = 1, W)f (r = IIW)f (W)]r [f (, r = OIW)f (W)]l-r, (3.82) 
where f (w) can be dropped out because it is ancillary for the parameters of interest. This 
method of estimation is called partial ML because we can only use the density f (yjr, w) 
when R=1. This is because fx f (y Ir=0, w)dy =1 and it therefore does not make any 
contribution for the observed likelihood of nonrespondent units. 
Moreover, f (ylr =: 1, w) can be written as [f (r = lly, w)f (ylw)]/f (r = l1w). No- 
tice that f (r =IIy, w) is the MDM and all of these densities are known under Assumption 
3.4.2. Firstly, f (ylw) is -LO ý", 
) because 6 is normally distributed and Z is ignorable O-E 
( 
OrE 
in the conditional mean equation. Secondly, f (r =II w) is 1P (w'-y) due to the structure of 
(3.79). Lastly, the bivariate normality of (e, v) implies that the specification of the MDM 
is 
ly, W) w/-y +( (3.83) OrE 
EVE 
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Thus, under Assumption 3.4.2, the individual log-likelihood function can be written 
as 
log Lss (0) = r,, log 
Yn - 'n + (I - r) log [I - (D(W' -ý)] + n[ (7E 
( 
0-6 n 
1a fo 
'rn 109 (D W1 ýy + ev 
Yn - Xn (3.84) -Tý /0,2) O-E 
ýFj Ev E 
The form for g, j, (y, w, r, 0) in this setting is thus -, J, [log Lss (0) ], where 0 denotes now 
(0, -y, a6, If the missing-data bias is ignored, the objective function g(y, x, 0) will 
be -. 2. [Iog(o-, -, 'O(o-; '[y - x'ý]))] since the conditional distribution of Y given X is normal. E 
The form of g(y, x, 0) is exactly the same as the first term on right hand side of (3.84). 
We can therefore view the other terms in (3.84) as bias-correcting tenns for the SS model 
estimator relative to the normal linear-regression model estimator. 
3.5 The Pseudolikelihood Estimators 
Tang, Little and Raghunathan (2003) or TLR proposes PL estimators, which are described 
in Chapter 2, for dealing with missing data on the dependent variable. In contrast to IPW 
estimation, the PL estimators maintains that 'PfR =I IY=y, X = xj = PfR =I IY= 
yj, that is, the MDM, conditional on Y, is independent of X. 
It is shown in Section 2.7.1 that the most efficient PL estimator maximises two al- 
ternative pseudolikelihood functions, namely, (2.43) and (2.44). (2.44) is adopted for the 
Monte Carlo experiments since it does not require first-step estimation of fx (x). For con- 
venience, it is reproduced here: 
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N 
log L PL (0) =r log f (y,, I x,, - ý, o-, ) -r log [N- 1 (3.85) nIEf 
(Yý I xj; ý, 0"7)]. 
j=1 
Moreover, the required conditions for the PL estimator are presented in the following 
assumption: 
Assumption 3.5: (i) PIR = IJY = y, X = xf = PfR = IJY = yj; (U) 
a, ) is correctly specified; (iii) E [c I x] = 
The estimator does not require the MAR assumption, but does assume missingness 
to be independent of X in Assumption 3.5(i). This assumption can be regarded as a strong 
version of the NMAR Assumption. Assumption 3.5(ii) is quite strong and is equivalent to 
maintaining that the distribution of 61x in (3.75) is known. 
From (3.8 5), -! 2- [log LIII (0) ] is then given by ao 
O: r (9 
log f (y 1 x; 0,0-, 7) 
00 
N-ý, 
a, ) 
1: af (Ylxjl En=l f (YlXn7 ý) Ore) j=l ao 
(3.86) 
The form of g, j, (y, x, r, 0) in this setting is the moment indicator in (3.86), giving a GNIN4 
interpretation of the PL estimator. If the nonrespondent units are discarded and conven- 
tional ML estimation used, the objective function is -L [log f (y I x; 0, a, )], which is g(y, x, 0) ao 
in this case. By comparing this to (3.86), one can see that the second term in (3.86) acts as 
the bias-correcting term for the PL estimator in comparison to the standard conditional ML 
estimator. In simulation studies we specify f (ylx- 0, o-, ) as -1-0 which means 
(Y 
that sIx is assumed to be normally distributed. 
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3.6.1 Discrete Y 
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For the setting where Y is discrete, Ramalho and Smith (2003) or RS also exploits As- 
sumption 3.5(i) and propose GNfM estimators for various types of missing data. In this 
chapter we focus on the case where only values of Y are missing. The RS GNIM estimator 
for this case is in fact the GNIM estimator which is based on moment indicators (2.16) in 
Section 2.3.2 and has already been examined in Section 2.7.2. For comparison purposes, 
some results from Chapter 2 regarding this estimator are reiterated below. 
Suppose that Y and X are discrete with respective sample spaces Y and X. The 
joint observed data likelihood of a sampling unit is then given by 
HyPtylx. 
0, O_ý 1)Pxtxlll-,. (3.87) 
Y, Pfylx; 0,0-, 
Elpxfxl 5 
IQY 1 
YGY 
QY 
Notice the differences between (3.87) and the observed data likelihood under the SS model 
in (3.82). The forms of both observed data likelihoods are dissimilar which is expected be- 
cause different assumptions are imposed. One of the crucial dissimilarities is that, whereas 
(3.82) is a partial likelihood, (3.87) is a full likelihood since the density Pf yjx; ý, o--ý I is 
used both when R =: I and R =: 0. The linear structure such as (3.79) is also not imposed 
on any part of (3.87). Unlike the SS model, the density of covariates, Pxjxj, cannot be 
dropped out of (3.87) since Qy is modeled as EcxPfy I x; ý, a, jPxfxj. Furthermore, 
the NEDM of the SS model is shown to be (3.83) due to the assumption of bivariate normal- 
ity. Here, the MDM is Hy/Qy and only a part of Qy, the conditional density of Y given 
X, is parametrically specified. 
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From (3.87), since X is discrete, we can replace the unknown Px f -I by the (un- 
known) probability 7r, associated with each mass point x, xEX. Thus, the individual 
log-likelihood contribution can be written as 
log L RS(O) = r[log Hy,, + logP{y,, Ix,; 0, u, j + log-Fx,, -log Qy,, ] n 
+ 'r) [IOg (I -E 
El-P 
fyIX,,,; 0,0-, 1) + lOg 7rý,,, (3.88) 
YGY QY 
where Qy = E. ýcx'Pjyjx; 
ý, o,, 17x. 
To obtain the first-order conditions, we maxim ises (3.8 8) with respect to (Hy I 
7rx, 0, o-, ) 
and subject to the constraint that ExEx 7x = 1. Clearly, these first-order conditions are 
dependent on the nuisance parameter 7r_-. However, RS show that it is possible to rewrite 
these conditions such that they are no longer dependent on 7r, The resultant conditions 
can then be used as moment conditions in the GNIM estimation. These GMM moment 
indicators are given by 
Ht : rl[y = t] - 
Ht (I - r)Pftlx; ý, a, j 
7t c Y. (3.89) Hy, pf YIX. 0,07EI Qt Eycx QY 
0: 
ae 
QY 
(9 log pfylx; 0,0-, 1 (1-r) 
_VHyaPfylx; 
O, o-, 1. 
aý3 
(9 logp fyIX; 0,0-ý I 
1 (9(7, 
I- 
I- 
QY - ptylx; 01, y (2 y. 
EYEY 
ýýy-pf ylx; 0, uýI /J Qy 00 QY YE2Y 
(1 - r) z Hy OP{Ylx; 0, o-, 1. 
H1 
YIX. 0, or, Y. ' 
Oor, 1V Qy Eycy QY 
Notice that the parameters of the optimisation problem are changed from (Hy, irx, ý, ore) 
to (Hy, ý3, o,,, 
Qy). Thus, the moment indicators in (3.89) are free from the dependence on 
Tývf .1 and, therefore, remain valid even if X is allowed to be continuous. In such a caseý 
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RS also prove that the GNIN4 estimator attains the serniparametric efficiency bound. To 
implement it, the following assumption is required: 
Assumption 3.6.1: (1) Assumption 3.5 holds; (ii) Y is discrete. 
The GMM estimator requires Assumption 3.5, the same as that required for the PL 
estimator. An important difference between them is that the RS GNIM estimator is inap- 
plicable when Y is continuous. Furthermore, a considerable advantage of the GMM and 
PL estimators is that they do not require the specification of a MDM such as that in (3.79). 
However, some may argue that it is strong to assume that X has no effect on R conditional 
on Y as in Assumption 3.5(i). As show in Section 2.6.1, this assumption can be weakened 
within RS's framework to allow the MDM to depend on discrete Y and on a finite partition 
of the continuous covariates. 
In this setting, g,,, i, (y, x, r, 0) is obtained by stacking the moment indicators in (3.89) 
and 0= (Hy, ý, a, Qy). Observe the moment indicator for ý and o-, in (3.89). The first 
terms are exactly the score functions for (0, a, ) of the standard conditional ML estimator 
applied to the completely recorded observations. Thus, the second terms are the bias 
correcting terms and the form of g(y, x, 0) is 9 [log Pjyjx; ý, O-EI]. 
In the simulation studies, Y is generated as a continuous variable. To utilise this 
GMM estimator, we discretise values of Y from respondent units into ten groups; a method 
which entails certainly a loss in information. Our process of discretisation relies on the 
deciles of Y, conditional on R=1, to ensure that each group has similar number of 
observations. Let Y' denote the resultant discrete dependent variable. This variable is 
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related to Y by 
I if y<Dc, 
2 if Dc, <y< DC2 
y 
10 if Dcq < y, 
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where Dcj is the ith decile, i=9. By defining Dco = -oo and Dclo = oo, we can 
write this relationship more compactly as 
10 
d= Ej 
- l[Dcj-l <y< Dcj]. 
j=l 
In the Monte Carlo investigation, we assume tha Ejx is normally distributed. Thus, the 
probabilities of the discrete outcomes in (3.89) are given by 
Pf Y, IX; ý, 0"71 = cD( 
Dcj - x'o) 
_, Iý(Dcj-, 
- x'o). (3.90) 
ae: C7 6 
This specification will be used to construct the moment indicators in (3.89). Unlike the 
ordered probit model, o-, is identified in this setting because the cutoff points, Dcj (i == 
11 9) are known (Stewart, 1983). 
3.6.2 Continuous Y 
A limitation of the RS GMM estimator is that Y cannot be continuous. A solution of this 
problem has been proposed in Chapter 2. As before, some results are restated here for 
comparison purposes. Let Y and X be continuous variables and let h(y, r= 1) denote 
the joint population probability of Y and R=1. This probability can be estimated using 
the completely recorded observations. Let h(y; 00) denote the parametric estimate for 
h(y, r = 1) based on the respondent units. Let 0 denote now (ý', Thus, the moment 
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indicator f6r, 3 and a, in (3.89) can be rewritten as 
- 0, h (y; Of (y 1 x; 0, or) 0: r (9 
log f (YIX3 
d 00 ,_f 
h(y; e) Q(Y;, 6, O-E) 00 y1 y Q(Y; ß, o-6) 
f (yl x; 0, o, )dy 
[ly 1 
where Q(y- 0, o-, ) = N-1 
j: N 
1f (y I x,; 0, o-, ). This GMM estimator is referred to as the n= 
two-step fNRY-GNIM estimator in Section 2.4.2. The conditions in (3.91) are the con- 
tinuous version of the moment indicators for ý and o,, in (3.89). By comparing (3.91) to 
(3.86), one can see that the two-step INRY-GNM estimator extracts more information from 
nonrespondent units than the PL estimator at the cost of estimating h(y, r= 1). 
The GNIM estimator based on (3.9 1) is operational under the following assumption: 
Assumption 3.6.2: (1) Assumption 3.5 holds; (ii) h(.;, O) is correctly specified 
Assumption 3.6.2(ii) can be relaxed and this GNIM estimator can be extended to be a 
two-step serniparametric estimator if h(y, r= 1) is estimated by a nonparametric method 
such as kernel or series estimators. In fact, it is shown that if h(y, r= 1) is replaced by its 
N 
empirical estimator, N-1 En=lr -I [Yn = y], then (3.91) can be re-expressed as 
-- (I - r) I 
N, 
19f (Yk I X; 0) ý7E) 0: rq9logf(y'x)0'0E) dy 00 EN, f (yj Ix;, 6, o dy NEQ (Yk; j3) Oe) ao N j=1 Q(YjA0, ý) k=1 (3.92) 
where Nr is the number of nonrespondent units. Intuitively, in (3.92), the integration with 
respect to Y and h(y, r= 1) is approximated by the summation across values of Y from 
respondent units only. The GMM estimator based on (3.92) is the one-step INRY-GNIM 
estimator as illustrated in Section 2.4.2. It does not require the specification of h(y, r =: 1) 
and, therefore is valid under Assumption 3.5, which is weaker than Assumption 3.6.2. 
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Within this framework, it is even possible to relax Assumption 3.5(i) which is im- 
posed on the MDM. Notice that both the marginal distribution of X, fx (x), and h (y, x,, r = 
1) can be estimated from the observed sample since only values of Y are missing among 
nonrespondent units. For simplicity, suppose there exists two parametric models fX (x; Oz) 
and h(y, x-, V)) such that fx(x; ao) = fx(x) and h(y, x-7,00) = h(y, x, r= 1). Thus, the 
NMM or PIR = 11Y = y, X = xj can be modelled as h(y, x; 00)/[f(ylx; Oo). fx(x; ao)]. 
This knowledge of the NIDM enables use to write the moment indicators in this case as 
r0 
log f (YIX; 0, U, ) 
ao 
(i-r)- 
1 
I 
f h(y"*) dy Y fx (x; a) 
h (y, x; 0) (9 log f (y 1 x;, 6, o-) dy 
fx (x; a) 00 
1- 
(3.93) 
This GNIM estimator is the INRYX-GMM estimator presented in Section 2.4.1. It suggests 
that one can relax Assumption 3.5(i) at the cost of assuming correct specification of both 
fx (x; 00 and h (y, x; Nevertheless, it is possible to estimate h (y, x, r= 1) and fx (x) 
by a nonparametric method. In such a case, consistent estimation of 00 only requires 
correct specification of f (ylx; 0, o-, ), which is weaker than Assumption 3.5. 
As in the previous subsection, g, j, (y, x, r, 0) is obtained by stacking the moment in- 
dicators in either (3.91), (3.92) or (3.93). Again the fonn of g(y, x, 0) is -2- [log f (ylx; 0, o-, )] ao 
and the second terms in both (3.91), (3.92) and (3.93) are the bias correcting terms rela- 
tive to the standard conditional ML estimator. In addition, f (y I x; 0, a. ) is specified as 
10 in our Monte Carlo experiments. In these experiments, the INRYX-GMM 
estimator is excluded and the one-step fNRY-GNIN4 estimator is implemented in the base- 
line experiment only. The reason, which is further explained in Section 3.7.1, is that the 
computing time required for these estimators is considerable. 
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3.7 A Monte Carlo Investigation 
This section presents Monte Carlo evidence on the finite sample performance of the esti- 
mators discussed above. The Monte Carlo experiments presented are designed to illustrate 
the performance of the estimators in a variety of circumstances. For IPW estimation, we 
will analyse the IPWLS estimator specified in Section 3.3.1. Similarly, we will exam- 
ine the special cases of PL and GNIM estimators which are described in Sections 3.5 and 
3.6 respectively. For simplicity, the RS GMM estimator in (3.89) will be referred to as 
DGNIM estimator to reflect its discrete nature. Accordingly, the two-step and one-step 
fNRY-GMM estimators in (3.9 1) and (3.92) are termed as CGNfM and CGNIM I estimators 
since they allow the response variable to be continuous. h(ylr = 1) in (3.91) is assumed 
to be normal distributed for the first-step estimation. The integration in the bias correct- 
ing term of (3.91) is evaluated using Gauss-Hermite Quadrature with 32 points. The SS 
model will be estimated using both two-step estimation (SSTS) and partial ML estimation 
(SSNEL). 
Each of the aforementioned estimators makes use of information available on non- 
respondent units in some way. Additional estimators to be analysed, which use only in- 
formation on the complete observations, are unweighted Least Squares (ULS) and Interval 
Regression (INTREG) estimators. The ULS estimator is discussed in Section 3.3-2. We 
would like to compare its finite sample performance to that of the IPVvILS estimator since, 
under Assumption 3.3.1, the IPYvLS estimator can correct the bias of the ULS estimator 
which is caused by missing data. 
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The INTREG estimator is a conditional ML estimator maximising 
N 
N-' Ern log Pf Yn 
'I 
Xn; ý, or,, 
n=1 
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where Pf y'lx; ý, u, j is as defined in (3.90). This estimator can be considered as an un- 
weighted estimator where the distribution of 6jx is specified. It is included for comparison 
since the DGNIM estimator can be regarded as correcting the missing-data bias in the IN- 
EN TREG estimator. In other words, the form of N-' n=l rn ' 9(Yni Xni 
0), associated with 
the DGNIM estimator, is the first-order conditions of the objective function of the INTREG 
estimator with respect to 3 and o-,. Note that the similar relationship exists between the 
ULS and CGNIM estimators and it is another justification for the inclusion of the ULS 
estimator 
6. 
3.7.1 Structure of Monte Carlo Experiments and the Baseline 
Experiment 
In each experiment, the structural model is generated as 
+ ý111 + ý212 + OE ' 6) (3.94) 
where c has zero mean and unit variance. The Data Generating Process (DGP) uses ý, = 
-I and ý2 =: 1. The focus of the investigation is on the estimates for ý, and ý2. The 
number of replications is set to 500. Moreover, tables of Monte Carlo results are shown in 
the appendix 3 -A. 
6 Strictly speaking, the CGMM estimator should remove the missing-data bias in the normal linear regres- 
sion. However, although the ULS estimator does not require normality, it gives the same results as those of 
the normal linear regression. These two estimators are therefore equivalent for comparison purposes. 
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For the baseline experiment, 6 is i. i. d. normally distributed with o-, =1 and the sam- 
ple size is 3000. Both covariates are generated to be non-normally distributed to prevent 
special results which might occur if they were normally distributed. They are also gen- 
erated such that the explanatory power of the covariates in the model, measured by R', is 
roughly 20% to reflect the nature of micro-level data found in practice. These covariates 
are generated as follows. The variable X, has mean 0.7411 and variance 0.2272. It is gen- 
erated as a mixture of two normals. The -first has mean 0.502 and variance 0.0814 with a 
probability of 0.7. The second has mean 1.3386 and variance 0.0814 with a probability of 
0.3. The scalar covariate X2 is uniformly distributed over (0,0.53). The linear correlation 
between X, andX2 is approximately zero. Both covariates are fixed across replications 
and experiments. 
In the baseline experiment, the NIDM is 
0.5 - 0.9y + v, (3.95) 
where r=1 [r* > 0] and v is normally distributed with zero mean and unit variance. 
The specification of the MDM in (3.95) is chosen because the primary interest is in non- 
ignorable missing data. The intercept and the coefficient on Y in (3.95) are selected such 
that the proportion of missing observation is 0.50. This means that, on average, the number 
of respondent units is 1500. 
There is no correlation between 6 and v in the baseline experiment (because they are 
independently generated). Nonetheless, we can use (3.94) to rewrite (3.95) as 
r* = -0.4 + 0.9xi - 0-9X2 + V*7 (3.96) 
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where v* =v-0.9c. This implies that v* is correlated with - and is normally distributed. 
The relationship between (3.95) and (3.96) is useful in analysing the performance of SS 
model. 
Table 3.1 shows the Monte Carlo results for the baseline experiment. The table 
reports the mean bias and root mean square error (RMSE) for each estimator. Although 
the CGNIM I estimator is also implemented, its results are not reported in the table. The 
mean bias and RMSE for 01 from the CGMMI estimator are 0.0081 and 0.0763 whereas 
these statistics for ý2 are 0.0029 and 0.1701. We decide to present these results separately 
and to exclude the CGMM I estimator from other experiments since it is time-consuming 
and its behaviour with regard to the factors of interest should be similar to that of the 
CGNIM estimator. We use Stata/Intercool 9.0, which is available on a server, to run all 
experiments on a 2.8 GHz Pentium 4 Windows XP machine. The time spent in running 
the experiment with PL estimator is 16.5929 minutes for a replication. This means that an 
experiment with 500 replications takes almost 6 days. The time spent on the experiment 
of the CGNIMI estimator is even longer, which is why it is excluded from the subsequent 
experiments. This point is also of considerable concern if a researcher wishes to use these 
estimators on a large data set. 
Accordingly, the DGNIM, CGNTM, CGNIMI and PL estimators show small mean 
bias and RMSE for both ýj and02 as expected, since all assumptions underlying these 
estimators are satisfied in the baseline experiment; especially the N41DM in (3.95). The 
sizes of RMSE for the GMM estimators imply that the variance of the DGMM estimator 
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is bigger than those of the CGNIM and CGMMI estimators. This indicates the anticipated 
loss of information from discretising Y. 
The CGNIMI estimator outperforms the PL estimator in terms of both mean bias 
and RMSE. Interestingly, although the PL estimator produces considerably smaller bias 
than the CGMM estimator, its variance is bigger than that of the CGMM estimator. This 
supports our theoretical speculation that the framework of RS and HS should yield esti- 
mators which are more efficient than the PL estimation because it uses more information 
from the nonrespondent units. Notice that the DGMM estimator is designed for data with 
discrete Y and should not be compared directly to the PL estimator. In the table, the per- 
formance of DGMM estimator is inferior to the PL estimator and this may due partly to the 
discretisation. 
It is clear from the table that the DGMM and CGMM estimators correct the miss- 
ing data bias of the INTREG and ULS estimators. The results from the INTREG and 
ULS estimators are also very alike. Since the INTREG estimator can be considered as 
a discretised version of the ULS estimator, the results imply that the loss of information 
from discretisation in this case is small. The results suggest that discretisation affects the 
DGMM estimator more than INTREG. Note that, the IPWLS estimator does not remove 
the bias in the ULS estimator because Assumptions 3.3.1 (i) and 3.3.1 (ii) do not hold in this 
experiment. 
Since (3.95) can be written as (3.96), the underpinning assumptions of the SS model 
are satisfied. One should therefore anticipate the SSML and SSTS estimators to perform 
well in this experiment. However, this is not found to be the case in Table 3.1. For the 
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SSTS estimator, although the size of its mean bias is as small as that of the CGNfM estima- 
tor, it has the biggest RMSE in the table. Similarly, the RMSE of the SSML estimator is 
as large as those of INTREG, ULS and IPWLS estimators which are supposed to perform 
poorly. 
There are two possible explanations for the poor performance of the SSNEL and SSTS 
estimators. Firstly, the explanatory power of X, and X2 in the NIDM is very low. The 
pseudo R-squared of the probit model of R* on X, andX2 is 0.0495. This means that the 
variation of R* is explained mostly by the variation in v*. Secondly, there is no exclusion 
restriction in (3.96). These points are, of course, not mutually exclusive. They are explored 
further in Monte Carlo experiments below. 
3.7.2 Deviations from the Baseline Experiment 
The finite sample performance of the estimators for missing data considered here is likely 
to be influenced by: 
9 the proportion of missing observations; 
* the correlation between R* and Y; 
9 the explanatory power of covariates in the structural model; 
e the specification of the MDM; 
* the distribution of 6; 
e the distribution of v; 
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9 the correlation between R* and covariates; 
,* the differences between the covariates in the MDM and structural model; 
9 the number of observations. 
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This list is used to structure the Monte Carlo investigation. Deviations from the 
baseline experiment in this list are considered, one at a time, to see the change in the 
finite sample performance of the estimators. The characteristics of following Monte Carlo 
experiments are compared and presented in Table 3.2. 
The Proportion of Missing Observations 
In the baseline experiment, the proportion of missing observations is 0.5. In this section, 
we show results from two other experiments where the proportions of missing observations 
are set to 0.25 and 0.75 while other aspects, in the above list, are similar to the baseline 
experiment. The MDMs of these experiments are 
Ex 1 r* = 1.45 - 0.9y + v, (3.97) 
Ex 2 r* = -0.48 - 0.9y + 
The proportions of missing data are changed while maintaining the same level of Corr (r*, 
by manipulating only the intercepts of the MDMs. 
Tables 3.3 and 3.4 report the mean bias and RMSE of the estimates for 01 and02, 
respectively. The relationship between the estimators in Experiments I and 2 remains the 
same as that in the baseline experiment. The DGMM, CGMM and PL estimators still per- 
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form better than other estimators in both experiments. These findings do not appear to be 
sensitive to the degree of missingness. The most apparent effect of changing the propor- 
tion of missing observations is on the sizes of mean bias and of RMSE for all estimators. 
That is, a lower (higher) proportion of missing data corresponds to a smaller (bigger) bias 
and RMSE. This result is as expected since lesser information should lead to greater im- 
precision in estimation. 
The Correlation between R* and Y 
Experiments 3 and 4 depart from the baseline experiment in terms of correlation between 
R* and Y. We increase the correlation measured by Corr(r*, y) relative to the baseline 
experiment in Experiment 4 and decrease it in Experiment 3. The MDMs are specified as 
follows 
Ex 3: r* = 0.25 - 0.5y 
Ex 4: r* = 0.88 - 1.6y 
Table 3.5 and 3.6 show the Monte Carlo results from the deviations. The GMM and 
PL estimators still dominate other estimators; especially in terms of RMSE. The effect of 
these deviations on the INTREG, ULS and IPWLS is considerable. Their performance 
improves remarkably as the correlation decreases. In Experiment 3, their RMSE is even 
smaller than that of the DGMM estimator. This outcome is attributable to the fact that, as 
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the correlation decreases, the NIDM is influenced more by v and the intercept term. Thus, 
it is closer to being missing completely at random or MCAR. 
The RMSE of the SSTS estimator is quite sensitive to the changes in the correlation 
between R* and Y. It becomes the biggest in each table in Experiment 3 where pR 2_1, 
the explanatory power of the covariates in the MDM, is at its lowest due to the decline in 
the correlation between R* and Y. 
The Explanatory Power of Covariates in the Structural Model 
The standard deviation of -, o,,, is manipulated to change the explanatory power of X, and 
X2 in the structural model. In the baseline experiment, a, =1 and the explanatory power, 
which is measured by R2, is 0.2040. To see the effects of positive and negative deviations, 
a. is set to be 1.45 and 0.25 respectively in Experiments 5 and 6. Accordingly, R2 in these 
experiments becomes 0.1504 and 0.5053. To fix other factors, the MDMs of Experiments 
5 and 6 are 
Ex 5: o = 1.45, r* = 0.45 - 0.76y + v, 
Ex 6: u, = 0.25, r* = 0.75 - lAy + u. 
As can be seen in Tables 3.7 and 3.8, changes in the explanatory power do not affect 
the dominance of the GMM and PL estimators. An increase in R' obviously boosts the 
finite sample performance of all estimators, especially in terms of RMSE. Nevertheless, 
the effect is more evident among the GMM, PL, SSML and SSTS estimators than others. 
The RMSE of the SSTS estimator in Experiment 6 becomes smaller than that of INTREG, 
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ULS and IPWLS estimators. This is because an increase in R2 leads to a rise in pR 2-I 
through the correlation between R* and Y. It also confirms the conjecture in Section 3.7.1 
that low pR'_l is a factor causing the poor performance of the SSML and SSTS estimators 
in the base line experiment. 
A Nonlinear MDM 
The MDM of Experiment 7 is set to be nonlinear in Y, as opposed to the linearity of the 
NIDM in the baseline experiment. The specification of this MDM is 
Ex 7: r* = 0.45 - 0.76y - 0.05y 3+v. (3.98) 
Because of the additional variable Y3, this NMM can no longer be rewritten in a linear 
form as in (3.96). The SSNEL and SSTS estimators assume that the selection equation is 
linear in X, and X2. Thus, (3.98) implies that the selection equations of the SSNEL and 
SSTS estimators are misspecified in Experiment 7. 
Tables 3.9 and 3.10 illustrate mean bias and RMSE of all estimators in both Monte 
Carlo experiments. The GNIM and PL estimators exhibit only a small mean bias and 
dominate other estimators in this experiment. These estimators do not require specification 
of the NfDM and, consequently, nonlinearity of (3.98) does not affect their finite sample 
behaviour. 
There is no dramatic change in the results of the INTREG, ULS and IPWLS esti- 
mators. They still show comparatively large bias and RMSE in the experiment. The 
performance of the SSTS estimator in Experiment 7 is worse than that in the baseline ex- 
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periment as expected. However, surprisingly the performance of the SSML estimator has 
improved despite the misspecification of selection equation. 
The Distribution of E 
In Experiments 8 and 9, we depart from the baseline experiment by changing the distri- 
bution of E. This is a type of misspecifi cation as it is equivalent to asserting that the 
conditional density function of Y given X is misspecified. To hold other factors relatively 
constant, the NIDMs for these experiments are formulated as 
Ex 8: E- Gamma, r* = 0.45 - 0.95y + v, 
Ex 9: c- Normal Mixture, r* == 0.4 -+ 
In Experiment 8, the gamma distribution is used to generate E, which is standardised to 
zero mean and unit variance. This results in E being positively skewed. In Experiment 
9, E is generated as a mixture of two normals. The first has p= -0.5, a=0.25 with a 
probability of 0.75. The second has y=1.5, a=0.9 with a probability of 0.25. The 
combination is chosen to produce E with zero mean and unit variance. 
Note that, in addition to the missing data problem, there is also a misspecification 
problem. Tables 3.11,3.12 and 3.13 show the Monte Carlo results for 01,02 and 00. 
In all three tables, the SSML and SSTS estimators produce a sizeable mean bias because 
neither 6 nor v* is normal. 
The results for 00 are included in this section because the GNIM and PL estimators 
demonstrate an interesting property. That is, although there is a clear bias in the estimates 
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of 00, these estimators have only a small bias in ý, and02 7. This suggests that they may be 
able to give a consistent estimate for all slope coefficients even when the conditional model 
is misspecified. This result is unexpected and should motivate a further investigation into 
the properties of these estimators. 
Observe also that, in Experiments 8 and 9, the CGMM estimator is outperformed 
by both the DGNIN4 and PL estimators. In applying the CGMM estimator, h(ylr = 1) 
is assumed to be normal in the first-step estimation. Since the conditional model of Y 
given X is no longer normal in both experiments, it is unlikely that h(ylr = 1) will be well 
approximated by the normal distribution. This may explain the poor performance of the 
CGMM estimator in these settings. 
Another unanticipated result is that the INTREG, ULS and IPWLS estimators also 
exhibit the same property as the GMM and PL estimators when the distribution of 6 is nor- 
mal mixture. This means that they remarkably overcome both missing data and misspec- 
ification problems. For 0, and 02, their RMSE are even smaller than that of the CGMM 
estimator. However, unlike the GMM and PL estimators, these estimators do not exhibit 
this property in Experiment 8 where -- is gamma distributed. 
7 As well as 00,01 and 02, the GMM and PL estimators also produce an estimate of a, for every experiment 
but we do not show such results here. In Experiments 8 and 9, there is a clear bias in the estimates of 
o,,. Thus, the GMM and PL estimators cannot estimate consistently both 00 and or, when the conditional 
distribution of y given x is misspecified. 
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The Distribution of v 
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This section investigates the effect of misspecification in the NIDM by changing the distri- 
bution of v. The same specifications of gamma and normal mixture distributions as in the 
previous section are used. The MDMs for Experiments 10 and II are given by 
Ex 10 :v- Gamma, r* = 0.6 - 0.9y 
Ex II: v- Normal Mixture, r* = 0.63 - 0.9y 
Since the GMM and PL estimators do not require correct specification for the MDM, 
they are robust against these changes as shown in Tables 3.14 and 3.15. In contrast, the 
SSML and SSTS estimators give inconsistent estimates because v and v* are no longer nor- 
mally distributed. The INTREG, ULS and IPVvILS estimators still display a considerable 
bias as in the baseline experiment because the NIDMs are not NLAR. 
The Correlation between R* and X1 
In this section, we will allow the MDM to depend on a covariate, namely, X, and then vary 
the correlation between R* and X, across experiments. As in the baseline experiment, 
s and v are independent in the experiments analysed here. In Experiment 12, the N41DM 
depends on both Y and X, but the correlation between R* and Y is higher, in absolute 
term, than the correlation between R* and X1. In Experiment 13, the correlation between 
R* and X, is increased such that it becomes higher than corr(r*, y). In Experiment 14, 
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the NMM depends only on X, and the correlation between R* and X, is -0.6901 which is 
close to corr(r*, y) in the baseline experiment. The MDMs are specified as 
Ex 12 : r* = 0.08 - 0.8y + 0.5x, + v, 
Ex 13 : r* = -1.5 - 0.8y + 2.8x, + v, 
Ex 14 : r* = 1.43 - 2x, + v. 
The results of these experiments are shown in Tables 3.16 and 3.17. Notice that, for all 
estimators, the mean bias and RMSEof ý2 are generally smaller than those of 01. 
The estimates from the GMM and PL estimators show clear bias and sizable RMSE 
in all three experiments since all MDMs are dependent on X1. An exception is CGMM 
estimates for ý2 in Experiments 12 and 13 although the corresponding RMSE is consider- 
able. 
The fNTREG, ULS and IPWLS estimators perform poorly in Experiments 12 and 
13 because the NMMs are NMAR. Their performances improve markedly in Experiment 
14. For the INTREG and ULS estimators, this is expected because (i) the conditional 
mean model is correctly specified and (ii) the MDM depends on a conditioning variable. 
The IPWLS estimator also performs well in Experiment 14 since the MDM is NLAR and 
is correctly specified. In other words, both Assumptions 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 are satisfied. In 
this case, Wooldridge (2002a, Theorem 5.3) proves that an unweighted estimator is more 
efficient than a weighted estimator. This point is confirmed in Experiment 14 since the 
RMSE of the IPVvLS estimator is bigger than those of the unweighted estimators. 
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The SSNIL and SSTS estimators demonstrate relatively small bias in all experiments. 
For Experiments 12 and 13, this is because their MDMs can be shown to satisfy the as- 
sumptions of SS model, i. e., one can rewrite the NIDMs as 
r*= -0-72 + 1.3xi - 
0.8X2 + V*7 (3.99) 
r*= -2.3 + 3.6x, - 
0.8X2 + V*) 
where v* =v-0.8, -- and is therefore correlated with 6. For Experiment 14, even though 
6 and v are independent, only X, is included in the selection equation and, thus, the NIDM 
is correctly specified. Moreover, the correction for missing-data bias is not needed in this 
experiment as indicated by the results of the ULS estimator. The RMSE of both SSML and 
SSTS estimators in Experiments 13 is smallest because the explanatory power of covariates 
in the selection equation increases to 40.27% as a result of a rise in corr(r*, xi). 
The Differences between Sets of Covariates 
There are a number of interesting issues in this deviation. There are thus four experi- 
ments conducted to explore these issues. Consider first Experiments 15 and 16 which are 
constructed to see the effect of having an additional variable in the MDM or selection equa- 
tion. It is also shown here that Assumption MAR in IPW estimation is not as restrictive as 
it may seem. The N41DM of Experiment 15 depends on all covariates and an extra variable 
Z1, which is normally distributed with zero mean and unit variance. In Experiment 16, Z, 
is replaced by Z2 =: Y+K, where K is also normally distributed with zero mean and unit 
variance. The disturbances, - and v, are independent in both experiments. Accordingly, 
the MDMs are given by 
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Ex 15 : r* = 1.1 - 0.9x, - 
1-5X2 - Zl + Vi 
Ex 16 : r* = 1.85 - 1.5x, - 0-9X2 - 0-9Z2 + V- 
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The Monte Carlo results are reported in Tables 3.18 and 3.19. There is a clear bias 
in the GNUA and PL estimators. The only exception is the bias of the DGMM estimates 
for 01, which is relatively small. However, the RMSE of all estimates from these three 
estimators is considerable. The unsatisfactory performance of the estimators is due to the 
fact that PfR= IIY=y, X = xj ý4 PfR= IIY= yj in these experiments. 
The IPWLS estimator should outperform the INTREG and ULS estimators in Exper- 
iments 15 since the MDM also depends on Z1, which is not a conditioning variable in the 
conditional mean model. Nevertheless, the tables show that the finite sample performance 
of the INTREG and ULS estimators is better than that of the IPWLS estimator, especially in 
terms of RMSE. This may be because the influence of X, and X2 on the MDM is stronger 
than that of Zj. 
In Experiment 16, Z2 can be considered as Y with a measurement error. Here, 
PfR= Ily= Y; X =-ýA =Z21 =PfR=IIX = X, 
Z2 = Z21, i. e., Assumption MAR 
is satisfied because e and v are independent. As a result, the IPVvILS estimator has only a 
small bias in Experiment 16. Notice that we can rewrite the MDM of Experiment 16 as 
r*=1.85 - 1.5xi - 0-9X2 - 0-9(Y + llu) + V) 
= 0.95 - 0.6xi - 
1.8X2 + V*7 (3.100) 
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where v* =v-0.96 - 0.9r,. In the rewritten NfDM, v* is correlated with E, the disturbance 
of the structural model. Thus, if variables such as Z2 can be observed, Assumption NLAR 
in IPW estimation does allow the correlation between v* and E or, alternatively, between 
R* and Y. This is one of the most attractive properties of the IPW estimation. Moreover, 
the fact that R* is correlated with Y may partly cause the INTREG and ULS estimators to 
have a sizable bias in Experiment 16. 
If Z2 is observed in the baseline experiment and is used in the first-step MDM esti- 
mation of the IPVvILS estimator, the performance of the estimator will be improved even 
though the MDM in (3.95) is a function of Y only. The mean bias for ý, and02reducesto 
0.1721 and -0.1755 and their RMSE becomes 0.1821 and -0.1755. Note that these mean 
bias and RMSE are smaller than those of the INTREG and ULS estimators in the baseline 
experiment. This implies that, with the availability of variables such as Z2, the IPWLS 
estimator can even cope with the endogenous selection'. 
The SSNIIL and SSTS estimators perform well in Experiment 15 even though - and 
v are independent. This should be a result of having Z, as an exclusion restriction and 
specifying correctly the MDM. On the other hand, both estimators have large bias in 
Experiment 16. This is because Z2 is an endogenous variable and Assumption 3.4.1 (i) 
is consequently violated when it is included in the MDM. To use the SS model, variables 
such as Z2must be dropped from the selection equation. 
8 The correlation between Z2 and Y from the baseline experiment are 0.7460. If variables with similar or 
higher degree of correlation are used in the MDM estimation, the IPWLS estimator can produce even smaller 
mean bias. 
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Moreover, we have previously suggested two reasons why, given the equivalence 
between (3.95) and (3.96), the SSNEL and SSTS estimators do not perfon-n well in the 
baseline experiment. That is, the explanatory power of X, and X2in the selection equation 
is low and there is no exclusion restriction. It is then shown in Experiments 5 and 6 that 
low explanatory power of the covariates is indeed a reason of the poor perfonnance of the 
SS model. Accordingly, the following two experiments are designed to investigate these 
two reasons further. Note that it is difficult to untangle the effects of these two reasons 
because adding an exclusion restriction also leads to an increase in the explanatory power 
of the covariates in the MDM. Nevertheless, exclusion restriction should improve both 
performance and identification of the SS model. In contrast, an increase in the explanatory 
power cannot help identifying the SS model. 
In Experiments 17 and 18, the intercept and the coefficients for X, and X2 are the 
same as those in (3.96). However, v and c are generated as bivariate normal to explicitly 
justify the use of the SS model. Both disturbances have zero mean and unit variance and the 
correlation between them is 0.9. Thus, the explanatory power of X, and X2 in Experiment 
17 is higher than that in the baseline experiment because v has only a unit variance whereas 
the variance of v* in (3.96) is greater than one . In Experiment 18, we also introduce an 
additional variable Z, which is normally distributed with zero mean and unit variance, as 
an exclusion restriction. This results in even higher pseudo R-squared. To sum up, the 
MDMs for these experiments are given by 
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Ex 17 : r* = -0.4 + 0.9x, - 0-9X2 + V) 
Ex 18 : r* = -0.4 + 0.9x, - 0-9X2 + 0.5z + v. 
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Tables 3.20 and 3.21 report the Monte Carlo results from the experiments. The 
INTREG, ULS and lPYvILS estimators show large mean bias in both experiments. This is 
because Assumption MAR does not hold in these experiments as a consequence of nonzero 
correlation between v and e. 
As observed in Experiment 6, the mean bias of the SSML and SSTS estimators re- 
duces significantly in Experiment 17 due to an increase in the explanatory power of the co- 
variates in the selection equation. However, the RMSE of both estimators is still relatively 
high considering that the SS model is the correct specification. By adding an exclusion re- 
striction in Experiment 18, the explanatory power increases from 0.0848 to 0.1612, which 
is close to that of Experiment 6, and the resultant RMSE of the SSML and SSTS estima- 
tors become smaller than those of their counterparts in Experiments 6 and 17. These two 
estimators also outperform other estimators in Experiment 18. Although this result is not 
clear-cut, it seems to suggest that having exclusion restrictions has a bigger effect on the fi- 
nite sample performance of the SS model than an increase in the explanatory power of the 
covariates in the MDM. 
The GMM and PL estimators perform reasonably well in both experiments even if 
Tlf R= 11 Y=y, X= xj :ý 'Pf R=IIY= yj in Experiment 18 due to the presence of 
Z in the MDM. This is because these estimators do not require the correct specification 
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of the N41DM. In addition, the pseudo R-squared of the N11DM is relatively low in both 
experiments whereas the correlation between v and e is very high. This implies that the 
variation in R* is well explained by the variation in Y as shown in the tables by the high 
correlation between R* and Y. As a result, the assumption, imposed on the NIDM, of the 
GMM and PL estimators is indirectly satisfied in Experiments 17 and 18. 
The Number of Observations 
In Experiment 19, we decrease the sample size from 3000 to 1500 observations while using 
the same specification of the NIDM as in the base line experiment. Thus, the summary 
statistics of Experiment 19, reported in Table 3.22, are almost the same as those of the 
base line experiment except the number of the observations. Even though an increase of 
the sample size is also interesting, it is omitted here because it would be time-consuming 
to apply some estimators in such a case. Also, some anticipated asymptotic properties 
can already be observed even at the sample size of 3000 observations. Thus, it is more 
worthwhile to consider the effect of a smaller sample size. 
Table 3.22 and 3.23 present the Monte Carlo results of Experiment 19. As can be 
seen, the relationships between all estimators are unchanged in comparison to the baseline 
experiment. The GMM and PL estimators still dominate other estimators in the table. 
The most apparent effect of reducing the sample size is larger RMSE in all estimators. 
However, this effect is smaller in the INTREG, ULS and IPWLS estimators. 
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3.8 Summary 
This chapter presents Monte Carlo evidence on the finite sample performance of various 
estimators for missing data. As expected, no estimator dominates in all experiments. For 
experiments where the underlying assumptions of the GNIN4 and PL estimators hold, the 
CGMM estimator dominates the DGNIN4 and PL estimators in terms of RMSE. Although 
this is a finite sample property, it supports the theoretical conjecture in Chapter 2 that 
the framework proposed should produce more efficient estimator than the PL estimator 
since it extracts more information from the nonrespondent units. It also does not lose any 
information to the discretisation of values of Y as in the case of RS GNIM estimators, which 
explains the aforementioned result. Moreover, if only the conditional density function of 
Y given X is misspecified, it seems that the estimates for the slope coefficients from the 
CGNU\4,, DGNIN4 and PL estimators remain consistent. In such a case, the performance of 
the CGMM estimator is however inferior to that of the DGNIN4 and PL estimators. 
There are several experiments for which all of the GMM, PL and SS model estima- 
tors are applicable as indicated by, for example, the equivalence between (3.95) and (3.96). 
In such experiments, if there is no exclusion restriction and the explanatory power of the 
covariates in the NIDM is low, the SS model estimators are dominated and perform poorly 
especially in terms of RMSE. However, the Monte Carlo investigation also suggests that if 
there are exclusion restrictions and the MDM is explained well by the variation of the co- 
variates, the SS model estimators will outperform the CGMM, DGMM and PL estimators. 
This is due partly to the fact that these GMM and PL estimators do not allow the MDM to 
depend on the covariates. Thus, it will be interesting to see in a future study a compari- 
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son between the SS model estimators and the INRYX-GNIN4 estimator which permits the 
MDM to be a function of both response variable and covariates. 
In addition, the Monte Carlo study shows that the INTREG and ULS estimators are 
more efficient than the IPWLS estimator if all of their associated assumptions are satis-fied. 
This finding confirms the mathematical proof of the same result in Wooldridge (2002a). In 
such a circumstance, the MAR assumption only allows the NIDM to depend on the covari- 
ates in the conditional mean model, which is restrictive. If the MDM is correlated with 
Y and a variable such as Z2 in Experiment 16 is available, the IPWLS estimator will per- 
form better than the INTREG and ULS estimators. This is because, in IPW estimation, the 
MDM is estimated and Z2 can be used in the estimation to take account of the correlation 
between R* and Y. 
Note that, with the availability of variables such as Z2, the IPWLS estimator is able 
to cope with the endogenous selection. An advantage of the IPWLS estimator over the SS 
model estimators is that it is easier to find a fully observed variable which is correlated with 
Y than finding an exclusion restriction. In contrast, the GNIM and PL estimators require 
neither exclusion restriction nor Z2 in dealing with the endogenous selection. 
A natural extension of this study is to replace some of the estimators under consider- 
ation with their serniparametric counterparts. Various serniparametric SS model estimators 
are already available in the literature. For IPWLS estimation, one can apply a number of 
serniparametric binary response models as the first-step estimation. As above, it will also 
be interesting to compare these serniparametric estimators to the INRYX-GNU\4 estimator 
in (3.93) which allows the NIDM to depend on both Y and X. 
3. A Appendix A: Tables of Results from the Monte 
Carlo Experiments 
Table 3.1 
Monte Carlo results for the baseline experiment 
Estimator 01 
Bias RMSE Bias 
02 
RMSZ-- 
DGMM -0.0424 0.1650 0.0472 0.2221 
ccMM 0.0293 0.0903 -0.0194 0.1671 
PL -0-0094 0.1256 0.0208 0.1985 
INTREG 0.2711 0.2754 -0.2607 0.3023 
ULS 0,2673 0.2712 -0.2580 0.2984 
IPWLS 0.2738 0.2778 -0.2665 0.3077 
SSML 0.1166 0.2177 -0.1046 0.2576 
SSTS -0.0344 0.5832 0.0414 0.6117 
corr (r *, y) -0.7097 
corr(E, v*) -0.6685 
P{r = 01 0.4934 
R2 0.2040 
pR 
2 0.2822 
pR 
2_1 0.0495 
Notes: 
1. Estimators: DGMM = RS's GMM estimator, CGMM = two-step INRY-GMM 
estimator, PL = Pseudolikelihood estimator, INTREG = Interval regression, ULS 
= Unweighted least squares regression, IPWLS = Inverse probability weighted least 
squares estimator, SSML = Maximum likelihood sample selection model estimator, 
SSTS = Two-step sample selection model estimator 
2. pR 2 is a short term for a pseudo R-squared 
3. pR 2 is obtained from a probit model of R* on Y 
4. pR 2_1 is obtained from a probit model of R* on X, and X2 
5. All descriptive statistics are the averages from 500 replications 
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Table 3.3 
The effect of changes in the proportion of missing observations 
Estimator Baseline 
Bias RMSE 
DCMM -0.0424 0.1650 
CGMM 0.0293 0.0903 
PL -0.0094 0.1256 
INTREG 0.2711 0.2754 
ULS 0.2673 0.2712 
IPWLS 0.2738 0.2778 
SSML 0.1166 0.2177 
SSTS -0.0344 0.5832 
)31 
Ex 1 
Bias RMSE 
-0-0172 0.0954 
0.0243 0.0651 
-0.0028 0.0786 
0.1906 0.1951 
0.1879 0.1920 
0.1917 0.1958 
0.0630 0.1368 
0.0055 0.2741 
Ex 2 
Bias RMSE 
0.0096 0.2801 
0.0544 0.1429 
-0.0193 0.2018 
0.3275 0.3334 
0.3252 0.3308 
0.3332 0.3397 
0.1998 0.3256 
-0.1076 1.3759 
corr(r*, y) -0.7097 -0.7097 -0.7097 
corr(e, v*) -0.6685 -0.6685 -0.6685 
P{r =: 01 0.4934 0.2464 0.7493 
R2 0.2040 0.2040 0.2040 
pR 
2 0.2822 0.2875 0.2906 
pR 
21 0.0495 0.0494 0.0540 
Notes: 
1. pR 2 is obtained from a probit model of R* on Y 
2. pR 2_1 is obtained from a probit model of R* on X1 and X2 
Table 3.4 
The effect of changes in the proportion of missing observations 
Estimator Baseline 
Bias RMSE 
ý2 
Ex 1 
Bias RMSE 
Ex 2 
Bias RMSE 
DGMM 0.0472 0.2221 0.0195 0.1664 -0.0013 0.3392 
CGMM -0.0194 0.1671 -0.0230 0.1440 -0.0418 0.2305 
PL 0.0208 0.1985 0.0073 0.1612 0.0287 0.2732 
INTREG -0.2607 0.3023 -0.1897 0.2320 -0.3213 0.3814 
ULS -0.2580 0.2984 -0.1891 0.2294 -0.3179 0.3764 
IPWLS -0.2665 0.3077 -0.1937 0.2337 -0.3289 0.3942 
SSML -0.1046 0.2576 -0.0613 0.1927 -0.1973 0.3738 
SSTS 0.0414 0.6117 -0.0080 0.3105 0.0925 1.4250 
Table 3.5 
The effect of changes in the correlation between R* and Y 
Estimator Baseline 
Bias RMSE 
ý- 1 
Ex 3 
Bias RMSE 
Ex 4 
Bias RMSE 
DGMM -0.0424 0.1650 -0.0241 0.1582 -0-0517 0.1715 
CGMM 0.0293 0.0903 0.0369 0.1057 0.0345 0.0949 
PL -0.0094 0.1256 -0.0080 0.1297 -0-0050 0.1229 
INTREG 0.2711 0.2754 0.1233 0.1341 0.4268 0.4288 
ULS 0.2673 0.2712 0,1221 0.1317 0.4192 0.4212 
IPWLS 0.2738 0.2778 0.1237 0.1335 0.4336 0.4356 
SSML 0.1166 0.2177 0.0915 0.1605 0.0813 0.2180 
SSTS -0.0344 0.5832 -0.0331 0.9931 -0.0062 0.4156 
Corr (r *, Y) -0.7097 -0.4883 -0-8731 
corr(E, v*) -0.6685 -0.4467 -0.8477 
Pjr = 01 0.4934 0.5049 0.4942 
R2 0.2040 0.2040 0.2040 
pR 
2 0.2822 0.1194 0.4991 
pR2 1 0,0495 0.0233 0.0764 
Notes: 
1. pR 2 is obtained from a probit model of R* on Y 
2. pR 2_1 is obtained from a probit model of R* on X, and X2 
Table 3.6 
The effect of changes in the correlation between R* and Y 
Estimator 
DGMM 
ccmm 
PL 
INTREG 
ULS 
IPWLS 
SSML 
SSTS 
Baseline 
Bias RMSE 
0.0472 0.2221 
-0,0194 0.1671 
0.0208 0.1985 
-0.2607 0.3023 
-0.2580 0.2984 
-0.2665 0.3077 
-0.1046 0.2576 
0.0414 0.6117 
02 
Ex 3 
Bias RMSE 
0.0313 0.2234 
-0,0258 0.1897 
0.0193 0.2100 
-0.1091 0.2039 
-0.1108 0.2018 
-0.1121 0.2039 
-0.0771 0.2268 
0.0398 1.0291 
Ex 4 
Bias RMSE 
0.0554 0.2313 
-0.0275 0.1617 
0.0124 0.1938 
-0.4242 0.4450 
-0.4170 0.4374 
-0.4380 0.4577 
-0.0758 0.2650 
0.0072 0.4384 
Table 3.7 
The effect of changes in the explanatory power of covariates 
Estimator 
DGMM 
CGMM 
PL 
INTREG 
ULS 
IPWLS 
SSML 
SSTS 
Baseline 
Bias RMSE 
-0.0424 0.1650 
0.0293 0.0903 
-0.0094 0.1256 
0.2711 0.2754 
0.2673 0.2712 
0.2738 0.2778 
0.1166 0,2177 
-0.0344 0.5832 
01 
Ex 5 
Bias RMSE 
-0-0119 0.2567 
0.0357 0.1144 
-0.0119 0.1784 
0.2822 0.2883 
0.2788 0.2844 
0.2840 0.2897 
0.1343 0.2341 
-0-0522 0.8528 
Ex 6 
Bias RMSE 
-0.0129 0.0484 
0.0179 0.0362 
-0.0012 0.0370 
0.1861 0.1879 
0.1835 0.1851 
0.1951 0.1969 
0.0483 0.1290 
0.0029 0.1712 
corr(r*, y) -0.7097 -0.7040 -0-7050 
corr(E,, v*) -0.6685 -0.6746 -0.5729 
Pfr = 01 0.4934 0.5004 0.5000 
R2 0.2040 0.1504 0.5053 
pR 
2 0.2822 0.2765 0.2798 
pR 
2_1 0.0495 0.0357 0.1295 
Notes: 
1. pR 2 is obtained from a probit model of R* on Y 
2. pR 2_1 is obtained from a probit model of R* on X, and X2 
Table 3.8 
The effect of changes in the explanatory power of covariates 
Estimator 
DGMM 
CGMM 
PL 
INTREG 
ULS 
IPWLS 
SSML 
SSTS 
Baseline 
Bias RMSE 
0.0472 0.2221 
-0.0194 0.1671 
0.0208 0.1985 
-0.2607 0.3023 
-0.2580 0.2984 
-0.2665 0.3077 
-0.1046 0.2576 
0.0414 0.6117 
M2 
Ex 5 
Bias RMSE 
0.0178 0.3111 
-0,0233 0.2045 
0.0260 0.2597 
-0.2704 0.3275 
-0.2660 0.3219 
-0.2721 0.3284 
-0.1182 0.2925 
0.0623 0.9182 
Ex 6 
Bias RMSE 
0.0133 0.0928 
-0-0132 0.0831 
0.0064 0.0878 
-0.1838 0.2013 
-0.1799 0.1958 
-0-1975 0.2147 
-0.0442 0.1504 
0.0013 0.1889 
Table 3.9 
The effect of a nonlinear missing data mechanism 
Estimator Baseline 
Bias RMSE 
13, 
Ex 7 
Bias RMSE 
DGMM -0.0424 0.1650 -0.0439 0.1663 
CGMM 0.0293 0.0903 0.0347 0.0991 
PL -0,0094 0.1256 -0.0081 0.1279 
INTREG 0.2711 0.2754 0.2752 0.2796 
ULS 0.2673 0.2712 0.2791 0.2830 
IPWLS 0.2738 0.2778 0.2893 0.2932 
SSML 0.1166 0.2177 0.0424 0.1902 
SSTS -0.0344 0.5832 -0.1946 0.6310 
corr (r *, y) -0.7097 -0.7332 
P{r = oý 0.4934 0.5019 
R2 0.2040 0.2040 
pR 
2 0.2822 0.2780 
Notes: 
1. pR 2 for Experiment 7 is obtained from a probit model of R* on Y and y3 
Table 3.10 
The effect of a nonlinear missing data mechanism 
Estimator 
DCMM 
CGMM 
PL 
INTREC 
ULS 
IPWLS 
SSML 
SSTS 
Baseline 
Bias RMSE 
0.0472 0.2221 
-0.0194 0.1671 
0.0208 0.1985 
-0,2607 0.3023 
-0.2580 0.2984 
-0.2665 0.3077 
-0.1046 0.2576 
0.0414 0.6117 
02 
Ex 7 
Bias RMSE 
0.0494 0.2234 
-0.0250 0.1734 
0.0205 0.2009 
-0.2675 0.3083 
-0.2738 0.3112 
-0.2883 0.3250 
-0.0303 0.2525 
0.2037 0.6684 
Table 3.11 
The effect of changes in the distribution of E 
Estimator Baseline 
Bias RMSE 
01 
Ex 8 
Bias RMSE 
Ex 9 
Bias RMSE 
DGMM -0.0424 0.1650 0.0303 0.0815 0.0263 0.0439 
CGMM 0.0293 0.0903 0.0888 0.1196 0.0762 0.1660 
PL -0.0094 0.1256 0.0252 0.0637 0.0225 0.0363 
INTREG 0.2711 0,2754 0.1622 0.1661 0.0819 0.0845 
ULS 0.2673 0.2712 0.1702 0.1737 0.0982 0.1007 
IPWLS 0.2738 0.2778 0.1704 0.1737 0.0950 0.0974 
SSML 0.1166 0.2177 0.3493 0.4204 0.2576 0.2882 
SSTS -0.0344 0.5832 0.1573 0.4157 0.2230 0.3549 
Distribution Normal Gamma Mix 
corr (r *, y) -0-7097 -0.7285 -0.7452 
corr(E, v*) -0.6685 -0.6884 -0.7063 
Pjr = 0} 0.4934 0.4911 0.4990 
R2 0.2040 0.2040 0.2040 
pR2 0.2822 0.2748 0.2743 
pR2 _1 
0.0495 0.0557 0.0612 
Notes: 
1. pR 2 is obtained from a probit model of R* on Y 
2. pR 2_1 is obtained from a probit model of R* on X1 and X2 
Table 3.12 
The effect of changes in the distribution of E 
Estimator 
DGMM 
cGmm 
PL 
INTREG 
ULS 
IPWLS 
SSML 
SSTS 
Baseline 
Bias RMSE 
0.0472 0.2221 
-0.0194 0.1671 
0.0208 0.1985 
-0.2607 0.3023 
-0.2580 0.2984 
-0.2665 0.3077 
-0.1046 0.2576 
0.0414 0.6117 
M2 
Ex 8 
Bias RMSE 
-0.0388 0.1253 
-0.0823 0.1459 
-0.0318 0.1188 
-0.1641 0.1938 
-0.1643 0.1935 
-0.1632 0.1918 
-0.3486 0.4386 
-0.1541 0.4429 
Ex 9 
Bias RMSE 
-0.0188 0.0705 
-0-0887 0.2076 
-0.0383 0.0819 
-0.0757 0.0992 
-0.0947 0.1181 
-0.0891 0.1119 
-0.2625 0.3073 
-0.2257 0.3789 
Table 3.13 
The effect of changes in the distribution of c 
Estimator 
DGMM 
CGMM 
PL 
INTREG 
ULS 
IPWLS 
SSML 
SSTS 
Baseline 
Bias RMSE 
0.0770 0.1683 
-0.0224 0.1052 
0.0036 0.1168 
-0.6566 0.6593 
-0,6612 0.6638 
-0.6647 0.6672 
-0.2906 0.5286 
0.0862 1.4492 
130 Ex 8 
Bias RMSE 
-0.2903 0.2981 
-0.2997 0.3072 
-0.2707 0.2770 
-0-5863 0.5878 
-0-5745 0.5760 
-0.5750 0.5764 
-0-9781 1.1068 
-0.5454 1.0461 
Ex 9 
Bias RMSE 
-0.4179 0.4191 
-0.4181 0.4871 
-0.3732 0,3748 
-0-5310 0.5315 
-0-5224 0.5231 
-0.5209 0.5216 
-0.8777 0.9201 
-0.8078 1.0194 
Table 3.14 
The effect of changes in the distribution of v 
Estimator Baseline 
Bias RMSE 
/- 1 
Ex 10 
Bias " RMSE 
Ex 11 
Bias RMSE 
DGMM -0.0424 0.1650 -0.0350 0.1602 -0.0304 0.1592 
CGMM 0.0293 0.0903 0.0072 0.0651 -0.0174 0.0710 
PL -0.0094 0.1256 -0.0074 0.1238 -0.0089 0.1244 
INTREG 0.2711 0.2754 0.2669 0.2711 0.2667 0.2711 
ULS 0.2673 0.2712 0.2537 0.2578 0.2417 0.2462 
IPWLS 0.2738 0.2778 0.2521 0.2567 0.2266 0.2323 
SSML 0.1166 0.2177 0.2768 0.3154 0.3915 0.4289 
SSTS -0.0344 0.5832 0.2851 0.6123 0.7059 0.8735 
Distribution Normal Gamma Mix 
corr (r *, y) -0.7097 -0.7088 -0.7094 
corr(E, v*) -0.6685 -0.6688 -0.6686 
Pfr = 01 0.4934 0.4944 0.5012 
R2 0.2040 0.2040 0.2029 
Notes: 
1. pR 2 is not calculated because v is not normally distributed and, as a result, the 
probit model cannot be used 
Table 3.15 
The effect of changes in the distribution of v 
Estimator Baseline 
Bias RMSE 
02 
Ex 10 
Bias RMSE 
Ex 11 
Bias RMSE 
DGMM 0.0472 0.2221 0.0359 0.2172 0.0299 0.2167 
CGMM -0-0194 0.1671 0.0008 0.1593 0.0264 0.1613 
PL 0.0208 0.1985 0.0142 0.1959 0.0076 0.1969 
INTREG -0.2607 0.3023 -0.2547 0.2964 -0.2585 0.3009 
ULS -0.2580 0.2984 -0.2406 0.2847 -0.2306 0.2784 
IPWLS -0.2665 0.3077 -0.2374 0.2859 -0.2063 0.2675 
SSML -0.1046 0.2576 -0.2627 0.3342 -0.3771 0.4380 
SSTS 0.0414 0.6117 -0.2740 0.6186 -0.6840 0.8690 
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Table 3.18 
The effect of the differences between sets of covariates 
Estimator Baseline 
Bias RMSE 
-0.0424 0,1650 
0.0293 0.0903 
-0.0094 0.1256 
0.2711 0.2754 
0.2673 0.2712 
0.2738 0.2778 
0.1166 0.2177 
-0.0344 0.5832 
Ex 15 
Bias RMSE 
0,0351 0.4638 
0.5297 0.5947 
-0.2758 0.3120 
-0.0006 0.0620 
0.0007 0.0584 
-0.0045 0.1171 
0.0000 0.0616 
0.0000 0.0616 
Ex 16 
Bias RMSE 
0.6680 0.6693 
0.4120 0.4173 
-0.2138 0.2394 
-0,1328 0.1427 
-0-1309 0.1399 
-0.0440 0.1805 
-0.2576 0.2623 
-0.3077 0.3122 
DGMM 
cGmm 
PL 
INTREG 
ULS 
IPWLS 
SSML 
SSTS 
corr(r*, zi) 
corr(r*, Z2) 
corr (r *, y) 
Pfr = 01 
R2 
pR 
2 
-0.7097 
0.4934 
0.2040 
0.2822 
-0.6690 
0.1012 
0.4904 
0.2032 
0.3162 
-0.6826 
-0.4330 
0.4939 
0.2032 
0.3847 
Notes: 
1. pR 2 for Experiment 15 is obtained from a probit model of R* on Y, X1 and Zi 
2. pR 2 for Experiment 16 is obtained from a probit model of R* on Y, X1 and Z2 
Table 3.19 
The effect of the differences between sets of covariates 
Estimator Baseline 
Bias RMSE 
)32 
Ex 15 
Bias RMSE 
Ex 16 
Bias RMSE 
DGMM 0.0472 0.2221 -0.8056 0.8389 -0.9196 0.9212 
CGMM -0.0194 0.1671 -0.5541 0.6985 -0.8409 0.8520 
PL 0.0208 0.1985 -0.2873 0.3864 -0.5283 0.5614 
INTREG -0.2607 0.3023 -0-0009 0.1851 -0.3956 0.4280 
ULS -0.2580 0.2984 -0.0022 0.1815 -0.3964 0.4270 
IPWLS -0.2665 0.3077 -0.0145 0.3210 -0.1114 0.6084 
SSML -0.1046 0.2576 -0.0036 0.1854 -0.7654 0.7802 
SSTS 0.0414 0.6117 -0.0036 0.1853 -0.9138 0.9276 
Table 3.20 
The effect of having an exclusion restriction 
Estimator Baseline 
Bias RMSE 
01 
Ex 17 
Bias RMSE 
Ex 18 
Bias RMSE 
DGMM -0.0424 0.1650 -0.0600 OA722 -0.0391 0.1640 
cGMM 0.0293 0.0903 0.0282 0.1073 0.0369 0.0927 
PL -0.0094 0.1256 -0.0032 0.1216 -0.0043 0.1219 
INTREG 0.2711 0.2754 0.4757 0.4774 0.3872 0.3897 
ULS 0.2673 0.2712 0,4672 0.4689 0.3805 0.3828 
IPWLS 0.2738 0.2778 0.4846 0.4862 0.4782 0.4809 
SSML 0.1166 0.2177 0.0616 0.2014 -0.0002 0.0490 
SSTS -0.0344 0.5832 -0.0007 0.3699 -0.0031 0.0608 
rho -0.6685 -0.9000 -0.9000 
corr(r*, y) -0-7097 -0-9178 -0-8353 
Pjr = 01 0.4934 0.4924 0,4924 
R2 0.2040 0.2040 0.2032 
pR 
2 0.0495 0.0848 0.1612 
Notes: 
1. rho is corr(5, v*) for the baseline experiment and is corr(c, V) for Experiments 
17 and 18 
2. pR 2 for Experiment 17 is obtained from a probit model of R* on X1 and X2 
3. pR 2 for Experiment 18 is obtained from a probit model of R* on X1 , 
X2 and 
z 
Table 3.21 
The effect of having an exclusion restriction 
Estimator Baseline 
Bias RMSE 
P2 
Ex 17 
Bias RMSE 
Ex 18 
Bias RMSE 
DGMM 0.0472 0.2221 0,0666 0.2316 0.0339 0.2201 
ccMM -0.0194 0.1671 -0.0205 0.1672 -0-0387 0.1659 
PL 0.0208 0.1985 0.0100 0.1926 0.0003 0.1927 
INTREG -0.2607 0.3023 -0.4737 0.4914 -0-3880 0.4136 
ULS -0.2580 0.2984 -0.4663 0.4839 -0-3822 0.4081 
IPWLS -0.2665 0.3077 -0.4930 0.5096 -0,4888 0.5134 
SSML -0.1046 0.2576 -0-0568 0.2548 -0.0047 0.1565 
SSTS 0.0414 0.6117 0.0009 0.3988 -0-0022 0.1648 
Table 3.22 
The effect of a decrease in the number of observations 
Estimator Baseline 
Bias RMSE 
01 
Ex 19 
Bias RMSE 
DGMM -0.0424 0.1650 -0.0121 0.2556 
ccMM 0.0293 0.0903 0.0320 0.1139 
PL -0.0094 0.1256 -0.0114 0.1854 
INTREC 0.2711 0.2754 0.2707 0.2785 
ULS 0.2673 0.2712 0.2674 0.2751 
IPWLS 0.2738 0.2778 0.2724 0.2805 
SSML 0.1166 0.2177 0.1530 0.2621 
SSTS -0-0344 0.5832 0.0119 0.7843 
Sample size 3000 1500 
corr (r *, y) -0-7097 -0.7119 
corr(E, v) -0-6685 -0-6698 
Pjr = 01 0,4934 0.5067 
R2 0.2040 0.2095 
pR 
2 0,2822 0.2852 
pR 
2_1 0.0495 0.0521 
Table 3.23 
The effect of a decrease in the number of observations 
Estimator Baseline 
Bias RMSE 
02 
Ex 19 
Bias RMSE 
DGMM 0.0472 0.2221 -0.0007 0.3327 
CGMM -0.0194 0,1671 -0.0379 0.2347 
PL 0.0208 0.1985 0.0015 0.2901 
INTREG -0.2607 0.3023 -0.2789 0.3506 
ULS -0.2580 0.2984 -0.2770 0.3487 
IPWLS -0.2665 0.3077 -0.2827 0.3546 
SSML -0.1046 0,2576 -0.1584 0.3509 
SSTS 0.0414 0.6117 0.0005 0.8053 
3. B Appendix B: STATA Programs for Some Estima- 
tors 
Two-Step INRY-GMM Estimator 
clear 
set more off 
set mem 100m 
* ** ** *** ** * ** * ** ** 
Main Program 
capture program drop simugmm 
program simugmm, rclass 
version 9 
drop 
_all global numint 32 
setpoint 
calhy 
// GMM estimation 
gen t=. 
replace t=1 in 1 
replace t=0 in 2 
replace t=0 in 3 
replace t=0 in 4 
nl gmm La t ystar x1 x2 r, nparameters(4) iterate(1000) 
mat b= e(b) 
end 
Set The Evaluation Points 
capture program drop setpoint 
program setpoint 
/* abscissas and weights are from http: //www.. efunda. com/math/num_integration/findgausshermite. cfm 
*1 
scalar P1 = -7.12581390983 
scalar p2 = -6.40949814928 
scalar p3 = -5.81222594946 
scalar p4 = -5.27555098664 
scalar p5 = -4.77716450334 
scalar p6 = -4.30554795347 
scalar p7 = -3-85375548542 
scalar p8 = -3.41716749282 
scalar P10 = -2.57724953773 
scalar P11 = -2.16949918361 
scalar p12 = -1-76765410946 
scalar p13 = -1.37037641095 
scalar p14 = -0-97650046359 
scalar P15 = -0-584978765436 
scalar p16 = -0.194840741569 
scalar p17 = 0.194840741569 
scalar p18 = 0.584978765436 
scalar p19 = 0.97650046359 
scalar p20 = 1.37037641095 
scalar p2l = 1.76765410946 
scalar p22 = 2.16949918361 
scalar p23 = 2.57724953773 
scalar p24 = 2.99249082501 
scalar p25 = 3.41716749282 
scalar p26 = 3.85375548542 
scalar p27 = 4.30554795347 
scalar p28 = 4.77716450334 
scalar p29 = 5.27555098664 
scalar p30 = 5.81222594946 
scalar p3l = 6.40949814928 
scalar p32 = 7.12581390983 
scalar W1 = 0.824566523071 
scalar w2 = 0.640950485906 
scalar w3 = 0.561749015435 
scalar w4 = 0.515037283347 
scalar w5 = 0.48357144163 
scalar w6 = 0.460786455454 
scalar w7 = 0.443553185862 
scalar w8 = 0.430163710393 
scalar w9 = 0.419597752949 
scalar w1O = 0,411206128685 
scalar wII = 0.404557061809 
scalar w12 = 0,399354844618 
scalar w13 = 0.395393939396 
scalar w14 = 0.392531864366 
scalar w15 = 0.390672744629 
scalar w16 = 0.389757342027 
scalar w17 = 0.389757342027 
scalar w18 = 0.390672744629 
scalar W19 = 0.392531864366 
scalar w20 = 0.395393939396 
scalar w2l = 0.399354844618 
scalar w22 = 0.404557061809 
scalar w23 = 0.411206128685 
scalar w24 = 0.419597752949 
scalar w25 = 0.430163710393 
scalar w26 = 0.443553185862 
scalar w27 = 0.460786455454 
scalar w28 = 0.48357144163 
scalar w29 = 0.515037283347 
scalar w30 = 0.561749015435 
scalar w3l = 0.640950485906 
scalar w32 = 0.824566523071 
end 
Calculating Hy 
capture program drop calhy 
program calhy 
tempname mean sd meanr 
quietly sum ystar if r == 1 
scalar 'mean' = r(mean) 
scalar 'sd' = r(sd) 
quietly sum r 
scalar 'meanr' = r(mean) 
forvalues i=1(1)$numintf 
scalar hyT = normden (scalar (pT), 'mean', 'sd') *'meanr' 
end 
* ** * **** *** ***** ******* * 
MIAN GMM PROGRAM 
capture program drop nlgmm 
program nlgmm 
version 9 
syntax varlist [if], at(name) 
local t word 1 of 'varlist' 
local y word 2 of 'varlist' 
local xI word 3 of 'varlist' 
local x2 word 4 of 'varlist' 
local r: word 5 of 'varlist' 
tempname bO bI b2 s 
scalar 'bO' = 'at'[1,1] 
scalar 'bl' = 'at'[1,2] 
scalar 'b2' = 'at'[1,3] 
scalar 's' = 'at'[1,4] 
tempvar gli g2i g3i g4i 
tempvar th xb z 
tempname gl g2 g3 g4 
gen double 'xb' = 'bO' + ('bl'*xl) + ('b2'*x2) 
gen double 'z' = 's'*'y' -'xb' 
/* Calculate Qybar */ 
forvalues i=1(1)$numintf 
tempvar QyTi 
I 
forvalues i=1(1)$numintf 
tempname QyT 
forvalues i=1(1)$numintf 
gen double 'Qy'ii' = 's'* normden ('s'* scalar (p'i') -'xb') 
quietly sum 'Qy'i'i' 
scalar 'Qy'i" = r(mean) 
/* Calculate Denominator 
tempvar R Rp Rpp bias 
gen double 'R' 
replace 'R' = scalar(wl) *(scalar (hyl) /scalar ('Qyl')) *'Qyli' 
forvalues i=2(1)$numintj 
replace'R'='R'+ scalar (w'i') *(scalar (hy'i') /scalar ('Qy'i")) Qy' iT 
I 
gen double 'Rp' 
replace'Rp'= scalar (w 1) *(scalar (hyl) /scalar ('Qy 1')) Qyli'* ('s'*scalar (p 1) 
- 'xb') 
forvalues i=2(1)$numintf 
replace'Rp'='Rp'+ scalar (wT) *(scalar (hyT) /scalar ('Qy'i")) *'Qy'i'i'* ('s'* scalar (pT) 
-'xb') 
gen double 'Rpp' =- 
replace'Rpp'= scalar (wl) * (scalar(hyl) /scalar ('Qyl')) * (1 /'s') *'Qyli'* (1- 
(ýs)*scalar(pl))*('s'*scalar(pl) -'xb')) 
forvalues i=2(1)$numintf 
replace 'Rpp' = 'Rpp' + scalar (wT) *(scalar (hy'i) /scalar ('Qy'i" )) *(I /'s') *'Qy'i T* (1- 
('s7 *scalar (p'i')) * ('s7 *scalar (pT) -'xb')) 
gen double 'bias' =I- 'R' 
// generate the 1st moment 
gen double 'gli' = 'z' if Y == 1 
replace 'gli' =- (('Rp')/'bias') if Y == 0 
quietly sum 'gli' 
scalar 'gl' = r(mean) 
// generate the 2nd moment 
gen double 'g2i' = 'z*'xl' if Y == 1 
replace 'g2i' =- (('Rp'*'xl') /'bias') if Y == 0 
quietly sum 'g2i' - 
scalar 'g2' = r(mean) 
// generate the 3rd moment 
gen double 'g3i' = 'z'*'x2' if Y 
replace 'g3i' =- (('Rp'*'x2') /'bias') if Y == 0 
quietly sum 'g3i' 
scalar 'g3' = r(mean) 
// generate the 4th moment 
gen double 'g4i' = (1/4s))-ý Y'*'z' if Y1 
replace 'g4i' =- (('Rpp') /'bias') if Y0 
quietly sum 'g4i' 
scalar 'g4' = r(mean) 
gen double 'th' = 'gl' +1 in 1 
replace 'th' = 'g2' in 2 
replace 'th' = 'g3' in 3 
replace 'th' = 'g4' in 4 
replace T= 'th' 
end 
One-Step INRY-GMM Estimator 
clear 
set more off 
set mem 100m 
Main Program 
capture program drop simugmm 
program simugmm, rclass 
version 9 
drop 
_all gen double id =r 
replace id =. if id 0 
sort id, stable 
local N=N 
global numobs 'N' 
count if r==1 
local NY = r(N) 
global numy 'NY' 
// CMM estimation 
gen t=. 
replace t=1 in 1 
replace t=0 in 2 
replace t=0 in 3 
replace t=0 in 4 
nl gmm La t ystar xI x2 r, nparameters(4) iterate(3000) 
end 
MIAN GMM PROGRAM 
capture program drop nlgmm 
program nlgmm 
version 9 
syntax varlist [if], at(name) 
local t word I of 'varlist' 
local y word 2 of 'varlist' 
local x1 word 3 of 'varlist' 
local x2 word 4 of 'varlist' 
local r: word 5 of 'varlist' 
tempname bO bI b2 s 
scalar 'bO' = 'at'[1,1] 
scalar 'bl' = 'at'[1,2] 
scalar 'b2' = 'at'[1,3] 
scalar 's' = 'at'[1,4] 
tempvar gli g2i g3i g4i Qy 
tempvar th xb z 
tempname gl g2 g3 g4 
gen double 'xb' = 'bO' + ('bl'*'xl') + ('b2'*'x2') 
gen double 'z' = 's'*cyl - 'xb' 
gen double 'Qy' =. 
replace 'Qy' = (1/$numobs)*'s'*normden('s'*'y' - 'xb[1]) if Y == 1 
forvalues i=2(1)$numobsf 
quietly replace'Qy'='Qy'+ (1/$numobs)*'s*normden('S'*' y 
tempvar R Rp Rpp bias 
gen double 'R' =- 
replace 'R' = (1/$numobs)*'s'*normden('s'*'y'[1] - 'xb)*(I/'Qy'[1]) if 
0 
forvalues i=2(1)$numyl 
replace'R'='R'+ (1 numobs) *'s'* nor mden ('s'*'y'['i'] -'xb')*(l/'Qy'['i']) 
gen double 'Rp' =. 
replace 'Rp' = (1/$numobs)*'s'*('s'*'y'[1j - 'xb')*normden('s'*'y'[1] 
'xb')*(I/'Qy'[1]) if Y == 0 
forvalues i=2(1)$numyf 
replace'Rp'='Rp'+ (1/$numobs)*'s'*('s'*'y'['i'j -'xb')*normden('s'*'y'['i'] 
'xb')*(I/'Qy'['i']) 
I 
gen double 'Rpp' =. 
replace'Rpp'= (1/$numobs)*normden('s'*'y'[1] - 'xb')*(l - ýs)*ýy 1 lll*(, S, *4y, lll 
'xb'))*(l/'Qy'[1]) if Y == 0 
forvalues i=2(1)$numy{ 
replace 'Rpp' = 'Rpp' + (1/$numobs)*normden('s'*'y'['i5] - 'xb')*(l 
V*4 y Till* ( V*4 Y)[T] - 'xb'))*(I/'Qy'['i']) 
gen double 'bias' =I- 'R' 
// generate the Ist moment 
gen double 'gli' = 'z' if Y == I 
replace 'gli' =- (('Rp')/'bias') if Y == 0 
quietly sum 'gli' 
scalar 'gl' = r(mean) 
// generate the 2nd moment 
gen double 'g2i' = 'z'*'xl' if Y == 1 
replace 'g2i' =- (('Rp'*'xl') /'bias') if Y == 0 
quietly sum 'g2i' 
scalar 'g2' = r(mean) 
// generate the 3rd moment 
gen double 'g3i' = 'z'*'x2' if Y == 1 
replace 'g3i' =- (('Rp'*'x2') /'bias') if Y =--ý= 0 
quietly sum 'g3i' 
scalar 'g3' = r(mean) 
// generate the 4th moment 
gen double 'g4i' = (I/W )- Y'*'z' if YI 
replace 'g4i' =- (('Rpp') /'bias') if Y0 
quietly sum 'g4i' 
scalar 'g4' = r(mean) 
gen double 'th' = 'gl' +1 in I 
replace 'th' = 'g2' in 2 
replace 'th' = 'g3' in 3 
replace 'th' = 'g4' in 4 
replace T= 'th' 
end 
PL estimator 
clear 
set more off 
set mem 100m 
* *** **** ** * ** * ** ** 
Main Program 
capture program drop simugmm 
program simugmm, rclass 
version 9 
drop 
_all local N=N 
global numobs 'N' 
ml model dO pmlI_dO (mu: ystar = x1 x2)/Insigma 
ml maximize, iterate(300) 
end 
* ** * ** ** ** * ** * ** ** 
Likelihood 
capture program drop pmll_dO 
program pml1_dO 
version 8.1 
args todo b Inf 
tempvar mu Infj Infjl InfJ2 denssim 
tempname Insigma bi sigma n 
mleval 'mu' = W, eq(1) 
mleval 'Insigma' = W, eq(2) scalar 
quietlyf 
scalar 'sigma' = exp('Insigma') 
gen double 'Infjl' = ln(normden($ML_yl, 'mu, 'sigma')) 
gen double 'denssim' = normden ($ML _y 
l, 'mu'[ 1], 4 sigma') 
forvalues i=2(1)$numobsf 
quietly replace 'denssim' = 'denssim' + normden($ML_yl, 'mu'['i'], 'sigma') 
gen double 'lnfj2' ln('denssim'/$numobs) 
gen double 'lnfj' 'Infil' - 'Infj2' 
replace 'Infj' 0 if r == 0 
mlsum 'lnf' 'Infj' 
I 
end 
RS GMM Estimator 
clear 
set more off 
set mem 100m 
* ** * ** **** **** *** * 
Main Program 
capture program drop simugmm 
program simugmm, rclass 
version 9 
drop 
_all // calculate the cuttoffs 
centile ystar if r == 1, centile(10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90) 
scalar cl = r(c_l) 
scalar c2 = r(c_2) 
scalar c3 = r(c_3) 
scalar c4 = r(c_4) 
scalar c5 = r(c_5) 
scalar c6 = r(c_6) 
scalar c7 = r(c_7) 
scalar C8 = r(c_8) 
scalar C9 = r(c_9) 
pmcentile 
// GMM estimation 
sort lo, stable 
gen t=. 
replace t=1 in 1 
replace t=0 in 2 
replace t=0 in 3 
replace t=0 in 4 
replace t=0 in 5 
replace t=0 in 6 
replace t=0 in 7 
replace t=0 in 8 
replace t=0 in 9 
replace t=0 in 10 
replace t=0 in 11 
replace t=0 in 12 
replace t=0 in 13 
replace t=0 in 14 
replace t=0 in 15 
replace t=0 in 16 
replace t=0 in 17 
replace t =0 in 18 
replace t =0 in 19 
replace t =0 in 20 
replace t=0 in 21 
replace t =0 in 22 
replace t =0 in 23 
nl gmm_miss 0t lo up x1 x2 caty r, nparameters(23) iterate(1000) 
mat b == e(b) 
return scalar gmmbsQl b[1,11] 
return scalar gmmbsQ2 b[1,12] 
return scalar gmmbsQ3 b[1,13] 
return scalar gmmbsQ4 b[1,14] 
return scalar gmmbsQ5 b[1,15] 
return scalar gmmbsQ6 = b[1,16] 
return scalar gmmbsQ7 = b[1,17] 
return scalar gmmbsQ8 = b[1,18] 
return scalar gmmbsQ9 = b[1,19] 
return scalar gmmbss I/b[1,23] 
return scalar gmmbsO b [1,20] *return (gmmbss) 
return scalar gmmbsl b [1,21] *return (gmmbss) 
return scalar. gmmbs2 b [1,22] *return (gmmbss) 
return scalar rssbs = e(r ss) 
return scalar convebs = e(converge) 
return scalar iterbs = e( ic) 
end 
* ** *** ******** ****** 
Discretization 
capture program drop pmcentile 
program pmcentile 
tempname cl c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 C c8 c9 
scalar 'cl, = scalar(cl) 
scalar 'c2' = scalar(c2) 
scalar 'cT = scalar(c3) 
scalar 'A' = scalar(c4) 
scalar 'c5' = scalar(c5) 
scalar 'c6' = scalar(c6) 
scalar 'cT = scalar(c7) 
scalar 'c8' = scalar(c8) 
scalar 'C9, = scalar(c9) 
// gen the bounds 
gen double lo =. 
replace lo = 'c9' if ystar >= 'c9' 
replace 10 = 'c8' if (ystar >= ' c8' & ystar < c9, ) 
replace lo = 'c7' if (ystar >= ' c7' & ystar < 'c8') 
replace lo = 'c6' if (ystar >=: ' c6' & ystar < 'c7') 
replace lo = 'c5' if (ystar >= ' c5' & ystar < 'c6') 
replace lo = 'c4' if (ystar >= ' c4' & ystar < 'c5') 
replace lo = 'c3' if (ystar >= ' c3' & ystar < 'c4) 
replace lo = 'c2' if (ystar >= ' c2' & ystar < 'c3') 
replace 10 = 'cl, if (ystar >= ' cl, & ystar < 'c2') 
gen double up =. 
replace up = 'C9, if (ystar >= 'c8' & ystar < c9, ) 
replace up = 'c8' if (ystar >= 'cT & ystar < 'c8') 
replace up = 'c7' if (ystar >= 'c6' & ystar < 'c7') 
replace up = 'c6' if (ystar >= 'c5' & ystar < 'c6') 
replace up = 'c5' if (ystar >= 'A' & ystar < 'c5') 
replace up = 'A' if (ystar >= 'cT & ystar < 'c4') 
replace up = 'cT if (ystar >= 'c2' & ystar < 'c3') 
replace up = 'c2' if (ystar >= 'cl, & ystar < 'c2') 
replace up = 'cl, if ystar < 'cl ' 
gen double caty =. 
replace caty =I if up 'cl, 
replace caty =2 if 10 'cl, 
replace caty =3 if 10 'c2' 
replace caty =4 if 10 'c3' 
replace caty =5 if 10 'c4' 
replace caty =6 if 10 'c5' 
replace caty =7 if lo 'c6' 
replace caty =8 if 10 'cT 
replace caty =9 if 10 'c8' 
replace caty = 10 if 10 == 'C9, 
end 
* ** ***** 
C , MM 
capture program drop nlgmm-miss 
program nlgmm_miss 
version 9 
syntax varlist [if], at(name) 
local t: word 1 of 'varlist' 
local yl word 2 of 'varlist' 
local y2 word 3 of 'varlist' 
local x1 word 4 of 'varlist' 
local x2 word 5 of 'varlist' 
local y word 6 of 'varlist' 
local r word 7 of 'varlist' 
tempname H1 H2 H3 H4 H5 H6 H7 H8 H9 H10 
tempname Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 
tempname bO bl b2 W b4 b5 b6 b7 b8 s 
scalar'Hl' = 'at'[1,1] 
scalar'H2' = 'at'[1,2] 
scalar'HT = 'at'[1 3] 
scalar'H4' 
, 
='at'[1,4] 
scalar'H5' = 'at'[1,5] 
scalar 'H6' = 'at'[1,6] 
scalar TV = 'at'[1,7] 
scalar 'H8' = 'at'[1,8] 
scalar 'H9' = 'at[1,9] 
scalar T10' = 'at'[1,10] 
scalar 'Q1' = 'at'[ 1 11] 
scalar 'Q2' 
, 
= 'at'[ 1,12] 
scalar 'Q3' = 'at'[ 1 13] 
scalar 'Q4' 
, 
= 'at'[ 1 141 
scalar 'Q5' 
, 
= 'at'[ 1 15] 
scalar 'Q6' 
, 
= 'at'[1 16] 
scalar 'Q7' 
, 
= 'at'[ 1 17] 
scalar 'Q8' 
, 
= 'at'[1 18] 
scalar 'Q9' 
, 
= 'at'[1 19] 
scalar 'bO' = 
, 
'at'[1 20] 
scalar 'bl' = 
, 'at'[1,21] 
scalar 'b2' = 'at'[1,22] 
scalar 's' = 'at'[1,23] 
tempvar gli g2i g3i g4i g5i g6i g7i g8i g9i glOi g1li gl2i gl3i gl4i gl5i 
gl6i gl7i gl8i gl9i g20i g2li g22i g23i 
tempvar th xb Q1i Q2i Q3i Q4i Q5i Q6i Q7i Q8i Q9i Q10i zI z2 phi 
dphiydphi 
tempvar ctl ct2 ct3 ct4 ct5 ct6 ct7 ct8 ct9 R Rp Rpp bias 
tempname gl g2 g3 g4 g5 g6 g7 g8 g9 g1O g1l g12 g13 g14 g15 g16 g17 
g18 g19 g20 g2l g22 g23 
tempname Q10 H21 H32 H43 H54 H65 H76 H87 H98 H109 
tempname c l c2 c3 A c5 c6 c7 c8 c9 
scalar cl, = scalar(cl) 
scalar 'c2' = scalar(c2) 
scalar 'cT = scalar(c3) 
scalar 'A' = scalar(c4) 
scalar 'c5' = scalar(c5) 
scalar 'c6' = scalar(c6) 
scalar 'cT = scalar(c7) 
scalar 'c8' = scalar(c8) 
scalar C9, = scalar(c9) 
gen double ' xb' = 'bO' + ('bl'*'xl') + ('b2'*'x2') 
gen double ' zl' = ('s'*'yl'_'xb') 
gen double 'z2' ('s'*'y2'-'xb') 
gen double 'ctl' ( 4s)*4cl, ) - 'xb' 
gen double 'ct2' (ýsl*ccT) - 'xb' 
gen double 'ct3' ('s'*cc3') - 'xb' 
gen double 'ct4' ('s'*cc4') - 'xb' 
gen double 'ct5' (4s"c5') - 'xb' 
gen double 'ct6' ('s'*cc6') - 'xb' 
gen double 'ct7' (CS)*cc7') - 'xb' 
gen double 'ct8' (, S, *CC8, ) - 'xb' 
gen double ct9, (, s, *, c9, ) - 'xb' 
gen double 'Qli' = normprob('ctl') 
gen double 'Q2i' = normprob('ct2') - normprob('ctl') if 'ctl' <=O 
replace 'Q2i' = normprob(-'ctl')- normprob(-'ct2') if 'ctl' >0 
gen double 'Q3i' = normprob('ct3') - normprob('ct2') if 'ct2' <=O 
replace 'Q3i' = normprob(-'ct2')- normprob(-'ct3') if 'ct2' >0 
gen double 'Q4i' = normprob('ct4') - normprob('ct3') if 'ct3' <=O 
replace 'Q4i' = normprob(-'ct3')- normprob(-'ct4') if 'ct3' >0 
gen double 'Q5i' = normprob('ct5') - normprob('ct4') if 'ct4' <=O 
replace 'Q5i' = normprob(-'ct4')- normprob(-'ct5') if 'ct4' >0 
gen double 'Q6i' = normprob('ct6') - normprob('ct5') if 'ct5' <=O 
replace 'Q6i' = normprob(-'ct5')- normprob(-'ct6') if 'ct5' >0 
gen double 'Q7i' = normprob('ct7') - normprob('ct6') if 'ct6' <=O 
replace 'Q7i' = normprob(-'ct6')- normprob(-'ct7') if 'ct6' >0 
gen double 'Q8i' = normprob('ct8') - normprob('ct7') if 'ct7' <=O 
replace 'Q8i' = normprob(-'ct7')- normprob(-'ct8') if 4ctT >0 
gen double 'Q9i' = normprob('ct9') - normprob('ct8') if 'ct8' <=O 
replace 'Q9i' = normprob(-'ct8')- normprob(-'ct9') if 'ct8' >0 
gen double 'QlOi' = normprob(-'ct9') 
scalar 'Q10' =1- (4Q1' + 'Q2' + 'Q3' + 'Q4' + 'Q5' + 'Q6' + 'Q7' + 
'Q 8' + Q9') 
scalar T21' = ('H 2'/ Q 2') - ('H 1'/'Q V) 
scalar T32' = ('H T/ Q T) - ('H 2'/'Q 2') 
scalar 'H43' = ('H4'/'Q4')-('H3'/cQ3') 
scalar T54' = ('H5'/'Q5')-('H4'/'Q4') 
scalar T65' = ('H6'/'Q6')- ('H5'/'Q5) 
scalar 'H76' = ('H7)/'Q7')-(4H6'/'Q6') 
scalar 'H87' = ('H8'/'QS')- ('H7'/'Q7') 
scalar T98' = ('H9'/'Q9')- ('H8'/'Q8') 
scalar T109' = ('HlO'/'QlO')-('H9'/'Q9)) 
gen double 'R' = normprob('ctl')*'H21' + normprob('ct2')*'H32' + 
normprob('ct3')*'H43'+ normprob('ct4')*'H54'+ normprob('ct5')*'H65'+ norm- 
prob('ct6')*'H76' + normprob('ct7')*'H87' + normprob('ct8')*'H98'+ norm- 
prob('ct9')*'HlO9' 
gen double'Rp'= normd('ctl')*'H21'+ normd('ct2')*'H32'+ normd('ct3')*'H43'+ 
normd('ct4')*'H54'+ normd('ct5')*'H65'+ normd('ct6')*'H76'+ normd('ct7')*'H87' 
+ normd('ct8')*'H98'+ normd('ct9')*'HlO9' 
gen double 'Rpp' = 'cl'*normd('ctl')*'H21' + 'c2'*normd('ct2')*'H32' 
" 'c3'*normd('ct3')*'H431 + lc4l*normd('ct4')*'H54'+'c5'*normd('ct5')*'H65' 
" 'c6'*normd('ct6')*'H761 + lc7l*normd('ct7')*'H87'+ 'c8'*normd('ct8)*'H98' 
" 'c9'*normd('ct9')*'HI09' 
gen double 'bias' = 1-(('HlO'/'QlO')-'R) 
gen double 'phi' = cond('yI'! =. &'y2'! =., cond('zl'>O, normprob(-'zl')- 
normprob(-'z2'), normprob('z2') -normprob('zl')), cond('y2'! =., normprob('z2'), normprob(- 
c ZIT) 
gen double 'dphi' =( cond(y2'! =., normd('z2'), 0) - cond('yl'! =., 
normd('zl'), 0) ) 
gen double 'ydphi'=( cond('y2'! =., 'y2'*normd('z2'), 0) - cond('yl'! =., 
'yl'*normd('zl'), 0) ) 
// generate the Ist moment 
gen double 'gli' = cond('y'==1,1,0) if Y 
replace 'gli' =- ('Hl'*'Qli')/('Ql'*'bias') if Y0 
quietly sum 'gli' 
scalar 'gl' = r(mean) 
// generate the 2nd moment 
gen double 'g2i' = cond('y'==2,1,0) if Y == 1 
replace 'g2i' =- ('H2'*'Q2i')/('Q2'*'bias') if Y0 
quietly sum 'g2i' 
scalar 'g2' = r(mean) 
// generate the 3rd moment 
gen double 'g3i' = cond('y'==3,1,0) if Y == 1 
replace 'g3i' =- ('H3'*'Q3i')/('Q3'*'bias') if Y0 
quietly sum 'g3i' 
scalar 'g3' = r(mean) 
// generate the 4th moment 
gen double 'g4i' = cond('y'==4,1,0) if Y == 1 
replace 'g4i' =- ('H4'*'Q4i')/('Q4'*'bias) if Y0 
quietly sum 'g4i' 
scalar 'g4' = r(mean) 
// generate the 5th moment 
gen double 'g5i' = cond('y'==5,1,0) if Y == 1 
replace 'g5i' =- ('H5'*'Q5i')/('Q5'*'bias') if Y0 
quietly sum 'g5i' 
scalar 'g5' = r(mean) 
// generate the 6th moment 
gen double 'g6i' = cond('y'==6,1,0) if Y == 1 
replace 'g6i' =- ('H6*'Q6i')/('Q6'*'bias') if Y0 
quietly sum 'g6i' 
scalar 'g6' = r(mean) 
// generate the 7th moment 
gen double 'g7i' = cond('y'==7,1,0) if Y == 1 
I- 
replace 'g7i' =- ('H7'*'Q7i')/('Q7'*'bias') if Y == 0 
quietly sum 'g7i' 
scalar 'g7' = r(mean) 
// generate the 8th moment 
gen double 'g8i' = cond('y'==8,1,0) if Y == 1 
replace 'g8i' =- ('H8'*'Q8i')/('Q8'*'bias') if Y == 0 
quietly sum 'g8i' 
scalar 'g8' = r(mean) 
// generate the 9th moment 
gen double 'g9i' = cond('y'==9,1,0) if Y == I 
replace 'g9i' =- ('H9'*'Q9i')/('Q9'*'bias') if Y == 0 
quietly sum 'g9i' 
scalar 4g9' = r(mean) 
// generate the 10th moment 
gen double 'g10i' = cond('y'==10,1,0) if 'r' == 1 
replace 'gl0i' =- ('HlO'*'QlOi')/('QlO'*'bias') if Y0 
quietly sum 'gi0i' 
scalar 'gIO' = r(mean) 
// generate the 11th moment 
gen double 'glli' = 'Ql' - 'Q1i' 
quietly sum 'glli' 
scalar 'g1l' = r(mean) 
// generate the 12th moment 
gen double 'gl2i' = 'Q2'- 'Q2i' 
quietly sum 'gl2i' 
scalar 'g12' = r(mean) 
// generate the 13th moment 
gen double 'gl3i' = 'Q3' - 'Q3i' 
quietly sum 'gl3i' 
scalar 'gIT = r(mean) 
// generate the 14th moment 
gen double 'gl4i' = 'Q4' - 'Q4i' 
quietly sum 'gl4i' 
scalar 'g14' = r(mean) 
// generate the 15th moment 
gen double 'gl5i' = 'Q5'- 'Q5i' 
quietly sum 'gl5i' 
scalar 'g15' = r(mean) 
// generate the 16th moment 
gen double 'gl6i' = 'Q6'- 'Q6i' 
quietly sum 'gl6i' 
scalar 'g16' = r(mean) 
// generate the 17th moment 
gen double 'gl7i' = 'Q7' - 'Q7i' 
quietly sum 'gl7i' 
scalar 'g17' = r(mean) 
// generate the 18th moment 
gen double 'gl8i' = 'Q8'- 'Q8i' 
quietly sum 'gl8i' 
scalar 'g18' = r(mean) 
// generate the 19th moment 
gen double 'gl9i' = 'Q9' - 'Q9i' 
quietly sum 'gl9i' 
scalar 'g19' = r(mean) 
// generate the 20th moment 
gen double 'g20i' = -'dphi'/'phi' if Y == 1 
replace 'g20i' =- ('Rp'/'bias') if Y == 0 
quietly sum 'g20i' 
scalar 'g20' = r(mean) 
// generate the 21st moment 
gen double 'g2li' = ('xl'* (-'dphi')) /'phi' if Y 
replace 'g2li' =- (('Rp'*'xl') /'bias') if Y == 0 
quietly sum 'g2li' 
scalar 'g2l' = r(mean) 
// generate the 22th moment 
gen double 'g22i' = ('x2* (-'dphi')) /'phi' if Y 
replace 'g22i' =- (('Rp'*'x2') /'bias') if Y == 0 
quietly sum 'g22i' 
scalar 'g22' = r(mean) 
// generate the 23th moment 
gen double 'g23i' = 'ydphi'/'phi' if Y1 
replace 'g23i' = -(- 'Rpp')/'bias' if Y0 
quietly sum 'g23i' 
scalar 'g23' = r(mean) 
gen double 'th' = gl, +I in 1 
replace 'th' = 'g2' in 2 
replace 'th' = 'g3' in 3 
replace 'th' = 'g4' in 4 
replace 'th' = 'g5' in 5 
replace 'th' = 'g6' in 6 
replace 'th' = 'gT in 7 
replace 'th' = g8, in 8 
replace 'th' = g9, in 9 
replace 'th' = glo, in 10 
replace 'th' = g1I, in 11 
replace 'th' = 'g12' in 12 
replace 'th' = 'gIT in 13 
replace 'th' = 'gIT in 14 
replace 'th' = 'g15' in 15 
replace 'th' = '06' in 16 
replace 'th' = 'gIT in 17 
replace 'th' = '08' in 18 
replace 'th' = 'g19 ' in 19 
replace 'th' = 'g20 ' in 20 
replace 'th' = 'g2l ' in 21 
replace 'th' = 'g22 ' in 22 
replace 'th' = 'g23 ' in 23 
replace T= 'th' 
end 
Chapter 4 
A Comparative Analysis of Wage Rates in the 
LFS 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter focuses on comparing the estimators employed in the Monte Carlo experi- 
ments of Chapter 3 using real data. The estimators are applied to analyse the UK wage 
distribution. The approach of this empirical exercise is based on Skinner et al (2002) which 
develop a method of estimating the distribution of the Labour Force Survey (LFS) hourly 
wage rate variable for the Office for National Statistics (ONS). 
Since 1992, the US has been a quarterly survey. In each quarter, it draws approxi- 
mately 12,000 households as the first wave sample from the Postcode Address File (PAF) 
using a stratified sampling. All adults in the selected households are interviewed and re- 
tained for five successive quarters. Thus, in any given quarter, the US is comprised of 
five sample waves with a total sample size of around 60,000 households (Wemer, 2006). 
The questions involving the measures of the wage rate are only asked in the first and fifth 
waves. Thus, only a portion of the individuals in the US provides information on wage 
rates in each quarter. 
There are two measures of the wage rate in the LFS. One measure derives an estimate 
of the wage rate indirectly from several related questions on earnings and working hours 
and it is referred to as the derived variable by Skinner et al. Prior to March 1999, it is 
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the only available measure of the wage rate. The other measure, referred to as the direct 
variable, is introduced in March 1999. To obtain this variable, each individual is first asked 
whether he or she is paid a fixed hourly rate. Those who answer "yes" to this question are 
then asked to provide their (basic) hourly rate. This rate is subsequently recorded as the 
direct variable. 
Skinner et al study the sources of measurement error in the LFS's measures of the 
wage rate and conclude that the derived variable suffers from these sources more than the 
direct variable. They also point out that similar findings have been reported for the CPS 
and PSID. Therefore, it is preferable to use the direct variable, rather than the derived 
variable, in a study of the wage rate and its distribution. 
However, there are two sampling issues which must be addressed prior to use of the 
direct variable. The first issue is that the US is not a random sample, but is a stratified 
sample. It is clustered by households and there are some unit nonresponses. The second 
issue is that the direct variable is not observed for a large portion of individuals in the LFS. 
It is also likely that the subset of individuals who have reported the direct variable is a 
nonrandom subsample. These two issues must be resolved to ensure the validity of any 
subsequent inference. 
Evidence that the subsample of interest is nonrandom is shown in Table 4.1, which 
is presented in the appendix to this chapter along with other related tables. It reports 
the summary statistics of the derived variable for all individuals and for the subsample 
for whom the direct variable is observed. One can see that the distribution of the derived 
variable in the full sample is different to that in the subsample. Individuals in the subsample 
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are, overall, paid at a lower wage rate. For example, only 5% of people in the subsample 
earn higher than CIO-54 per hour whereas 25% of employees in the full sample are paid 
more than X9.97 per hour. This is because jobs which pay a fixed hourly rate are typically 
lower paid ones. Thus, the table indicates that individuals are, at least, selected into the 
subsample in accordance with their wage rate. 
The first sampling issue is usually dealt with by using sampling weights provided 
with the LFS. We show below that this issue seems to cause no problem in this study and 
can therefore be left on one side. It is the second sampling issue where our interest is 
focused since it can be handled in many ways depending on assumptions one is willing to 
impose on the missing data mechanism (MDM). Skinner et al use an imputation method, 
which asserts that the NIDM is NLkR,, to address this issue. Beissel-Durrant and Skinner 
(2003) extend further the imputation technique in Skinner et al. In this chapter, we use the 
techniques elaborated in Chapter 3 to deal with this sampling issue. The main objective is 
to study, in an empirical context, the sensitivity of the outcomes of interest with respect to 
different assumptions on the NIDM and estimation procedures. 
In what follows, we are interested in estimating (i) coefficient parameters of the linear 
conditional mean function of the wage rate and (ii) a point in the distribution of the wage 
rate: the proportion below the National Minimum Wage (NMW). The former is discussed 
in the next section while the latter is examined in Section 4.3. All estimation procedures 
from Chapter 3 are used in the discussion. In addition to these procedures, an imputation 
technique called Multiple Imputation by Chained Equations (MICE) is also described and 
employed in the investigation. Then, the conclusion is put forward in the last section. 
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4.2 Estimation of the coefficient parameters of the conditional 
mean function 
Skinner et al use the June-August 1999 quarter of the US because its interest is on the 
effect of the NMW, which is introduced in April 1999, on the bottom of the UK wage 
distribution. We use the same data set for comparison purposes. The linear model, 
X'o + 6, (4.101) 
where 0 is a vector of unknown parameters, will be fitted to the data using different esti- 
mation techniques. 
Although the model specification adopted is also based on that of Skinner et al, fewer 
explanatory variables are used for simplicity. The log of the direct variable is taken as Y 
or the dependent variable. The log of the derived variable is considered as the dependent 
variable plus measurement error and is denoted as Z. It will be included as an extra 
covariate in some estimation procedures. In accordance with Stuttard and Jenkins (200 1), 
the values of the direct and derived variables reported by non-spouse proxy respondents are 
adjusted to reduce a systematic measurement error. The main set of explanatory variables 
in X are years of education, a quadratic in experience and dummy variables for female 
respondents, for marital status, for workplaces with more than 25 employees, for full- or 
part-time status and for residences in London or South East England. 
Below, the parameter vector, 3 is firstly estimated by the unweighted Least Squares 
estimator. Next, the estimations and discussions are based, in turn, on the Inverse Proba- 
bility Weighted Least Squares, Sample Selection model, RS GNIM, fNRY-GNIM, Pseudo- 
likelihood and Multiple Imputation estimators. All resultant estimates are then compared 
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to see the effect of changes in assumptions imposed on the MDM and in estimation proce- 
dures. 
4.2.1 Unweighted Least Squares Estimators 
Table 4.2 shows results from a number of applications of the unweighted Least Squares 
(ULS) estimator on individuals whose values of all variables are recorded or, for brevity, 
on complete cases. The first column of Table 4.2 is estimates from the ULS regression 
without any kind of adjustment, which is referred to as the ULS I estimator. Based on 
these estimates, we identify six influential observations such as outliers by plotting the 
residuals from the ULS I estimator against its fitted values and plotting the absolute values 
of standardized residuals against the leverage values. Estimates from the ULS estimator 
after deleting these six influential observations, or the ULS2 estimator, are presented in the 
second column of Table 4.2. It is clear from comparing the results of the ULS I and ULS2 
estimators that deleting these observations has almost no effect on the coefficient estimates. 
This implies that the results are robust against the influential observations and, as a result, 
we will not exclude these sampled units from our investigation. 
Furthermore, we use the sampling weights given with the US to weight the ULS 
estimator. There are two types of weights supplied, pwt03 and piwt03. Even though both 
types of weights are for dealing with sampling design and unit non-responses, i. e., the first 
sampling issue, they are constructed with two different concerns. The first type of weights 
is for individual. It compensates for non-response and grosses to population estimates. The 
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second type of weights is for income data. It operates such that the weight of a subgroup 
corresponds to that subgroup's size in the population (Crockett, 2007). 
The third and fourth columns of Table 4.2 illustrate results from using piwt03 and 
pwt03 to weight the ULS estimator. The corresponding estimators are labelled as the 
ULS3 and ULS4 estimators respectively. Relative to the ULS I estimator, the use of both 
types of sampling weights has only minimal impact on the estimates. As noted above, this 
means that the first sampling issue does not cause any serious problem in terms of inference 
in this context. Thus, we do not use these weights in the following analyses and treat the 
LFS as if it is a proper random sample from the population. 
4.2.2 Inverse Probability Weighted Least Squares Estimators 
Table 4.3 reports results from various Inverse Probability Weighted Least Squares (IPWLS) 
estimations whose Inverse Probability (IP) weights are computed using different probit 
models. Consider first the results of the Probit-IPWLS I estimator in the second column 
where the covariates in X are used in both the probit and IPWLS regression models. By 
comparing the Probit-IPWLS I estimator to the ULS3 and ULS4 estimators, it is apparent 
that the impact of IP weights on the resultant estimates is both sizeable and dissimilar to 
those of pwt03 and piwt03. This is expected because they are for different sampling is- 
sues, that is, IP weights should deal with the item-nonresponses whereas pwt03 and piwt03 
should handle the stratified sampling scheme and unit-nonresponses. 
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Even though estimates of the Probit-IPWLS I estimator have the same sign as those 
of the ULS I estimator, the coefficient estimate of married is no longer significant'. To 
explain this circumstance, observe the sizes of the four largest IP weights which are also 
reported in Table 4.3. For the Probit-IPWLS I estimator, the two largest IP weights are 
markedly bigger than the other two. Also, the marital status of the two observations, to 
which these two IP weights are assigned, happens to be single. It is therefore possible 
that overweighting these observations has contributed to the married variable becoming 
insignificant. 
This is indeed the case as indicated by results of the Probit-IPWLS2 estimator. In 
this case, the two problematic observations are dropped before the estimation procedures 
are applied. As a result, all coefficient estimates of the Probit-IPWLS2 estimator are 
significant at 5%. 
The source of this overweighting problem is not from the inclusion of these two ob- 
servations but is from the specification of the probit model assigning weights. We demon- 
strate this point by using the log of the derived variable, or Z, as an extra explanatory vari- 
able in the first-step probit estimation of the Probit-IPWLS3 estimator. Without dropping 
any observation, one can see that all coefficient estimates of the Probit-IPWLS3 estimator 
are significant at 5%. Also the four largest IP weights in this case are smaller than those 
of the Probit-IPWLS I estimator where Z is not employed in the probit estimation. 
9 We also attempt to weight the first-step probit model with pwt03 (piwt03) and to weight the IPWLS 
regression model with the resultant IP weights multiplied by pwt03 (piwt03). However, these variations do 
not change the inference, i. e., the dummy variable for married is still the only insignificant variable. 
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It is more appropriate for the specification of the probit model to include the derived 
variable. Note that a main assumption underpinning the WAILS estimation is MAR. For 
the estimation of the Probit-IPWLSI and Probit-IPWLS2 estimators, it is assumed that 
MAR holds conditioning only on the explanatory variables in X, that is 
'PfR= IIY=y, X =xl =PfR= IIX = xl. (4.102) 
On the other hand, the Probit-IPVvLS3 estimator assumes a different MAR assump- 
tion, which is 
'P{R= 1lY =y, X= x, Z= zl =PfR= IIX =x, Z= zl. (4.103) 
Since Table 4.1 indicates that the MDM is strongly related to the dependent variable, in- 
cluding Z which can be thought of as the log of the direct variable plus a measurement error 
should provide more information and should make (4.103) more plausible than (4.102)" 
In addition, this circumstance is similar to that of Experiment 16 in Chapter 3. It is noted 
there that, if the MDM depends on Y, using variables such as Z in the selection equation 
can (i) allow for correlation between R and Y under assumption MAR and (ii) improve the 
performance of the IPWLS estimator. 
The percent correctly predicted is shown in Table 4.3 as a measure of goodness of fit 
of a binary choice model. It suggests that the probit model with Z fits the data better than 
the one without it. Nevertheless, note that both probit models do not pass the LM test for 
normality". 
10 Adding Z should not cause any estimation problem as long as the measurement error is independent of 
the disturbance term of the selection equation. 
11 The critical values of a chi-squared distribution, with degree of freedom equals to 2, are 4.61(10%), 
5.99(5%) and 9.21(1%). 
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Other distributional specifications of binary choice model are then explored in Tables 
4.4,4.5 and 4.6. For each distributional specification, we consider both selection models 
with and without the extra covariate Z. In Table 4.4, the nonnal distribution is replaced 
by the logit and complementary log-log distributions". The IPWLS estimations based on 
logit specification are called the Logit-IPWLS I and Logit-IPVvLS2 estimators while those 
with the complementary log-log specification are labelled Cloglog-IPWLS I and Cloglog- 
IPWLS2 estimators. The log of the derived variable is used only in the first-step binary 
response model estimation of the Logit-IPWLS2 and Cloglog-IPWLS2 estimators. 
Although the logit distribution is symmetric, it is chosen because it has fatter tails 
than the normal distribution. On the other hand, the complementary log-log distribution 
is asymmetric and is skewed to the right. The four largest IP weights from all logit and 
complementary log-log models in Table 4.4 are smaller than those from the probit models 
in Table 4.3. Even though the coefficient of married in the Logit-IPWLS I estimator is 
insignificant at 5% as in the case of the Probit-IPWLSI estimator, it is significant at 10% 
which may due to smaller IP weights assigned. However, all coefficient estimates of the 
Logit-IPWLS2 estimator are significant even at 5%. On the basis of the percent correctly 
predicted, the logit model with Z of the Logit-IPWLS2 estimator fits with the data better 
than other binary choice models in Table 4.4 and as well as the probit model with Z in 
Table 4.3. 
The scobit model is examined in Table 4.5 as another alternative specification. In 
the table, the Scobit-IPWLSI estimator is the IPVvILS whose IP weights are estimated by 
12 The index function under the complementary log-log distribution is F(x'o) =1- exp (- exp(x'o)) . 
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the scobit model without Z. Similarly, Scobit-IPWLS2 estimator is the IPWLS estimator 
whose corresponding scobit model includes Z. 
The scobit distribution is asymmetric and is skewed to the left. The index function 
of the binary response model in this case is 
+ exp(xlo))O, ' 
where a is a parameter to be estimated and is greater than zero. It is of interest because 
the logit distribution is its special case whenever a is unit. We also reproduce the results 
of Logit-IPWLS I and Logit-IPWLS2 estimators in Table 4.5 for comparison purposes. 
Since the logit model is nested in the scobit model, one can conduct the LR test 
between the two models. Two such tests are reported in Table 4.5 and the null hypothesis 
that a=1 is rejected whether or not Z is used. The percent correctly predicted also 
suggests that the scobit model with Z is better than the one without it. Thus, one should 
choose the Scobit-IPWLS2 estimator over other IPWLS estimators in Tables 4.4 and 4.5. 
The results of this estimator assert interestingly that not only married but also size25 are 
insignificant after corrected for missing data. 
All of the specifications for the binary response model so far assume that there is 
no heteroskedasticity problem in the selection equation. In table 4.6, we analyse various 
variations of the heteroskedastic probit (or hetprob) model which allows the variance to be 
a function of fully observed variables. This model extends the probit model by modelling 
explicitly the variance of the disturbance term as a squared exponential function whose 
argument is a linear function of a set of variables. As a consequence, we can also use the 
LR test to test this model against the probit model. 
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Table 4.6- shows results from using different sets of variables in both selection and 
variance equations. These specifications are chosen to see especially the effect of allowing 
the variance to vary with Z. The Hetprob-IPWLSI estimator, which is the benchmark 
setting, employs the covariates in X for both selection and variance equations. The setting 
of the Hetprob-IPWLS2 estimator is similar to that of the Hetprob-IPWLS I but it also 
includes Z as an additional covariate for both equations. The Hetprob-IPWLS3 estimator 
uses both X and Z in its variance equation but uses only X in the selection equation. 
Lastly, the Hetprob-IPWLS4 estimator uses X in the selection equation and uses only Z in 
its variance equation. 
All of the LR test statistics presented in Table 4.6 indicate that the probit specification 
is rejected. The best-fitting hetprob model in this table, in accordance with the percent 
correctly predicted, is the one associated with the Hetprob-IPWLS2 estimator. The results 
for this estimator again suggest that the coefficients on both married and size25 are not 
significant. 
It is clear from Tables 4.3 to 4.6 that IPWLS estimates are quite sensitive to a change 
in the specification of the selection model. The term specification here includes both the 
distributional assumption imposed on the disturbance of the selection equation and the 
conditioning variables used in this equation to verify NLAR assumption. 
The two best-fitting binary choice models on the basis of different test statistics and of 
the percent correctly predicted are those associated with the Scobit-IPWLS2 and Hetprob- 
IPWLS2 estimators. All slope coefficient estimates from both models display the same 
sign to those from the ULS I estimator. Although these estimators are based on different 
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distributional assumptions, the coefficient estimates of married and size25 from both of 
them are not significant. This inference is intriguing and is quite a departure from that 
implied by the ULS I estimator. 
A possible extension to the study of IPWLS estimation presented in this section 
would be to use a semi- or nonparametric methods to estimate IP weights. An inter- 
esting choice of such methods would be an estimator for distribution free heteroskedastic 
binary response model developed by Khan (2006). The virtue of this estimator is that, 
while heteroskedasticity is allowed and no distributional specification is assumed, it is also 
possible to jointly estimate the regression coefficients and the choice probabilities. Hence, 
by implementing this estimation procedure, one can obtain IP weights to use in the IPWLS 
estimation under very weak assumptions. 
4.2.3 Sample Selection Model Estimators 
In this section, the US data is analysed by the Sample Selection (SS) model estimator 
using both two-step and partial maximum likelihood estimation. As before, the former is 
generally referred to as the SSTS estimator and the latter is called the SSML estimator. 
One of the most common applications of the SS model is the estimation of a wage 
offer equation for people of working age. In that context, standard estimation techniques 
such as ULS estimator are inappropriate because, although the target population is all in- 
dividuals of working age, we can only observe wage offers for those who choose to partic- 
ipate in the labour market. The observed sample is thus a nonrandom subsample because 
people are self-selected into the labour force. However, the target population of our study 
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is all individuals who are participating in the labour force at the time of the survey, i. e., the 
observed subsample in the aforementioned context of wage offer equation. The need for 
the SS model arises in our context because values of the direct variable are missing in a 
large proportion of our target population and we suspect that the missing data or selection 
mechanism is endogenous, namely, 
'PtR= llY=y, X =xl 7ýPfR= 11X =xl (4.104) 
The second and third columns of Table 4.7 present results from the SSMLI and 
SSTS I estimators where the covariates in X are used in both structural and selection equa- 
tions, that is, there is no exclusion restriction. It can be seen from the table that if a variable 
is statistically significant in both models, its estimate will have the same sign and will be 
of similar magnitude. These signs also conform to those from the ULS I estimator. More- 
over, both models agree that the dummy variables for being married and for residing in 
London or South East England are insignificant. 
However, both models disagree on the effects of years of education and of having 
part-time job as the main job. The SSTS I's estimate of years of education is insignificant 
with positive sign whereas that of SSML I estimator is statistically significant with negative 
sign. These results are unreasonable since, logically, one would expect the effect of time 
spent on education to be both significant and positive as in the case of the ULS I estimator. 
While the coefficient estimate of the dummy variable for part-time job from the 
SSTSI estimator is not statistically significant, the SSMLI's estimate is significant. Both 
estimates also have positive sign which is implausible since, on average, individuals with 
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part-time jobs as their main jobs should earn less than individuals who have secured full- 
timejobs. 
As pointed out by the Monte Carlo investigation in Chapter 3, these different and 
irrational results from both estimators may be a consequence of either having no exclusion 
restriction or low explanatory power of the covariates in the selection equation. There, we 
have learnt that, in spite of all underlying assumptions being correct, the SS model does 
not perform well if there is no exclusion restriction or the N/EDM is not explained well by 
the variation in the covariates. However, the pseudo R-squared, pR', of the probit model 
associated with the SSTS I estimator is 0.1107 which is relatively high". Thus, the poor 
results should be a result of having no exclusion restriction. 
Estimates produced by the SSML2 and SSTS2 estimators, which use Z as an ex- 
clusion restriction, are reported in the fourth and fifth columns of Table 4.7. The pR' of 
the probit model associated with the SSTS2 estimator is now 0.1462. Although the de- 
rived variable suffers from the measurement error problem, it is still a measure of the wage 
rate and, consequently, should be related to the disturbances of both equations. Thus, one 
ought not to use Z as an exclusion restriction because of the endogeneity problem. How- 
ever, we use it to see the sensitivity of the estimates from both estimators with respect to 
the incorporation of Z. One should therefore examine these results cautiously. 
Although the changes in the results of both estimators due to the inclusion of the de- 
rived variable are obvious, these are more apparent in the estimates of the SSTS2 estimator. 
13 For example, pR 2 of Experiments 6,17 and 18 in Chapter 3 are 0.1295,0.0843 and 0.1612, which are 
considered as high. At these levels of pR2, the SS model estimators show small mean bias in the simulation 
studies. 
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The disagreement of both estimators is also more evident. For instance, although the co- 
efficients of years of education are now negative in both estimators, the estimate from the 
SSML2 estimator is not statistically different from zero. The SSTS2 estimator also infers 
that the quadratic in experience is insignificant which is contradictory to the results from 
the SSML2 estimator. The dummy variables for London and South East England and for 
part-time job become significant in the SSTS2 estimator. However, both dummy variables 
remain significant in the SSNIIL2 estimator. 
As expected, the prediction from both estimators has become even more implausible 
when Z is included as an exclusion restriction. It is also clear that results from the two- 
step estimation are extremely sensitive to the inclusion. Nevertheless, there are some 
results which remain the same through all deliberated changes in estimation method and in 
specification". One of such results is that the marginal effect of married on wage rate is 
not significant. 
Another unvarying result is that the subsample of interest is indeed a selected sam- 
ple. For the two SSTS estimators, this result is implied through the significance of the 
coefficient of the inverse Mills ratio. For the SSML estimators, both LR tests reject the 
joint likelihood of an independent probit model and a normal regression model for the like- 
lihood of the sample selection model. The correlation coefficients of the two disturbances, 
i. e., rho are also shown to be very high. 
14 The sampling weights, pwt03 and piwt03, are also employed to weight both SSML estimators. These 
results are however not significantly different from those shown in Table 7. Thus we have decided not to 
show them in the table. 
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To sum up, using these sample selection models as a base for inference will generally 
lead us to very different conclusions from those implied by the ULS and IPWLS estimators. 
This is likely to be a consequence of having no valid exclusion restriction as suggested by 
the Monte Carlo investigation in Chapter 3. Another possibility is that the normality 
assumption does not hold in this empirical context. An obvious extension to the study 
would therefore be to use the serniparametric sample selection model to analyse the data 
set instead. 
4.2.4 GMM and Pseudolikelihood Estimators 
This section examines the empirical application of the RS GNfM, one-step INRY-GNIM, 
two-step INRY-GMM and Pseudolikelihood (PL) estimators used in the Monte Carlo ex- 
periments. As before, they are denoted as DGMM, CGMM, CGNIN41 and PL estimators 
respectively. All of these estimators impose on the NIIDM that, 
PfR-- IIY=y, X =xl =P{R= IIY = y13 (4.105) 
which is a special case of Assumption NMAR of the SS model estimators in (4.104). 
Table 4.8 shows results from the DGMM and interval regression (INTREG) estima- 
tors with 13 and 19 groups. These four estimators will be referred to as the 13DGMM, 
19DGNIN4,131NTREG and 191NTREG estimators, respectively. Note that the INTREG 
estimators use data from the complete cases only and are shown here because the DGMM 
estimators can be regarded as correcting the missing-data bias in the INTREG estimators. 
The numbers of groups for these estimators are chosen to ensure that the loss of informa- 
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tion from the discretisation is minimal and that each group has roughly equal number of 
observations. However, the first group is deliberately selected so that it consists of values 
below the NMW Thus, the estimate of population share of the first group, or Q1, is also 
the estimate of the proportion of wage rates below the NMW 
Each coefficient estimate of all estimators in Table 4.8 is significant and is of the 
same sign as that from the ULS I estimator. The change in number of groups, namely, 
from 13 to 19 groups, has negligible effect on the resultant estimates. This means that 
the loss in information from the discretisation is indeed small. Also, estimates from the 
two DGNIN4 estimators are clearly different from those of the 131NTREG and 191NTREG 
estimators, implying that the bias-correcting scheme in the RS GMM estimation has a 
significant effect. Moreover, both 13DGMM and 19DGMM estimators yield the same 
estimate of the proportion of wage rate below the NMW, which is 0.05. 
Results from the CGNU\4, CGNIM I and PL estimator are reported in Table 4.9. The 
results of the 19DGMM estimator are also reproduced in the table for comparison purposes. 
Since the CGNIN4 estimator is a two-step estimator, its standard errors reported in the table 
are computed by the bootstrap procedures to take account of the first-step estimation. 
With one exception, all estimates from these three estimators are of the same sign as 
the ULS I estimator. Such estimates are also significant at 5% and are of similar magni- 
tude to those of the 19DGMM estimator; the latter is anticipated as all of these estimators 
impose (4.105) on the MDM. The only exception is the coefficient estimate of the dummy 
variable for female from the CGNIN4 and CGNIMI estimators. Although this particular 
coefficient estimate of the CGMM estimator is not significant, it is almost identical to that 
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from the 19DGNIM estimator. The same estimate from the CGNIN41 estimator however 
is insignificant, of the opposite sign and relatively closer to zero. This indicates that the 
choice of estimation procedure used has an important impact on the outcomes. 
It should also be noted that the estimates from all GMM and PL estimators in this 
section are somewhat sensitive to the set of initial values used to start the maximisation 
process. This suggests that the ob ective function may be flat near the true values. In a j 
future study, one could try to solve this problem by using an alternative algorithm such as 
a genetic algorithm. 
Even though not every estimate from these GNIN4 and PL estimators is significant, 
their results are more stable and reasonable than those from the SS model estimators. Thus, 
a main virtue of the estimators in this section is that, without requiring any exclusion restric- 
tion, they can give fairly sensible estimates while allowing the MDM to depend explicitly 
on Y" 
4.2.5 Multiple Imputation 
Skinner et al (2002) and Beissel-Durrant and Skinner (2003) use an imputation technique 
called donor imputation to deal with the missing data in the direct variable. This technique 
is attractive in this context because it can recreate the spike at the NMW, which is observed 
in the direct variable, in the imputed wage rate data. There are many ways of choosing a 
donor for a nonrespondent unit from all respondent units. Those which are examined by 
15 It must be noted that the MDM of the SS model is more generic than that of the DGMM, CGMM, Pl, 
estimators because it allows both Y and X to determine the probability of being missing. 
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Skinner et al and Beissel-Durrant and Skinner are fractional imputation, nearest neighbour 
imputation and predictive mean matching. 
However, we choose to present another imputation technique in this study. This 
method is referred to as Multiple Imputation by Chained Equations or MICE in the im- 
putation literature; see, for example, van Buuren, Boshuizen and Knook (1999). It is 
implemented in Stata by a user-written command called ICE which is developed in Roys- 
ton (2004), Royston (2005a) and Royston (2005b). The availability of ICE is convenient 
and is a main reason why we prefer to use this imputation technique. 
ICE creates multiple imputed data sets from a data set provided. The number of 
these imputed data sets can be specified prior to the start of the estimation procedure. In 
each imputed data set, ICE starts the process of imputation by filling in missing values of 
incomplete variables with randomly selected observed values. Then, for each incomplete 
variable in turn, the filled-in values are replaced by imputed values calculated from the 
current "completed" version of the data set. A cycle is completed whenever this process 
is repeated for all incomplete variables and ten cycles are usually required for an imputed 
data set. 
The calculation of the imputed values in ICE involves (i) regressing the incomplete 
variable under consideration on all other "completed" variables, (ii) drawing values of para- 
meters from posterior distribution based on the aforementioned imputation regression and 
(iii) computing the imputed values from the drawn values of parameters. The posterior 
distribution in the second step is assumed to be multivariate normal. This can be relaxed 
using a bootstrap estimation. Moreover, ICE allows the imputed values in the third step 
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to be calculated by predictive mean matching which is also used in the donor imputation 
of Skinner et al (2002). This similarity to the donor imputation is another reason why we 
choose this imputation method. 
Since the outcomes of ICE's procedure are multiple imputed data sets, one must 
apply a suitable averaging tool on these data sets to obtain the final parameter estimates 
and the associated standard errors. One of such tools is provided by the developer of ICE 
as a command in Stata called MICOMBINE and it is what we use here. 
Table 4.10 shows results from four different multiple imputations. The number of 
imputed data sets is fixed at ten across these imputations. Also, since there is only one 
variable to be imputed, the number of cycles is automatically set to one by the program. 
Like other imputation methods, NHCE is valid under NLAR. For the MI I and M12 esti- 
mators, the MAR assumption in (4.102) is imposed on the MDM. For the M13 and M14 
estimators, the MDM is assumed to follow MAR assumption in (4.103), i. e., the log of the 
derived variable is used as a extra conditioning variable. While the Nil I and M13 estima- 
tors impute missing values using directly predictive values from the imputation regression, 
the N112 and M14 estimators use the predictive mean matching. All four estimators employ 
a bootstrap estimator to avoid making the multivariate normality assumption. 
It can be seen from Table 4.10 that estimates from all multiple imputation estimators 
are significant and that their signs are the same as those from the ULS I estimator. The 
estimates from the MI I and M12 estimators are very similar to the ULS I estimator even 
though this ULS estimator is based only on the complete cases. This is because the MAR 
assumption in (4.102), which underpins the MI I and M12 estimators, implies that PfY= 
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ylX=x, R=11=PfY=ylX=x, R=01=PfY=ylX=xl. Inotherwords, 
(4.102) implies that one can make the inference about any feature of Pf Y= yIX = xj 
directly from Pf Y= yIX = x, R= 11. This is precisely what the ULSI estimator does; 
it estimates the conditional mean of Y given X, i. e., E[yjX = x] from E[yjX = x, R= 1]. 
Since the MI Iý N112 and ULS I estimators impose the similar assumption on the MDM, one 
should expect to see these estimators giving similar results. 
It is therefore not a surprise to see that the M13 and M14 estimators give different 
results to those from the MI I, M12 and ULS I estimators because they impose (4.103) 
on the MDM. Moreover, by comparing the MI I and N113 estimators to the M12 and M14 
estimators respectively, one can see that using the predictive mean matching leads to a slight 
increase in absolute terms of the resultant estimates. This impact is however very small 
relative to that of using (4.103) instead of (4.102) or, to put it differently, of including the 
log of the derived variable as an additional conditioning variable in the MAR Assumption. 
Notice that although one can run an imputation regression of Y on X and Z, it is 
illogical to implement a ULS estimator of this specification. An obvious reason is that, for 
the imputation regression, the objective is to impute values of Y but not to make inference 
from the resultant coefficient estimates. However, the goal of applying the ULS estimator 
is to make the inference and, consequently, including an endogenous variable such as Z 
will bias the results. 
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4.2.6 Comparison 
In this subsection, we examine the effects on the estimates for 0 of imposing different 
assumptions on the MDM and using various estimation procedures. For this purpose, re- 
sults of certain estimators from previous subsections are reproduced in Table 4.11. The 
estimates of the constant term are omitted. As above, the ULS I estimator is used as the 
benchmark model. For IPWLS estimation, the Scobit-IPWLS2 and Hetprob-IPWLS2 es- 
timators are chosen because their binary response models fit with the data better than oth- 
ers. Since these two IPYvILS estimators assume the NLAR assumption in (4.103), we also 
include the Probit-IPWLS I and Logit-IPWLS2 estimators, which maintain the MAR as- 
sumption in (4.102) for comparison. Likewise, the M12 and M14 estimators are selected to 
represent the multiple imputation method because they assert two different MAR assump- 
tions. For the SS model, the SSMLI and SSTSI estimators are chosen since Z should 
not be employed as an exclusion restriction. Lastly, the 19DGNIM, CGNIN4, CGNIM I and 
PL estimators represent the group of estimation procedures which imposes (4.105) on the 
MDM. 
Coefficient estimates of each estimator are of the same sign as those of the ULS I 
estimator. Exceptions are the SSMLI, SSTSI and CGMMI estimators. The SSTSI 
and CGN4MI estimators give contradictory sign to the estimate of part-time and female 
respectively. The SSN4LI estimator assigns the opposite sign to two variables which are 
part-time and years of education. 
The first row of Table 4.11 shows results from four estimators which restrict the 
MDM to be (4.102). As noted before, the estimates from the ULS I and the M12 estima- 
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tors are very similar since both estimators assume (4.102). This conclusion is however 
not applicable to the estimates of the Probit-IPWLS I and Logit-IPWLS I estimators. Even 
though both estimators maintain (4.102), their coefficient estimates of married are not sig- 
nificant at 5% and a few other estimates are also relatively distinct from those of the ULS I 
estimator. This indicates that the estimation procedure adopted indeed has influence on the 
outcome under consideration. 
Moreover, all estimators which are in the second row of the table impose (4.103) 
on the N1DM. In other words, these estimators use Z as an extra conditioning variable in 
the NLAR assumption. For MICE, this leads to an increase, in absolute terms, of almost 
all coefficient estimates of the M14 estimator in comparison to both the M12 and ULS I 
estimators. This demonstrates that the resultant estimates are certainly sensitive to the 
assumption imposed on the MDM. 
However, the impacts of this change on the IPWLS estimation are not as unifon-n 
as those on NUCE. Even though most of the resultant estimates from the Scobit-IPWLS2 
and Hetprob-IPWLS2 increase relative to those of the benchmark estimator, married and 
size of the work place are no longer statistically significant. The estimates of these two 
IPWLS estimators for certain variables are also fairly different. In fact, this is also true 
if we compare the Probit-IPWLS I estimator to the Logit-IPWLS I estimator. All of these 
factors suggest that, as an estimation method, the IPWLS estimation is noticeably sensitive 
to changes in MAR assumption and the specification of the selection equation. 
The third row of the table reports results from the SS model estimators whose MDM 
is assumed to be (4.104) while the final row presents the results from the GNIM and PL 
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estimator which are based on (4.105). As can be seen, the estimates from both SS model 
estimators are dramatically distinct from other estimators in Table 4.11. For example, the 
SSMLI estimator implies that the effect of years of education on wage rate is significantly 
negative. It is likely that such an irrational implication is a consequence of having no 
exclusion restriction. 
In comparison to the ULS I estimator, maintaining (4.105) increases moderately, in 
absolute terms, almost all coefficient estimates of the GMM and PL estimators; especially 
the marginal effect of having a part-time job as the main job. Some estimates of these 
estimators are also of similar size to those of the M14 estimator. This may due to the fact 
that both (4.105) and (4.103) permit the MDM to be related to Y. While (4.105) asserts 
this relationship explicitly, (4.103) allows the MDM to vary with Y through the observable 
variable Z. 
It is impossible to assert which estimator is the most reliable because the true DGP 
and MDM are unknown. However, it is clear from the results in the table that the out- 
comes of interest are sensitive to both assumptions on the MDM and estimation procedures 
employed. 
4.3 Estimation of the proportion of UK wage below the NMW 
A main objective of Skinner et al (2002) is to estimate the proportion of wage rate below the 
NMW. The June-August 1999 quarter of the US is collected when the NMW is C3.60 per 
hour for people whose age is over 22 years old. If the direct variable was fully observed, 
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the straightforward estimator for the proportion of interest would be 
N I[y, < log(3.6)] Ply < log(3.6)1 = 1: N 
(4.106) 
n=1 
where l[-] is the indicator function. Due to the missing data, we cannot however use 
(4.106) to estimate Pf y< log(3.6)1 directly from the data. We can only estimate Pf y 
log (3-6) 1r == 11 from the complete cases and, as shown in Table 4.12, the estimates of this 
proportion are 0.0358 for all individuals and 0.0189 for 22+ age group. These estimates 
are not consistent for Ply < log(3.6)1 in both age groups unless Ply < log(3.6)Ir = 
11 = 'P{y < log(3.6)Ir = Oý. 
Since the NMW is for people aged 22+, we should logically strict our attention 
on this subsample and discard observations whose age is below or is equal to 22 years 
old. Nonetheless, we decide not to drop these observations. This is because, firstly, we 
already lose approximately 74% of the sample to missing data. If we also exclude these 
observations, the number of complete cases will reduce from 4495 to 4046. Secondly, 
we are not only interested in the proportion below the NMW but also in the effects of 
covariates on wage rate as shown in the previous section. Thirdly, the probability of the 
direct variable being missing should not depend on whether or not your age is over 22 years 
old. Hence, the decision to include these observations should not bias the estimation. In 
what follows, we will report the proportion estimates for all-age group and for 22+ age 
group. The latter will be computed using the same set of but only with covariates from 
observations whose age is more than 22 years old. 
To see the effect of using the derived variable instead of the direct variable on the 
estimation, suppose for a moment that our interest is on Ply < log(3.6)Ir = 11. Table 
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4.12 shows that, by replacing Y with log of the derived variable, the estimates of this pro- 
portion are 0.1321 for all individuals and 0.1154 for 22+ age group. By comparing these 
estimates to the supposedly consistent estimates from the direct variable, the measurement 
error in the derived variable clearly causes an upward bias in the estimation. This point is 
also stressed in Skinner et al. Table 4.12 also reports the estimates of Pf y< log(3.6)1 
using the derived variable and the mixture of the direct and derived variables. In the mix- 
ture data, missing values of the direct variable are replaced by the corresponding observed 
values from the derived variable. The resultant estimates based on the mixture data are 
smaller than those from the derived variable. This indicates again that the measurement 
error causes overestimation of the proportion. 
To understand why the derived variable has such an effect, we consider, in Table 
4.13, how well the derived variable approximates the direct variable in the subsample. The 
values of these two variables are divided into three groups: (i) less than 3.6, (ii) at 3.6 and 
(iii) greater than 3.6. For values below 3.6, the percent correctly predicted of the derived 
variable is 70-19%, which is relatively high. This measure is even higher in the group of 
values above the NMW. However, the percent correctly predicted for values at the NMW 
is only 13.73%. 
According to the direct variable, there are 408 employees whose wage rate is at the 
NMW resulting in a large spike in its distribution. The problem is that the derived variable 
puts only 56 of these employees correctly into the second group but puts the rest of them 
relatively equally into the other two groups. Thus, the spike is effectively smoothed in the 
derived variable and this leads to higher proportion estimates of the first and third groups. 
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Notice that the disappearance of the spike feature in the data is a separate problem 
from the two sampling issues previously described. This means that there are, at least, 
three issues which should be resolved in estimating the proportion under the NMW Nev- 
ertheless, it has been indicated that sampling design and unit non-responses may not cause 
any estimation problem in this context. Thus, we should be able to safely eliminate this 
sampling issue from our consideration and focus on the other two. 
Another difficulty is that the size of the proportion of interest is usually small. This 
makes its estimate very sensitive to the error of the estimation procedure. For instance, 
notice from Table 4.13 that the derived variable incorrectly places 302 individuals whose 
wage rates are supposed to be greater than 3.6 into the first group. This number of em- 
ployees is small in comparison to the size of the third group. Therefore, this mistake has 
only minimal effect on its proportion estimate. However, it is markedly large relative to 
the first group. As a result, this error incorrectly increases the proportion estimate of the 
first group. 
Let Y' denote the imputed value of wage rate and let f' =Y if R=I and fl = Y, 
if R=0. Because of the missing data problem, Skinner et al suggests the following 
estimator for the proportion of interest: 
N 
n=l 
N 
(4.107) 
Apparently, (4-107) is an adaptation of (4.106) where the missing values are replaced by 
log(3.6)] 
the imputed values. Another possible estimator if one is willing to also estimate IP weights 
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is that 
N '-'-l 
n=l'rn * Pn * 
I[Yn < log(3.6)] 
EN 
m=l, 
rm, j3mý-, 
(4.108) 
where " is the IP weight or the inverse of probability of being observed estimated by a P 
binary choice model. 
Skinner et al chooses to estimate the proportion using (4.107). They use the donor 
imputation to calculate Y' from the observed values. They also experiment with several 
imputation models but their chosen speci-fication yields the estimate of 0.0153 or 1.53% 
for the 22+ age group. For convenience, this particular method of calculating Y' will be 
referred to as Skinner's Imputation. 
Notice that the two estimation problems described are addressed in Skinner's Impu- 
tation. The issue of the spike at the NMW is dealt with using the donor imputation because 
this particular imputation technique can recreate the spike feature in the imputed data set 
as discussed in Section 4.2.5. The missing data problem is also overcome by maintaining 
the MAR assumption in (4.103). 
In this study, we will use both (4.107) and (4.108). For (4.107), we mimic the 
procedure of Skinner's Imputation by fixing the number of imputed data set at one and 
using MICE with predictive mean matching to compute Y'. For (4.108), the IP weights are 
computed by the binary response models associated with the Scobit-IPWLS2 and Hetprob- 
IPWLS2 estimators because they perform better than other specifications. 
There are two other methods which will be used to estimate the proportion of wage 
rate under the NMW- First, since all the GMM and PL estimators already assume that the 
distribution of Y given X is normal, one can calculate the proportion of interest using the 
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standard normal CDF and the resultant parameter estimates 8. That is, the proportion of 
interest can be estimated by 
log(3.6) - xfý (D (4.109) 
where 4) (-) is the CDF of the standard normal distribution. Due to the dependence of 
(4.109) on X, we must compute it using interesting values of X. Two natural approaches 
are (i) using the sample averages of explanatory variables to replace X and (ii) evaluating 
(4.109) at each observation and calculating the sample average of the outcomes. These 
two approaches will be referred to as CDF and ACDF respectively. In fact, (4.109) can 
be applied to other estimators considered if 6 is assumed to be independently and normally 
distributed. Unlike the GNIM and PL estimators, some of these estimators do not parame- 
terise a, and its estimate must therefore be computed from the residuals, 6. For comparison 
purposes, such estimates will be shown with those from the GNIM and PL estimators. 
The second alternative method is to use the parameter estimates, to impute the 
missing values of Y and to apply (4.107). This method is simple and can be applied to all 
estimators analysed. However, it is well known that using the conditional mean, i. e., x'ý to 
impute missing values can distort the inference; especially when the tails of the distribution 
are of interest. Little and Rubin (2002, p. 65) recommends therefore drawing an imputed 
value from the predictive distribution of the missing values instead of the conditional mean. 
In practice, this means the imputed values are calculated from 
xo+ý (4.110) 
where the distribution of 6' is pre-specified with mean zero and variance o,,. The variance 
of the residuals ?7 can again be used as c,, for the estimators that do not estimate o,, along 
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with ý. Little and Rubin refer to this method of imputation as Conditional Draw. We 
will impose in this study that --I is normally distributed so that the resultant estimates are 
comparable to those from (4.109). 
Although the Conditional Draw in (4.110) is a type of imputation, it is different from 
MICE and Skinner's imputation. The nature of this difference is the same as that between 
an imputation regression and a standard LS regression. That is, the Conditional Draw 
method in this study uses the estimates of 0, which are of interest in themselves, as the basis 
of the imputation. In contradistinction, the coefficient estimates from Skinner's imputation 
are ignored and may even offer no meaningful interpretation. They are only exploited to 
compute the imputed values. For example, an endogenous variable like Z can appear in 
the imputation regression of Skinner's imputation but cannot be an explanatory variable in 
(4.110). Another dissimilarity is that the Conditional Draw uses (4-110) to calculate Y, 
whereas Skinner's imputation uses the predictive mean matching. 
An advantage of using the Conditional Draw, CDF and ACDF is that the missing data 
problem can be solved not only by NLAR but also by other assumptions such as NMAR or 
(4.105). This depends on what kind of assumption is assumed in estimating ý. However, 
a drawback of using these methods is that, unlike Skinner's imputation, they cannot take 
account of the spike in the distribution of wage rate at the NMW 
4.3.1 Comparison 
Tables 4.14 and 4.15 show results from all methods discussed. In all cases considered, 
the estimates for 22+ age group are smaller than those for all individuals. This is because 
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the majority of people whose age is younger than 22 years old are low-paid employees. 
Thus, excluding them must result in lower estimate of the proportion of wage rate under 
the NMW. 
The results from different Skinner's imputations and IP weighted estimators are pre- 
sented in Table 4.14. The S-INEPI and S-IMP2 estimators are Skinner's imputations under 
MAR assumption in (4.102). On the other hand, the S-IMP3 and S-INIP4 estimators im- 
pose MAR assumption in (4.103) on the MDM. The predictive mean matching is employed 
only in the S-INIP2 and S-IMP4 estimators. Thus, only the S-IMP4 estimator has exactly 
the same specification as the donor imputation of Skinner et al. These various settings of 
the Skinner's imputation are chosen in order to study the effects of switching between the 
two MAR assumptions and of using the predictive mean matching. 
As can be seen from Table 4.14, the estimate for 22+ age group from the S-INW4 
estimator is 0.0151 which is very close to the estimate of 0.0153 from Skinner et al. This 
result is very encouraging because it means that this imputation estimator, as it is intended 
to, approximates well the procedure of donor imputation in Skinner et al. Moreover, it is 
evident from the results that replacing (4.102) with (4.103) reduces the proportion estimates 
for both groups. The effect of using the predictive mean matching on the estimates is even 
more sizeable. Under (4.102), using the predictive mean matching reduces dramatically 
the proportion estimate for 22+ age group from 0.0726 to 0.0213. Skinner's imputations 
with the predictive mean matching also produce estimates that are closer to those from 
the IP weighted estimators which are very low. For 22+ age group, both IP weighted 
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estimators predict that the proportion of interest is even less than one percent of the working 
population. 
For each estimator considered in Table 4.15, the order of the proportion estimates 
from the Conditional Draw, CDF and ACDF are such that ACDF > Conditional Draw 
ME The only exception is the estimates from the SSMLI and SSTSI estimators. The 
sizes of these estimates are unrealistically large for the proportion of wage rates below the 
NMW. As before, this could be a consequence of not having exclusion restrictions and we 
therefore exclude these estimates from our consideration. 
Furthermore, it is clear from the results in Tables 4.14 and 4.15 that different es- 
timation methods can lead to dissimilar resultant estimates of the proportion of interest. 
Moreover, the results of ACDF that are based on the 13DGMM and 19DGNIM estimators 
are approximately the same, namely, 0.05. This is exactly the same as the estimates for 
population share of the first group, Q1, from these two estimators in Section 4.2.4. The 
reason for such identical results is that the way in which both estimators calculate Q-1 is the 
same as how ACDF compute its results. 
In Table 4.15, the estimators which permit the MDM to be related to Y tend to give 
smaller estimates than the other estimators. For instance, the proportion estimates from 
the 13DGMM and 19DGMM estimators are smaller than those from the l3fNTREG and 
191NTREG estimators. Also, the N113 and M14 estimators produce the estimates for the 
proportion below the NMW which are smaller than those from the MI I and M12 estimators. 
However, this statement is not true for the Hetprob-IPWLS2 estimator. If one uses the 
ACDF or Conditional Draw methods, Hetprob-IPWLS2's estimates are then as large as 
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those from the ULS I estimator. This anomaly may be due to the fact that the IPWLS 
estimation tends to be considerably sensitive to a change in the specification of the selection 
equation. 
Moreover, the estimators which assume (4.105) such as the CGMM, CGMMI and 
PL estimators seem to give lower estimates than the estimators which are based on (4.103) 
such as the M14 and Scobit-IPVv'LS2 estimators. Notice that (4.105) deliberately permit 
the MDM to depend on Y while (4.103) allows this dependency indirectly via the inclusion 
of Z. This may indicate that the degree to which MDM is allowed to vary with Y can also 
affect the outcome. 
Skinner et al are fairly confident that their proposed estimator yields improved esti- 
mates in comparison to other methodologies previously used by the ONS. If this is true 
then 0.0153 might be used as the benchmark of a reasonable estimate for the proportion of 
UK wage rates below the NMW. Since only the estimators that allow the MDM to be re- 
lated to Y such as the M14, CGNIM, CGNU\41, PL and 19DGNU\4 estimators can produce 
such low estimates, one may conclude that they are the appropriate estimators for this em- 
pirical context. Table 4.15 also suggests that the estimate of the proportion of interest is 
relatively sensitive to the computation method used. For example, based on the CGMM 
estimator, the estimate for 22+ age group can be 0.0180,0.0312 or 0.0489 depending on 
which method is used. 
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4.4 Summary 
This study shows that using both different assumptions on the MDM and estimation pro- 
cedures certainly have considerable effect on the estimation of (i) coefficient parameters of 
the conditional mean function of wage rate and (ii) the proportion of the UK wage rate be- 
low the NMW. It confirms that the SS model does not produce plausible results when there 
is no exclusion restriction. Also, the IPWLS estimation seems to be fairly sensitive to the 
changes in the specification of the selection equation. 
In the empirical application under consideration, the MDM is likely to depend on the 
dependent variable. As a result, the availability of a variable such as Z proved to be impor- 
tant for any estimation procedure which is based on the MAR assumption. Without such a 
variable, results from these estimators can be as unreliable as those of the procedures which 
are based only on the complete cases. The estimators of interest, namely, the GMM and 
PL estimators seem to be appropriate for this empirical context. This is because they per- 
mit the MDM to vary with the dependent variable requiring neither an exclusion restriction 
nor a variable such as Z. We however do not claim that these estimators are perfect for the 
application. If a variable like Z can be acquired then an imputation method such as NUCE 
may be more attractive since it does not specify the distribution of the dependent variable 
given the covariates. 
As noted above, replacing the parametric binary response and SS models with their 
semi- or nonparametric counterparts is an interesting extension to this study. One should 
also attempt to analyse the data by the INRYX-GNIM estimator which allows the N1DM to 
be unspecified and to depend on both the dependent and explanatory variables. Moreover, 
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estimators such as the GNIM or PL estimators may be jointly used with the predictive 
mean matching to compute the imputed values. This would lead to a new type of Skinner's 
imputations which depend on (4.105) rather than the MAR assumption. 
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Table 4.11 
Comparison 
ULSI Probit-IPWLSI Logit-IPWLSI M12 
Years of Education 0.045(0,003) 0.048(0.003) 0.043(0.006) 0.046(0.005) 
Experience/10 0.165(0.012) 0.365(0.068) 0.228(0.038) 0.162(0.019) 
Experience2/100 -0.026(0.002) -0.064(0.012) -0.040(0.007) -0.026(0.004) 
Married 0.047(0.010) 0.014(0.034) 0.045 (0.025) 0.055(0.016) 
Female -0.161(0.010 -0.131(0.029) -0.144(0.024) -0.171(0.014) 
Size25 0.099(0.009) 0.304(0.082) 0.140(0.040) 0.101(0.011) 
Part-time -0.117(0.011) -0.090(0.030) -0.118(0.024) -0.113(0.012) 
London and SE 0.098(0.011) 0.155(0.039) 0.134(0.028) 0.105(0.023) 
Hetprob-IPWLS2 Scobit-IPWLS2 MA 
Years of Education 0.142(0.016) 0.042(0.010) 0.075(0.003) 
Experience/10 0.411(0.084) 0.330(0.095) 0.263(0.022) 
Experience 2/100 -0.079(0.014) -0.072(0.019) -0.042(0.004) 
Married 0.076 (0.100) 0.128 (0.099) 0.073(0.014) 
Female -0.342(0.090) -0.199(0.087) -0.163(0.012) 
Size25 0.003 (0.115) 0.023 (0.125) 0.133(0.009) 
Part-time -0.201(0.086) -0.188(0.076) -0.197(0.013) 
London and SE 0.238(0.105) 0.292(0.106) 0.138(0.009) 
SSTS1 SSMLI 
Years of Education 0.003 (0.021) -0.020(0.004) 
Experience/10 0.099(0.036) 0.066(0.016) 
Experience 2/100 -0.017(0.005) -0-013(0.003) 
Married 0.018 (0.019) 0.008 (0.012) 
Female -0.207(0.026) -0.198(0.012) 
Size25 0.086(0.012) 0.074(0.011) 
Part-time 0.049 (0.084) 0.104(0.014) 
London and SE 0.015 (0.043) -0.019 (0.013) 
19DGMM CGMM ccmmi PL 
Years of Education 0.076(0.011) 0.088(0.013) 0.016(0.011) 0.089(0.004) 
Experience/10 0.226(0.050) 0.229(0.039) 0.150(0.039) 0.283(0.021) 
Experience 2/100 -0.038(0.009) -0.036(0.007) -0.022(0.009) -0.047(0.004) 
Married 0.063(0.029) 0.069(0.014) 0.063(0.010) 0.071(0.013) 
Female -0.037(0.036) -0.036(0.023) 0.001(0.022) -0.054(0.014) 
Size25 0.089(0.029) 0.092(0.015) 0.058(0.015) 0.119(0.013) 
Part-time -0.322(0.040) -0.329(0.062) -0.288(0.014) -0.390(0.023) 
London and SE 0.165(0.031) 0.181(0.029) 0.152(0.010) 0.197(0.015) 
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Chapter 5 
Conclusion 
Several MDMs are described in this thesis. The most general MDM considered 
allows the response probability to vary continuously with both the independent and ex- 
planatory variables, namely, 
'PfR=: IIY = y, X= xl. (5.111) 
This MDM is referred to as Not Missing at Random or NMAR. Chapter 2 examines (5.111) 
and its two special cases, which are 
PýR= llY= y, X= xý =PfR= IIY = yl, (5.112) 
and 
'PfR=- IIY=y, X =xl =PfR- IIY=y, X, =xil, (5.113) 
where X, is a subset of X. These MDMs are of interest because it is more usual to 
encounter NMAR data in many economic contexts being commonly referred to as the self- 
selection problem. 
The RS's estimation procedure is extended in Chapter 2 to deal with NMAR data 
generated by these three NIDMs. Three types of GNIN4 estimators are then proposed, 
namely, fNRYX-GNtM, INRY-GNIT\4 and INRYX I -GNIM estimators, which are associated 
with the NIDMs in (5.111), (5.112) and (5.113) respectively. The cost of the extension 
from the RS approach is that some nuisance functions must be estimated prior to the GMM 
estimation. Thus, all of the proposed estimators are two-step GMM estimators. 
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Even though these two-step GNIM estimators use parametric estimation as the first 
step estimation to simplify the discussion of their asymptotic properties, it can be replaced 
by any nonparametric estimation. In fact, we also propose in Chapter 2 the one-step 
INRY-GMM estimator where the nuisance function is essentially estimated by an empirical 
estimator". 
The RS GNIM and PL estimators, which are based on (5.112), are also introduced in 
Chapter 2. The RS GNIM estimator is developed for cases where Y is a discrete variable. 
To utilise this GNIM estimator for continuous Y, the values of Y must be discretised into 
a finite number of groups; a method which entails certainly a loss in information. Thus, 
the INRY-GNIN4 estimator should be more efficient than the RS GNIM estimator in this 
circumstance. Furthermore, since the INRY-GMM estimator extracts more information 
on the parameters of interest from the likelihood of the nonrespondent units than the PL 
estimator, it should also be more efficient than the PL estimator. 
Chapter 3 presents Monte Carlo evidence on the finite sample performance of the 
two-step INRY-GNIN4, RS GNIM and PL estimators in comparison to other estimators for 
missing data. These alternative estimators are IPWLS estimators, unweighted estimators 
and SS model estimators. The SS model estimators maintain the MDM in (5.111) whereas 
the unweighted estimators assume that 
'PfR= IIY= y, X =xl =PfR= IIX =xl, 
16 The moment indicators of this one-step GMM estimator can be derived because the MDM in (5.112) 
does not depend on X. 
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that is, the NIDM is Missing at Random or NLAR. Since the MDM is specified and esti- 
mated in the IPWLS estimation, this type of estimator can assume that the MDM depends 
either on the covariates only as in (5.114) or on the covariates and some additional fully 
observed variables. A particular case of interest is whenever the NtDM is 
PtR= llY=y, X= x, Z= zl =PfR= 11X =x, Z= zl, 
where Z is fully observed and highly correlated with Y. 
No estimator dominates in all Monte Carlo experiments of Chapter 3 since they im- 
pose different assumption on the NIDM, i. e., either (5.111), (5.112), (5.114) or (5.115). 
Under (5.112), it is found in the chapter that the two-step INRY-GNIM estimator dominates 
the RS GMM and PL estimators in terms of RMSE in all Monte Carlo experiments that 
their underlying assumptions hold. This Monte Carlo evidence supports the above theoret- 
ical conjecture that the INRY-GMM estimator should be more efficient than the RS GMM 
and PL estimators. Furthermore, if only the conditional density function of Y given X 
is misspecified, it seems that the estimates for the slope coefficients from these three es- 
timators remain consistent. In such a case, the performance of the two-step INRY-GMM 
estimator is however inferior to that of the RS GNIM and PL estimators. 
Although (5.115) can be classified as MAR assumption, it allows the MDM to be 
correlated with Y through the observable Z. In the Monte Carlo experiments, we found 
that even when the MDM is a function of Y only, the mean bias of the IPWLS can be small 
if a variable such as Z is available. 
Even though the SS model estimators permit the MDM to be (5.111), their drawback 
is that they also require an exclusion restriction to guarantee identification. There are some 
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experiments in Chapter 3 where the MDM is a linear function of Y only and the conditional 
mean function of Y given X is also linear. In such cases, the N1DMs in (5.111) and (5.112) 
are shown to coincide and, as a consequence, the GMM, PL and SS model estimators are 
all applicable. We found that if there is no exclusion restriction and the explanatory power 
of the covariates in the MDM is low, the SS model estimators are dominated and perform 
poorly especially in terms of RMSE. However, the Monte Carlo investigation also suggests 
that if there are valid exclusion restrictions and the MDM is explained well by the variation 
of the covariates, the SS model estimators will outperform the two-step INRY-GMM, RS 
GNIM and PL estimators. This is due partly to the fact that these GNIM and PL estimators 
do not allow the MDM to depend on the covariates. 
With the availability of variables such as Z, the IPWLS estimator is able to cope with 
the endogenous selection problem. An advantage of the IPWLS estimator over the SS 
model estimators is that it may be easier to find a fully observed variable which is correlated 
with Y than finding an exclusion restriction. In contrast, the GMM and PL estimators 
require neither exclusion restriction nor Z in dealing with the self-selection problem. 
Chapter 4 compares all estimators employed in the Monte Carlo experiments of 
Chapter 3 using real data. In addition to the aforementioned estimators, MICE or Mul- 
tiple Imputation by Chained Equations is also used in the empirical investigation. All 
estimators are applied to analyse the UK wage distribution. The chapter considers the es- 
timation of (i) coefficient parameters of the conditional mean function of wage rate and (ii) 
the proportion of the UK wage rate below the NMW. A main objective is to examine the 
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sensitivity of the outcomes of interest with respect to the assumption used in the estimation 
procedures; especially assumptions which are imposed on the MDM. 
It is clear from the results in Chapter 4 that the outcomes of interest are sensitive 
to both assumptions on the MDM and estimation procedures employed. For example, 
although the ULS, IPWLS and MICE estimators assumes that the MDM is (5.114), the 
results from the IPWLS estimators are considerable different from the other two because 
IPWLS estimation is also sensitive to the parametric specification of the MDM. 
Some evidence suggests that the MDM of this empirical application depends signif- 
icantly on the dependent variable, i. e., there is the endogenous selection problem. Thus, 
the estimators which are based on (5.111), (5.112) and (5.115) should give reliable results. 
In Chapter 4, these estimators are the SS model, GMM, PL, IPWLS and NUCE estima- 
tors. For (5.115), Z is the log of the derived variable in this empirical context. It can be 
considered as the dependent variable plus measurement error. 
The SS model estimators do not however produce plausible results in this chapter be- 
cause there is no exclusion. It illustrates again that having valid exclusion restrictions is 
crucial for a successful application of the SS model estimators. Given (5.115), the per- 
formances of the MICE estimators are better than those of the IPWLS estimators because 
the estimates from IPWLS estimation are sensitive to the parametric specification of the 
MDM. Further, the INRY-GNIT\4, RS GNM4 and PL estimators are shown to yield reason- 
able estimates. 
As before, the availability of Z is very important for any estimation procedure which 
is based on (5.115). Without such a variable, the IPWLS and MICE estimators have to be 
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based on (5.114) and their results should be unreliable in the presence of the self-selection 
problem. An advantage of the proposed estimators is that they allow the MDM to vary 
with the dependent variable without requiring Z. They are also shown to be more efficient 
than the RS GNIM and PL estimators in the simulation studies. 
However, their main disadvantage is that they require the correct parametric spec- 
ification of the conditional density function of Y given X. If a variable like Z can be 
acquired then an imputation method such as MICE may be more attractive since it does not 
parametrically specify the conditional density function. 
In the future research, one should replace some of the estimators used with their 
serniparametric counterparts. Various serniparametric SS model estimators are already 
available in the literature. For IPWLS estimation, one can apply a number of semipara- 
metric binary response models as the first-step estimation. An interesting choice of such 
methods would be an estimator for distribution free heteroskedastic binary response model 
developed by Khan (2006). The virtue of this estimator is that, while heteroskedasticity is 
allowed and no distributional specification is assumed, it is also possible to jointly estimate 
the regression coefficients and the choice probabilities. In addition, it will also be inter- 
esting to compare these serniparametric estimators to the INRYX-GMM estimator which 
allows the MDM to depend on both Y and X. 
An immediate extension of the theoretical work in Chapter 2 concerns elucidation 
of the asymptotic properties of the proposed GMM estimators if first-step estimation is 
non-parametric, i. e., when these GMM estimators are special cases of the two-step semi- 
parametric estimator. 
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Moreover, for all of our GMM estimators, we need to assume the correct specifi- 
cation of PJY = yjX =: xj. It may be possible to relax this assumption by using a 
semi-nonparametric approach. For example, the moment indicator of the INRYX-GMM 
estimator is 
(9 log f (ylx; 0) 1 r 00 
(1-r) 
1- fy(h(y, x, r=1; 0)Ifx(x; a»dy 1 
ly h(y, x, r =: 1; 0) 0 log f(ylx; 0), 
fx (x; ce) 00 
Whereas h(y, x, r=1; ý) and fx(x; a) may be estimated non-parametrically, f (ylx; 0) 
cannot be estimated from the observed sample due to missing values in Y. Nevertheless, it 
may be possible to replace f (ylx; 0) with a semi-nonparametric estimator such as that due 
to Gallant and Nychka (1987). 
As noted in Stewart (2005), the semi-nonparametric approach of Gallant and Nychka 
(1987) approximates an unknown density function using a Hermite form. For fNRYX, if 
x'o +c where E [E I x] = 0, then we can replace f (y I x; 0) with f (E; 0) and this density 
may be approximated by 
fK k 
A 
Ok6 
k=O 
where 0(. ) is the standard normal density and 
00 (K )2 
E 
Ok6 
- 00 
k=O 
With a similar approximation for Of (ylx; 0)/00, the above moment indicators may re- 
formulated without the necessity of assuming a correct specification of Pf Y= yIX = xj. 
To sum up, a main contribution of this thesis is the extension of the serniparamet- 
ric estimation procedures developed in RS to include the case where the response variable 
is continuous and where the MDM depends on both the response variable and covariates. 
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We found that, in many circumstances, our proposed estimators perform better than the 
other estimators described; especially when there is no exclusion restriction or other addi- 
tional information available. We also demonstrated that the estimators based on the MAR 
assumption in (5.115), such as the lPVvILS or MICE estimators, allow the MDM to be cor- 
related with Y through the observable Z. In practice, since the true MDM is unlikely to 
be known in any empirical study, we suggest that several estimators which impose differ- 
ent assumptions on the MDM should be used together to examine the sensitivity of the 
outcomes of interest with respect to the assumptions made and the estimation procedures 
adopted. 
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